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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE OF THE STUDY 
I, INTRODUCTION 
This stu� is concerned with two basic aspects of music educa­
tion in the State of Wi.ahington, in its relation to music in the con­
temporary idiom, These two aspects are: (1) a detenaination of the use 
of, and attitudes toward, music in the contemporary idiom by directors 
of high school choral groups of the State of Wlshington, and (2) the 
offering of an interpretatin analysis of representative musio in the 
contemporary idiom to the high school ohoral directors of the state, 
II , PIJR.POSE OF THE STUDY 
The purpose of this stu� is (1) to determine to what degree 
111Usie in the contemporary idiom is used in the senior high sohools of 
the State of Wl.shington, (2) to detel"llline how receptive high school 
choral directors, high school choral members, and the listening public 
are to this lllllsic, and (3) to analyze phenomena pee!J.liar to 111Usie in 
general and phenomena peculiar to choral music only in selected elCIUllples 
using this idiom. 
!!!9. !23: !:!!! Stud;y 
The basic a1un111ptions that 1 (1) choral 11111sic in the contemporary 
idiom should be used in the senior high school, (2) some compositions in 
the contemporary idiom are saperior to others and should be noted and 
used as such, and (3) it would be advantageous to have a model analysis 
2 
of choral D1Usie in the contemporary idioa available to the choral direc-
tors of the state of W!l.shingtoa. vere made. 
How uny choral directors in the senior high schools of washing-
ton State 11se lllll.sic in the oontemporary idio111? Do so111e ot the directors 
tend to bypass this style of D!llsic, and, if so, why? llhat are the arga-
ments tor and against the use of !lllsic in the oontelllporsry idiom, if 
aey? If SOM directors do utilise this type of 11111sio, 'llllat can be done 
to sti.lllUJ.ate further use? If some directore use little or none of thl.e 
type of music, what ca n be done to give them the incentive and infonna-
tion necessary to the performance of this idiom? 
Student!' musical education, The above questions should be of 
vital concern to all music educators. A student•s lllllsioal edu.cation is 
1 incomplete without exp<triencing all fonas of J1Ullio. Van Bodegraven 
and Wilson state that, "a well-rounded program demands variety and so 
does a well-rounded education, 112 Their statement is reinfor.oed farther 
by Hayes M. Fuhr as he positive1Y states, "· • •  it should be the conduc-
tor's business to open up representative choral llterat'111'41 of all types 
to his. singers, .,J If aey director is falling short of this desired 
goal, all help possible should be ma.de available, Hollflver, it is first 
1warner LaY!IOn, 11Some Comments by a Choral Conductor", Music 
Educator's Journal, Vol, XLV, No. J (January, 1959), p, 52, 
2PauJ. Van Bodegraven and Harry R, idlson, '!.'he School Music 
Conductor (Chicago: Hall and McCrear;r Company, l9lii}, p, ll7. 
JHayes M, Fuhr, Fundamentals of Choral Expression (Lincoln: 
University of Nebraska Press, 1944),p. 20. 
necessary to find the anstlers to these questions. 
Un g! :!ill! questionnaire. Tbe most i.:mHiate and 001m111ient 
nethod ot finding the desired ans11&rs to the amount of lllllsic u111ed and 
the directors• attitudes toward its use is through the 11.se of the ques­
tionnaire. Whether the study shoWB a definite use of choral u.111ic 11'1 
J 
the contemporary idiom, or a complete lack ot use, it will be helpful to 
man;r individuals il'lvolY9d to have a guide available - a guide that will 
analyze contempor&J:'1 literature of TI1¢ng degrees of difficalty, llhov­
iRg the procedures by 11bich other literature in the contaporary idiom 
111.11¥ be analyzed. 
Wiat is the quality of contemporary Jlll.terial used by these 
directors, if aey? There is no apparent way of ascertaining th• answer 
to this question except throu.gh the use of the questionnaire, Likewise, 
the same procedl!l'e 11111.st be used to detennine if and wl:cy' some directors 
tend to bypass this style of music, and what their judgJllents are concern-
ing its use. 
Importance .!?! l!!!. conte111porarz idiom. How llllllli1 choral directors 
in the senior high schools of the State of Wlahington use music in the 
contemporary idiom? The importance ot this question is illustrated by a 
l!ttatement made by Marion Bauer in 1933 concerning the people who, at that 
tiJ1S, were prejudiced against contemporary music, She aid: 
'lbis a:rm;r includes regllulnts of lllllsicians who 00118 to modern 
11111sic w:I. th prejudices born of their early training, They cannot 
fit it to the traditions of the past, to the principles and ru�es 
with which they were taught to mea!!1lre accepted masterpieces. 
4Hsrion Bauer, Twentieth Centurz � (New York: G.P, Putnaa•s 
Sons, 1933), p, 4. 
4 
Even if this statement applies only to a minority of the state's 
choral teachers, it is still important. If there are any choral diree-
tors neglecting the contemporary field, the highest aims of the field of 
Dlllsie education are not being achieved, and some correction of the situ-
ation becomes necessary. It is for this purpose that the analyses in 
this study are offered. 
� !21: � anal.yses. If the info:nnation ascertained by the 
questionnaire shows a low percentage of use of the contemporary idiom, 
it becomes necessary to help those people involved. The author can best 
aid in this by offering a model analyzation of different types of eon-
temporary choral music, It is presumed by the author that the teachers 
in question will take advantage of this analyzation for, as Aaron Copland 
states, "I have often observed that the mark of a real music lover was 
an imperious desire to become familiar with every manifestation of the 
art, ancient and modern." 
5 
The analyzation will deal with the aspects of music that are nee-
essar:r to its interpretation by high school choirs. Such phenomena that 
are peculiar to music in general as rhythm, rmlodv, harmony, and fonn 
will be stressed. In like manner, those things peculiar to choral 111t1sie 
only such as text, vocal ranges, vocal tessitura, and choral devices will 
be noted. 
With this information available the high school choral teacher 
who feels a need for further study in the contemporary idiom will have 
5
Aaron Copland, \ohat To Listen For In Music (New York: McGraw. 
Hill Book Company. 19571.P.ix. 
- -
samples of the music already analyzed available as a starting PQint. 
It will include music of varying difficulty so the needs of as uny di­
rectors ae possible can be met, even those who already use a high per­
centage of modern music but wish to use more advanced materials, 
Limitations 2£ !!!!! Stud.y 
The questionnaire section of this study is limited to music in 
the contemporary idiom that was used by the advanced mixed choirs of 
senior high schools of the State of 'Washington during the school year of 
1957-1958. The music to be analyzed is limited to music in the contem­
porary idiom for mixed choirs that could be used in the senior high 
schools of the State of Wllshington. 
Organization 2£ :l:!l!!. Stud;y 
The organization of this study is such that the results of the 
questionnaire lead to the chapters of analysis. The questionnaire will 
indicate that many directors of the state feel a need for further know• 
ledge concerning the conte,1porary idiom, and these analyses are offered 
as a partial aid in fulfilling that need, 
Due to the necessarily complicated nature of the analyses, two 
chapters explaining the methods of analysis and defining the terms used 
in the study are inserted between the chapter dealing with results of 
the questionnaire and the analysis chapters proper. 
History 2£ :l:!l!!. Problem 
The writer found several studies made in the past concerned with 
the analysis of compositions written since 1900. However, none of these 
6 
studies deals solely with compositions that would be in accord with the 
definition of' the contemporary idiom as stated in this stud;y. Most of 
the compositions utilized in the previous studies are those written in 
styles reminiscent of the Romantic era of musical composition. Neither 
do any of these studies connect the analyses to the field of education; 
they are purely musical in nature. 
Present Status gt. !:!!! Problem 
As will be shown later in the stud;y, many directors lack an ade-
quate understanding and appreciation of music in the contemporary idiom. 
This is an indication that the present status of the contemporary idiom 
in our echools is not 1u satisfactory as enlightened !!lllsic educators 
desire. 6 Although the great llllljority of' directors questioned 11.sed 
some music in the contemporary idiom, very f'ew 11eed it in anything close 
to the Blllle proportion they did mu111ic from the other periods of' compo­
sition. 
Contemporar.r !!!!ll.2 ! living !£:!::. The need f'or a better understand-
ing of' msic in this idiom is thus established. However, before this 
understanding and stud;y can occur, the directors llll:tst realize the worth 
of the contemporary idiom as a living art f'om that deserves recognition 
and performance. 
6 Hazel N. Morgan (ed,), "Contemporary Music in the United States," 
Music Educators Source Book (Chicago1 Music Educators National Conference, i91i7), p. 188. - . 
7 
It is because 11111sic is a living language that we have the so­
called modern music. Music is a medium that is constantly increas­
ing its vocabulary and taking into its grammar various devices of 
harmony, melody, and rhythm that were formerly forbidden by rule. 
If it failed to accomplish such changes it llO uld soon be as dead as 
Greek and Latin, and interesting chiefly to historians. 7 
Virgil Thomson, in his book, � Right !J:!S! 1:!fl, said 11111ch the 
same thing in speaking of the natural inclination for young artists to 
perform music of their own time more understandingly than music of other 
periods. "··.it is on the whole healthier for art that the contemporary 
in spirit should be authentic and the revivals of past time a product of 
intellectual ingenuity than that the reverse should obtain, 11 8 
Some of the directors responding to the questionnaire were quick 
to admit the above conditions. They said that their young people seemed 
to have a natural inclination for the contemporary spirit once they had 
some experience with it. However, they felt that they must first teach 
traditional 11111sic before attempting the contemporary, With this concern 
for teaching subjects in a chronological order the directors are endan-
gering the well-rounded musical education of their students, 
The idea that modern music, because of its difficulties, 
should be reserved for maturity is rather dangerous as the whole 
character of our life favors the quick petrifying of mental habits 
and prevents many people from enlarging later the horizon they 
acquired in their youth. 9 
7 John T. Howard and James Lyons, Modern Music (New York: Thomas 
Y. Crowell Company, 1957),  p. 4, 
-
8 Virgil Thomson, � Right !!!!! � (New York: Henry Holt and 
Company, 1951), p, 38, 
9
Ernst Krenek, "The Place of Contemporary Music in General 
F.ducation, " Papers .2f. J:h! American Musicological Society, {n,p, American 
Musicological Society, 1938), p, 28, 
Reason !2! contel!!porar,y composition. As was previously stated, 
the present status of contemporary ll!llsic in our schools seems far from 
8 
ideal. However, there are indications in the questionnaire returns that 
instill confidence and hope for the idiom. in the f'u.ture. When people 
become more familiar vith the idiom they will realize, "IE would no 
more expect a contemporary poet to write in the speech and style of an 
Elizabethan bard than we would have a composer in our day express him-
10 self in the fol'lll and style of a Baroque master," 
It is probable that some of the adverse associations many- people 
have made vi th the term "contemporary" have thus far prevented them 
from approaching the contelllPOrary idiom with an open mind, 
The label "contemporary" applied to new lllllsic by living 
composers has come into widespread use chiefly during the twentieth 
century, For this reason, it has been mistakenly associated with 
radical, experimental, and sometimes qu.eer-sounding lllllsic. This, 
in turn, has led to some resistance to all new music on the part of 
conservative CQncert-goers, Before our century, though, the music 
public expected to hear new lllllsic at concerts, and it did not occur 
to those audiences that all the good music in the wrld had already 
been written and that subsequent compositions should be considered 
apart. ll 
This, then, is the background of the problem of this study and a 
preview of the body of the wrk. Many confl.icting opinions and attitudes 
have been gathered concerning the contemporary idiom, contributing to 
10 Julius Portnoy, Ill! Philosopher !JE Music (New York: The Human-
ities Press, 1954), p. 209. 
11Howard Mitchell, "I Play Contemporary Music," Music Journal, 
Vol. XVI ,  No, 2 (Febra.ary, 1958), p. 12. 
some confusion and to a need for further study of this area. The 
analyses will help till this need by alleviating this confusion. 
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CHAPTER II 
RESULTS OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE 
One hundred forty-five questionnaires were sent to high school 
choral directors throughout the State of 'til.shington, Eighty directors 
responded to the questionnaire, twenty-one of mich were invalid because 
they either had no record of compositions practiced and performed during 
1957-19.58, or had too little an understanding of the conteroporary idiom 
to answer the questionnaire coherently, 
For purposes of interpretation the results of the questionnaire 
used in this study were divided into two general sections. The first 
section deals with comparisons by numbers and percentages of compositions 
of e.11 historical periods practiced and performed with compositions in 
the contemporary idiom practiced and performed, This comparison deals 
only d. th the school year 1957-1958 according to the following categories: 
l, Area of the State of Washington. 
2. Teaching experience of the directors responding to the ques-
tionnaire, 
J. Education of the directors responding. 
4. Classification by enrollment of the schools involved. 
5. Percentage of the total school enrolllllent enrolled in the 
choral program in the schools involved. 
The second section deals with the judgments of the directors re­
sponding to the questionnaire concerning the following topics: 
1. Attitude of the listening public toward music in the contem-
11 
porary idiom. 
2. Attitude of the listening public in the .future toward music 
in the contemporary idiom. 
3, Capability of the choral groups of the directors questioned 
in performing music in the contE!Jlporary idiom. 
4. Enjo;rment of the choral groups of the directors questioned in 
performing llll1s1c in the contemporary idi0111, 
5, Adequacy of the directors responding to teach Jllllsic in the 
contemporary idiom. 
6. Reasons some directors overlook or avoid music in the contem­
porary idiom. 
I. COMPARISON BY NUMBERS AND PERCENTAGES OF COMPOSITIONS OF 
ALL PERIODS PRACTICED AND PERFORMED WITH CQMPOSITIONS IN 
THE CONTEMPORA.RY IDIOM PRACTICED AND PERFORMED 
!!:!.! !!.! � � 
In this study the state was div1ded into four approximate geograph-
ical areas. The east-west dividing line chosen ws the Cascade Mountain 
Range. North-south div1aion was slightly more complicated; on the west 
side of the mountains a slight variation of the 47th Parallel was used, 
running from the Pacific Ocean just north of the cities of Hoquiam, Ab­
erdeen, and Olympia to the mountain range, On the east side of the Cas­
cade Range the line of 47° 20' 1111.s used, running from approximately 
Kaches Lake in the mountains south of the cities of Wenatchee, Ephrata, 
Odessa, and Cheney to the Idaho State border. 
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The following comparisons according to geographical areas of the 
state may also be found on TABLE I, and TABLE II. 
Northwest �· Twenty-three directors of high school choral 
groups in the northwest area of the State of leshington responded valid­
ly to the questionnaire. These respondents'groups practiced 803 compo­
sitions of all periods during the year 1957-1958. Of these, 52 composi­
tions were in the contemporary idiom, creating a percentage of contempo­
rary compositions practiced to compositions of all periods practiced of 
6.48 per cent. This is slightly higher than the state average, higher 
than the southwest and southeast percentages, and slightly lower than the 
northeast percentage. 
Selections performed were 41 contemporary compositions out of 489 
compositions of all periods for a 8.38 per cent. This is higher than 
that of any other area. 
Northeast !.!:!!• Valid respondents from the northeast area num­
bered thirteen. Their groups practiced 408 compositions of all periods, 
of which 27 were in the contemporary idiom. This gave the northeast 
region a percentage of contemporary compositions practiced to composi­
tions of all periods practiced of 6.62 per cent, which was the highest 
of all percentages in this category. 
The percentage performed was also higher than that of any other 
area with the exception of the northwest, 15 contemporary compositions 
out of 242 compositions of all periods creating a 6.2 per cent. However, 
20 of the 27 contemporary compositions practiced and 9 of the 15 contem­
porary compositions performed in this region were used by one director, 
tree of state 
Nortbwst • • 
Northeast • • 
Southwest • • 
Sou thee st • • 
Vest Sabtotal • 
last &lbtotal • 
State Total • 
TABLE I 
COMP&RISON BY lftlMBERS AND PERGl!lNTlGES OF OOMPOSITIOJIS 
or .lLL PERIODS PRACTICED WITH COMPOSITIONS Dr 'l.'BB 
COBl'EMPORARY mIOM PRACTICJID lCCORDil'll 
Number ot oomposi tiona 
of all periods 
practiced 
• • 803 
• • 408 
• • 210 
• • 3Z1 
• • 1013 
• • 735 
• • 1748 
TO AIUU. Of STlTE 
li'Wlber of OOllP0-1 tiou 
in co.nteaporar;y idiom 
practiced 
52 
Z1 
8 
12 
60 
39 
99 
'Percentage of oontellporar;y idiom 
OOJBPOSitiollll practiced to 
eo11positions ot all 
periods practiced 
6.48 
6.62 
3.81 
'J.67 
5.92 
5.31 
5.66 
Area of State 
Northwest • • 
llortheast • • 
Southwest • • 
Soutbeast • • 
West subtotal • 
&ast subtotal • 
State Total • 
TABLE II 
CO!PARISON BY NUMBERS AND PERCENTAGES OF COMPOSITIONS 
Of lLL PERIODS PERFORJOOI WITH COMPOSITIONS IN TBE 
GON'l'EMPORARY IDIOM P.l:l!FORMED ACGORDII«l 
TO ARJ!:A OF STATE 
�r ot composition 
ot all periods 
perf oraed 
• • 489 
• • 242 
• • 129 
• • 207 
• • 618 
• • 449 
• • lo67 
Number ot compositions 
in contemporary idiOlll 
perf'or11ed 
41 
15 
7 
9 
48 
24 
72 
Pe.rcantap of ca.atea,porary idio• 
COlllPO•itio.1111 perfon111d to 
COlllpOlitions ot all 
period• performed 
8.)8 
6.2 
5.43 
4.35 
7.77 
5.35 
6.75 
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raising sharply what would otherwise be a very low percentage, 
Southwest !!:!!.!!.• The southwst area had only nine valid respond­
ente to the questionnaire. However, the percentage of contemporary com­
positione practiced to compositions of all periods practiced was still 
veey low in comparison to the tw northern areas, being 3,81 per cent. 
The ntllllerical baeie for this percentage was 210 compositions of all 
periods, of which 8 were in the contemporary idiom. 
In perform.a.nee the percentage was noticeably higher - 7 contempo­
rary COlllPOSitions out of 129 COJllPositions of all periods for a 5.43 per 
cent. 
Southeast !£!!!!• Fourteen valid questionnaire returns were re­
ceived from the southeast area of the state, Thq showed a use of 327 
c0111position11 of all periods practiced, 12 of llhioh were in the contempo­
rary idiom for a 3,67 per cent, and 207 compositions of all periodl!I per­
fo:rmed, of which 9 were in the contemporary idiom for a 4,35 per cent, 
.!!!,ll subtotal. The combination of the northwst and southwest 
areas provided a 81lbtotal of thirty-two valid respondents utilizing 60 
contemporary compositions out of 1013 compositions of all periods prac­
ticed for a percentage of .5.92 per cent. This is only slightly higher 
than the eastern subtotal, indicating no perceptive variation between the 
two regions of the state in their practice of selections in the contem­
poraey idiom, 
In performance, however, a 7,77 per cent use of the contemporaey 
idiom was shown in the western subtotal ( 48 compositions in the contempo­
rary idiom out or 618 compositions of all periods), which is more than 
fifty per cent higher than the eastern si1btotal percentage. 
East S11btotal. As was stated in the preceding paragraph, the 
-
percentage of contemporary compositions practiced to compositions of all 
periods practiced in the eastern half of the state was not appreciably 
different than that of the western half. Ti.ienty-seven directors respon-
ed validly with a total of 735 compositinns, 39 of which i.iere in the 
contemporary idiom. This created a percentage of 5.31 per cent. 
As was also noted previously, the difference in performance per­
centages was relatively large; while the western region had a 7.77 per 
cent, the eastern region• s performance percentage was only 5.35 per cent 
(24 contemporary compositions out of 449 compositions of all periods). 
State total, The total number of directors responding validly to 
--
the questionnaire i.ias fifty-nine. Ninety-nine contemporary compositions 
practiced out of 1748 compositions of all periods practiced provided a 
percentage of 5.66 per cent. Contemporary compositions perfol".llled were 
72 our of 1067 compositions of all periods performed for 6,75 per cent. 
Considering the five main historical eras of musical composition 
(Renaissance, Baroque, Classical, Romantic, and Contemporary) that com-
prise the greatest portion of choral music, these percentages would seem 
to indicate a rather low proportion of contemporary materials used. 
Teaching Experience 
The respondents to the questionnaire in this category fell into 
four main groups; thirteen had either no experience or only one year's 
experience, thirteen had either two or three years of experience, fif-
teen had from four to nine years' experience, and eighteen had ten 
years• experience and above. See TABLE III, and TABLE IV. 
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!J2!!!. 2.!:. 2 year• s experience. Compositions of all periods prac­
ticed by this group were 208 liihile contemporary compositions practiced 
were 13 for a percentage of 6,25 per cent. This is almost fifty per 
cent higher than the percentages of the next two groups. 
The performance percentages of this group, ho'Wever, were approxi­
mately the same as all others (9 contemporary compositions out of 148 
comi•ositions of all periods for a 6.08 per cent). 
!!:!£ .!&. � years• experience. Out of )48 co•11posi tions of all 
periods practiced, 16 were in the contemporary idiom within this group 
for a relatively low percentage of 4,6 per cent, However, 15 contempo­
rar,r compositions out of 176 total compositions gave a performance per­
cen��ge of 8.52, the highest in this category. 
!2£!: .!&. !'&!!! years• experience. This group also showed a rela­
tively low percentage of contemporary compositions practiced to compo­
sitions of all periods practiced (4.31 per cent). The numerical basis 
for this percentage was 23 contemporary c0111poeitions out of 534 total 
compositions. Performance percentage was slightly higher with a 5.19 
per cent (18 contemporary compositions out of a total of 347 composi­
tions). 
!!!Jl years• experience !.!.!!! �· The percentage of contemporary 
compositions practiced to compositions of all periods practiced in this 
group was higher than that of any other group in this category, The 
figure of 7.14 per cent -was derived from 47 contemporary compositions 
0-1 year • 
.Q...3 yeara 
4-9 yeara 
• 
• 
• 
TlBLK III 
OOKP&.RISON BY liUMBEB.3 AND PERCSNTAGES 01 COMPOSITIONS 
01 .t.LL PERIODS l'R!CTIC!m VITH OQfPOSITIONS IN THE 
COllTEMPOIU.RI IDIOM PRACTIG&D ACCORDING 
TO TE&CHIJll EIPERIENCE 
Nunlber � 00111pOai tions 
ot all period.a 
praotioed 
Jh1aller of C0111p011itio1111 
ill COlltemponlr," idiolll 
practiced 
l'eroelltap ot collteltpol'827 
idioa C011pOaitioll1 practiced. 
to 0011p01itiolla � all 
periods practiced 
• • • 
• • • 
• • • 
1.3 
16 
10 yeara and abaft. • 
208 
.349 
S.34 
6� 
� 
4'1 7.14" 
"Olle of the respondents was responsible for 20 of the 47 compositions practiced. 
Teaching Experience 
0-1 ;year • • • • • 
2-3 ;years • • • • 
4-9 ;years • • • • 
10 ;years and above. • 
TABLE IV 
CG!PA.RISON BY Nl.OOIERS AND PERCENTAGES OF COMPOSITIONS 
OF W. PERIODS PERFOBMED WITH COMPOSITIONS IN THli: 
CON'.l'EMPORARY IDICl4 PERFCIOO:D &CGORDING 
TO TE&CHI� EXPERIENGE 
Number of compositions 
of all periods 
performed 
148 
176 
347 
396 
ltwnber of oompo ei tiowi 
in contelllporary idiom 
performed 
9 
15 
18 
)O 
Percentage of aonte111por11r;r 
idiom compoeitione performed 
to compositions of all 
periods performed 
6.08 
8.52 
5,19 
7.58 .. 
*One of' the respondents was responsible for 9 of the JO compositions performed, 
20 
out of 658 compositions of all periods. However, this figure tends to 
be misleading since, again, one of the respondents was responsible for 
20 of the contemporary compositions. 
The same respondent mentioned above also provided 9 of the 30 
contemporary compositions performed by this group. With on!y 396 total 
compositions, this gives a relatively high performance percentage of 
7,58 per cent. 
Education 
Forty-one of the directors responding held bachelor's degrees on!y, 
while eiehteen were the possessors of master's degrees. This is one of 
the categories in which there seems to be a direct relation to the use 
of the contemporary idiom, as can be seen on TABLE V, and TABLE VI, 
Bachelor's degrees. Compositions of all periods practiced that 
wen reported by this group numbered 1074, of which 47 were in the con­
temporary idiom for a 4.38 per cent, In like manner, 38 contemporary 
selections perfonned and 653 total compositions performed gave a 
slightly higher 5.82 per cent. 
Master's degrees. The relationship of contemporary compositions 
to compositions of all periods practiced within this group was 52 to 674, 
respective!y, for a 7.72 per cent. This is approximate!y 75 per cent 
higher than the percentage shown by the respondents with on!y bachelor's 
degrees. In the area of performance 34 contemporary compositions and 
414 total compositions create a percentage of 8,21 per cent, approxi­
mately fifty per cent higher than the same figure reached by those who 
Education 
TABLE V 
CCMPARISON BY NUMBERS 1ND PERCENTAGES 01 COMPOSITIONS 
01 ALL PERIODS PRACTIGED VITH CCJ!POSITIONS IN THE 
CONTEMPORARY IDICM PRACTICED ACCORDI!ll 
Number of COllpOsitioDS 
of all period.11 
practiced 
TO EDUCATION 
Nullber of compositio1111 
in contemporary idiom 
practiced 
Percentage of contemporary idiom 
C011pOsitio11e practiced to 
oompositio1111 of all 
periods practiced 
Bachelor• a Degree • • • 1074 47 
S2 Master' 11 Degree • • • • 674 7.72 
N 
I-' 
Eduaation 
TABLE VI 
COHPARISOB BI NUMBERS AND PERCEllTlGBS OF CCllPOSITIONS 
OF !LL PERIOD'! PERFOBMED Wl'l'H OCMPOSITIONS IN THE 
CONTEMl'OR&HY IDICM PW'OHMED iCCORDifll 
Nwaber of coapositions 
of •ll periods 
perforaed 
TO EDUCATION 
Nwllber of compositions 
in contemporary idiOlll 
performed 
Percentage of oonte•porary idiDll 
compositions perfoI'lll!ld to 
coapoaitiou of •ll 
periods perf orlll8d 
Baob4lorta Degree • • • 65.3 
414 
.38 
.34 Maetert a llegree • • • s.21 
23 
had bachelor's degrees only. 
The combination of higher percentages created by the holders of 
master's degrees in both practice and performance iPdicates a strong 
probability of relationship between more advanced education and in­
creased use of materials in the contemporary idiom. 
Classification 2! Schools .!?z Enrollment 
Of the directors responding to the questionnaire, nineteen were 
teaching in Class A schools, thirteen in Class B schools, sixteen in 
Class C schools, and eleven in Class D schools. These classifications 
were determined according to the regulations of the Central Wl.shington 
division of state music educators Which provide the following classi­
fications by school enrollment: (1) Class A - 751 and above, (2) Class 
B - 451 to 750, (3) Class C - 151 to 450, and (4) Class D - below 150. 
This category also seems to hold some significant relationships, 
as can be seen in the following paragraphs, or on TABLE VII, and TABLE 
VIII. 
� A schools. The respondents from Class A schools indicated 
a much higher use of the contemporary idiom than did any other classifi­
cation. Of a total of 653 compositions practiced, 62 were in the contem­
porary idiom for a 9.5 per cent, and of a total of 454 compositions per­
formed, 46 were in the contemporary idiom for a 10,13 per cent. This is 
approximately twice as high as the percentages of the next highest group 
(Class C schools), three times as high as the Class B schools, and as 
much as five to nine times as high as the Class D schools. 
Claaaitication 
ot sobool.IJ bf 
eQl'Ollment 
Cla 1!111 1 Sobool.IJ 
TABLE VII 
GOMPWSOII BY NllMBliS a.HD PERCENTAGES OF CCIG'OSITIONS 
OF 4LL PiRIOOO PR.lCTIOED WITH CCJIPOSITIOIJS IN 'l'Hi 
COBTEMP!llil! IDIOM PRACTICED !CCORDilG TO 
CLASSD'Ic.LTIOll ai SCHOOIB BY EHROIJ..KE11'1' 
lulllber ot C0111pOsitio&:1S 
ot all periods 
practiced 
Nwlber ot ao11poaitio111  
in OOllteapol'aZ'J' idioa 
practiced 
Perc•ntac- ot contempo1"U'f id1-
compo1i ticn• practiced to 
coapo1itiou ot all 
periods practiced 
• • • 
Class B Schools • • • 
65.) 
485 
398 
212 
62 
18 
Cla11a C Sohoola • • • 
Class D Schools • • • 
17 
.94 
-
T&BLE VIII 
COMPARISON BY NllNBERS AND PERCENTAGES OF COMPOSITIONS 
OF ALL P&RIOD.S PERFORMlID WIT!f COMPOSITIONS IN THE 
CONTEMPORARY mICJ( PKBFOBM&D ACCORDI!ll TO 
CLASSD'ICATIOlll OF SCHOOLS BY ENROLLMENT 
Clasaif'ioation 
of schools by 
enrollaent 
llullber ot caapoai ti.01111 
of all periods 
perf orllllld 
Nwaber of cOlllpositiona 
ill conteapon.1'7 idiOll 
performed 
Percentap of co11te11.poraey idiom 
coapoaitions performed to 
compositions of all 
periods psrfol'll8d 
Class A Schools • • 
Class B Schools • • 
Class C Schools • • 
Class D Schools • • 
• 
• 
• 
• 
454 
301 
201 
102 
10 
2 
3.32 
6.97 
N 
'-" 
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The reasons for these differences could be many, two of' 'Which are 
greater selection of' candidates for the choral groups in the larger 
scho�ls and a greater number of' more highly educated teachers employed 
by the Class A and Class C schools, The latter reason seems even more 
than probable when it is noted that , of the directors responding, Class 
A schools had nine directors with master• s degrees ,  Class C schools had 
five directors with master• s degrees, Class B schools had three directors 
with master' s degrees ,  and Class D had only one director with a master ' s  
degree, This is in direct relation to the range of' percentages of use 
of the contero:,.iorary idiom shown by the classification of the above schools ,  
� Q schools. Class B schools practiced 485 compositions of' 
all ;-ieriods,  of which 18 ware in the contemporary :i.<Iiom for a 3,71 per 
cent, They perfomed 10 contemporary compositions out o.f a total of' 301 
com1 ·ositions for a 3,32 per cent, 
Class f schools. Compositions of' all period"" practi ced by Class 
C schools numbered 398, Of these , 17 were in the contemporary idiOlll for 
a 4.27 per cent. The performance percentage was noticeably higher, being 
6. 9'(' per cent. This was based on the numerical relationship of' 201 total 
compositions and 14 contemporary compositions, 
Class � schools .  The lowest percentage of contemporary composi­
tions practiced was reported by the Class D schools.  This was a .94 
per cent based on 212 total compositiona and only 2 contemporary compo­
sitions, The percentage of' performance was only slightly higher, being 
1.96 per cent based on 102 total compositions and the same 2 contempo­
rar.1 compositions. 
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Percentage Sl1 Choral Program Enrol1ment .:!::2. School Eprollment 
For the sake of clarity thi s category was divided into six sec­
tions arbitrarily; sixteen respondents fell within the first section 
having from 0 to 10 per cent of their school enrollment in the choral 
program, twenty-five fell within the 11 to 20 per cent section, seven 
fell within the 21 to 30 per cent section, six respondents were in the 
section of 31 to 40 per cent , one was in the 41 to 50 per cent section, 
and four were in the above 50 per cent section. 
As TABLE IX and TABLE X show there are also indications of some 
significant relationships i n  this category of the study. The pe rcen­
tages of use of mu sic in the contemporary idiom are generally two and 
thrt'e times higher in those schools falling within the 0 to 10 per cent, 
11 to 20 per cent, and 21 to JO per cent sections than those in the 
other three sections. 
Q .:!::2. 1Q £!!!: .!:!!!.!:• Those schools whose percentage of choral pro­
gram enrollment to school enrollment was from o to 10 per cent practiced 
a total of 465 composition s, 26 of which were in the contemporary idiom; 
this creates a figure of 5 . 59 per cent. They performed 283 compositions, 
of which 19 were contemporary for a 6 . 71 per cent. These percentages are 
only slightly lower than those of the next two secti ons. 
!l .:!::2. 20 per .!:!!!.!:• Schools in this section practiced 54 contem­
porary selections out of a total program of 848 compositions to achieve 
a 6.J7 per cent, and performed 543 compositions., of which 39 were contem­
porary for a 7.18 per cent. 
� .:!::2. lQ .P!ll: �· Contemporary compo sitions practiced by schools 
Percent.age of cboral 
e1:1rollllant to school 
•DrOlllullt 
0 to 10 per cent • • 
11 to 20 per cent • 
21 to 30 per cent • 
31 to 40 per cent • 
41 to 50 per OGnt • 
AboTe 50 per cent • 
TABLE ll 
COMPARISOH BI l'IJMBERS AND PERCENTAGES 01 COMPOSITIONS 
OF ALL PERIODS PRACTICED WITH CC!!POSITIOMS IN THE 
COlll'EMPORAHI IDI{M PRACTICED ACCORDING i'O 
nRCENTAGI OF CHORAL PROOlWI ENB.OI.Llf&Jl'.r 
TO SCHOOL E!IROLLMli:lll' 
Ptlroentap ot oontemporaey 
!IUll'ber of compoaitiom llmlbar ot 0011pOsition11 idioia oompositiollS practiced 
of all periods , ill oonta•porar;r id1011 to C011pOSitions ot all 
practiced practiced periods practiced 
.. 465 C.6 5.59 
• 848 54 6.37 
• 196 l3 6.63 
• 145 4 2.76 
• 34 1 2.94 
• 6o 1 1.67 
Peroentege or choral 
enrollment to school 
enroll:llent 
O to 10 per cent • • 
11 to 20 per cent • 
2l to 30 per cent • 
31 to 40 per oent • 
41 to 50 per cent • 
Above 50 per cent • 
TABLE I 
COMPARISON BY NUMBERS liiD PERCENTAGES OF COMPOSITIONS 
Qt' ALL Pl!:RIOllS PERFORM!ID WITH COMPOSITIONS II THI 
CON'l'EMPORAR! IDIOM PERFOllMl.Ul ACCORDII«i TO 
PBRC&lft'AGE OF CHOIU.L PROOlWl INROLLMElfl' 
TO SCHOOL ENROLLMENT 
Nwllber o£ eo11rpos 1 tioDa 
or all periods 
performed 
!Naber or oompositioDll 
in co1:1temporar;r idioa 
perf-4 
Percentage ot OOE1te11pOrar;r 
idiOll ooapoaitiona perfor119d 
to ooi.pos1tiol18 or all 
periods perfo1'1118d 
• 283 19 6.71 
• 543 39 7.18 
• 115 lO 8.7 
• 75 2 2.67 
• 19 l 5.26 
• 32 l 3.U 
JO 
in this section were 13 , they performed 10 of these , practiced a total 
of 196 selections, and performed a total of' 115 compo sitions. TM.s 
creates a performance percentage of 8, 7 per cent and a practice percent­
age of 6 ,63 per cent , both of llhich are higher than the respective per­
centages of any other section in this category, 
J!. il !:!Q. !!!.!: Sl.!!Il:,. A sharp decrease is met in  the percentages of 
this group. From a total of 145 cOlllpositions practiced only 4 were in 
the contemporary idiom for a 2.76 per cent, From a total of 75 composi­
tions perfomed, 2 wre in the contelllporary idiom for a 2. 67 per cent. 
!!!, ll JQ. E!! �· The percentage of contemporary compositions 
performed rises to 5,26 per cent in this section as 1 contemporary selec­
tion from a total of' 19 compositions was used, However, in contemporary 
compositions practiced {l) and total compositions practiced ()4) , the 
figure was again quite low with a 2.94 per cent, 
!22!! .2Q E!! �· Of 60 compositions practiced by thi s group, 
only 1 was contemporary for a 1.6? per cent , and of 32 compo sitions per­
fol'llltld, 1 was contemporary for a 3,13 per cent. 
I I ,  JUDGMENTS OF THE DIRECTORS RESPONDING 
TO THE QUESTIONNAIRE CONCERNING USE OF 
MUSIC IN THE CONTEMPORARY IDIOM 
Attitude g£. :!:h! li stening public . Of the directors responding to 
the questionnaire , all fifty-nine gave their judgments of how they be­
lieved the listening public reacted to D1Usic in the contemporary idiom. 
Nineteen, or J2. 2 per cent, said they believed the audience received 
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music i n  the contemporary idiom favorably, although there was no provi­
sion made for the directors to indicate whether they believed this was 
an enthusiastic ,  or merely passive , acceptance , 
Eighteen , or 30 , 5  per cent, of the re spondents stated their be­
lief that the listening public did not receive the idiom favorably, The 
unanimous reason given for this was lack of understanding and familiar­
ity with the idiom on the part of the audience, 
Those respondents who gave qualified answers were as follows : 
1 .  Nine , or 15.25 per cent, said they did not know how the audi­
ence received the idiom since their groups had not perfol"llled 
music in the idiom, 
2. Eight, or 13, 56 per cent, aaid they believed their audiences 
would receive it only a little at a time, 
3 ,  Three, or 5,08 per cent, expressed the belief that the audi­
ence would receive the idiom favorably if it were used. 
4. Two, or 3 , 39 per cent , expressed the belief that the audience 
received the idiom favorably when a program explaining the 
thoughts of the songs in this idiom was available , 
Attitude 2£ .!:h!!, listening public !!l. .lb.!!. future. Again, all the 
directors responding gave their judgments in this category. A large 
majority of these directors (forty- six, or 77,97 per cent) said they 
believed the i diom would be received favorably by the listening public 
in the future, 
Those stating a belief that the idiom will not be favorably re­
ceived in the future gave the following reasons for their judgment s :  
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1. Six, or 10 , 17 per cent , listed lack of understanding by the 
audience , 
2. Two ,  or 3. 39 per cent, said the idiom was not good and would 
never be appreciated, 
3, One ,  or 1.69 per cent, said the idiom tended to be too irrev­
erent to be accepted by religious organi�ations. 
4. One, or 1.69 per cent, said it will not be accepted until it 
is used lllllch more by pro:t'essional musicians such as concert 
artists, 
Three of the responding directors , or 5 . 08 per cent, declined to 
prophecy the future o:t' the idiom. 
Capability 2.!'., ehor!!l groups . In this category several directors 
gave more than one answer, which is the reason for the following percent­
ages totaling more tban 100 per cent. Of these directors only twenty­
three , or 38. 98 per cent, believed their groups were capable of perform­
ing music in the contemporary idiom. Three, or 5,08 per cent, said they 
did not know if their groups could perform it because they had not tried 
any music in this idiom, and six, or 10 , 17 per cent, said their group s 
could perform only the easy compo sitions in this idiom. 
Reasons given for choral groups being incapable of performing 
music in the contemporary idiom were 1 
1. Insuffi cient musical background for the students i n  the ele­
mentary schools (eighteen, or 30.51 per cent ) .  
2 ,  Insufficient choral program i n  the school district (ten, or 
16.95 per cent ) .  
3. Too great a dissonance problem in the 11111sic (four, or 6 . 78 
per cent ) .  
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4, Too great a rhythmic problem in the music (one , or 1, 69 per 
cent) . 
5. The composers of this idiom do not ·understa�d the human voice 
and , hence , write unvocal music (one, or 1.69 per cent) . 
En.ionnent 2£ .ill! choral groups. Three of the directors responding 
failed to complete this section of the questionnaire ; however, of those 
who did complete the section, twenty-three , or 38. 98 per cent, stated 
the belief that their groups definitely enjoyed perfonning music in this 
idiom. As might be expected , the majority of these ( fifteen) were the 
same directors that believed their groups were capable of performing 
lllllsic in this idiom. 
One director (1.69 per cent) said hie group enjoyed performing 
music in the contemporary idiom if done only occasionally. In like 
manner, one director said his group enjoyed the idiom if the selections 
were not too difficult. 
An interesting inconsistency was shown in the next section, Four­
teen , or 23 , 73 per cent, said they did not know if their groups enjoyed 
this idiom, since they have not used any of the music from it. The in­
consistency lies in the fact that only three directors listed the same 
reason for not knowing if their gro11ps were capable of performing music 
in this idiom, 
The reasons given by the directors for their groups not enjoying 
the perfonnance of music in this idiom were : 
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l. Insufficient experience with the idiom ( eleven, or 18.64 per 
cent ) .  
2 .  Students are too immature to understand the idiom (four, or 
6. ?8 per cent ) .  
3. Idiom is unnatural and unTocal, ( two ,  or 3 , 39 per cent) ,  
Preparation .2! .!:!!! directors. There being only two diVisions of 
thi s section, the results are very easy to ascertain. Forty-two , or 
?l.19 per cent , said they were adequately prepared to teach music in the 
contemporary idiom. Seventeen, or 28, 81 per cent, said they were not 
prepared adequately to teach this music,  and unanimously listed lack of 
college training as the reason. Twelve of these seventeen held a bach­
elor' s degree only, leaving five with !llaster' s degrees -who still felt a 
lack of college training in connection with the contemporary idiom. 
Reasons directors overlook ll!: avoid .!:!!! conterapora!X . idiom. Pro. 
Vision was made under this heading for the directors to give as many 
reasons as they desired as to why some choral directors overlook or avoid 
music in the contemporary idiom. They responded with a total of 102 
reasons , "Which were as follows : 
1,  Insufficient training and experience of  the directors ( twenty­
three , or 38. 98 per cent ) .  
2. The idiom is too hard to prepare, takes too much time for the 
rewards gathered (eighteen, or 30,51 per cent ) ,  
3 ,  students not capable of perfoming music i n  this idiom ( thir­
teen, or 22. 03 per cent ) ,  
4.  Directors do not like the idiom (thirteen, or 22.03 per cent) . 
5 .  Directors are afraid o f  audience reaction and dieapproval 
(eleven, or 18.64 per cent ) .  
15 
6. Directors feel they must teach traditional literature first 
(eight, or lJ.56 per cent) . 
?. Poor quality of literature in the contemporary idiOll  (five, or 
8.4? per cent) , 
8 ,  Districts do not allow time or money enough to warrant exper­
imentation with a new idiom ( four, or 6.?8 per cent) . 
9. Directors let the students give up too easily (three, or 5.08 
per cent ) .  
10. Directors do not know how to select the proper music in thi s 
idiom, (three, or 5, 08 per cent). 
11. Directors do not overcome some technical vocal difficulties 
by revoicing and transposition (one ,  or 1.69 per cent) . 
In resume , it may be seen that the percentage of practice and per­
formance of music in the contemporary idiom to the practice and perform­
ance of music of all periods was quite low, considering the historical 
periods from which choral nrusic may be selected. The range of percent­
ag1!1s was from ,94 per cent to 10.lJ per cent, with the state-wide percent­
age of contemporary compositions practiced being 5 .66 per cent and, of 
contemporary compositions performed , 6.?5 per cent. ( Compositions prac­
ticed include those performed . )  
Areas with significant relationship to the use of the contemporary 
idiom were :  
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l .  Education (directors with master• s degrees used a 111Uch higher 
percentage of contemporary music than those without master' s 
degrees) .  
2 .  Classification o f  schools by enrollment (Class A schools had 
a much higher percentage of use of the contemporary idiom than 
schools in the other classifications) . 
3. Percentage of choral program enrollment to school enrollment 
(schools whose choral groups comprised from 0 to 30 per cent 
of the school enrollment had a lllllch higher percentage of use 
of the contemporary idiom than schools whose choral groups 
comprised above 30 per cent of the school enrollment ) ", 
Judgm.ents of the directors responding to the questionnaire concern­
ing use of music in the contemporary idiom showed six areas with some sig­
nigicance, They were : 
1. An approximately even division of directors believing contem­
porary music was re ceived favorably by the listening public ,  
and directors believing the contemporary idiom was not re­
ceived favorably by the listening public.  
2. A large ma.jori ty of directors believing 111t1sic in the contempo­
rary idiom will be received favorably by the listening public 
in the future . 
J, A majority o:!' directors believing their choral groups were 
incapable of per:!'orming music in the contemporary idiom, due 
mainly to insufficient choral programs and students• insuffi­
cient lllllsical backgrounds, 
)7 
4. Twenty-three directors believing their groups enjoyed working 
with the contemporary idiom, seventeen believing their groups 
did not enjoy the contemporary idiom, and fourteen 'Who did 
not know because they have not tried it. 
5, A large majority of directors believing they were adequately 
prepared to teach music in the contempo:rarJ idiGm with those 
believing they were not prepared adequately unaniJlously list­
ing lack of college training and experience as the reason. 
6. Directors believing some of their colleague:; overlook or avoid 
music in the contemporary idiom mainly because of lack of 
training and experience , difficulty of the 111t1sic , incapability 
of student s to perfonn the l!!!lsi c ,  dislike of the idiom by the 
directors, and the fear of disapproval by the audience. 
All of these findings would seem to indicate a need for greater 
understanding of music in the contemporary idiom by a mijority of the 
directors responding. 
CHAPTER III 
DEFINITION OF TERMS 
Some of the following terms have become common and well-known in 
conjunction with the contemporary idiom, others are commonly used in con­
nection with lllllsic of all periods. Ho"Wever, even these well-known terms 
often have slightly varying meaning s, Therefo re ,  they will be defined 
according to explanations found in authoritative source s ,  and used ac­
cordingly throughout the study. 
Since the term "contemporary idiom" i s  rather ambiguous ,  a de­
tailed explanation will be used rather than an attempt at a concise 
definition. Used in conjunction with CHAPTER IV, which explains contem­
porary devi ces and procedures, this explanation will give the reader a 
very detailed picture of the contemporary idiom, The tems a re  arranged 
i n  alphabetical order for eall'Y reference, 
Aeolian 1!!92!. Based on a scale having the half steps between 
scale steps 2-3 and 5-6. 
Appoggiatura. A non-harmonic tone which , in the contemporary 
idiom especially, i s  approached either by leap or by step. 
Asymmetric. A lack of conventional symmetric rhythmical divi sions, 
Mea sures are built with accents falling on uneven divi sions of the mea s-
ure s. 
Atonality. "Atonality means literally • without tonality• . By 
substituting twelve independent (tonal ) centers with new tonal and chord­
al relationships, Schoenberg has removed what he considers the limitations 
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of ha.Ying one tone center. " 1 
Augmentation. The doubling, or increasing, of durational values 
in a melodic motive. 
� ostinato. An ostina.to originating in the bass part, or 
voice , is termed a basso ostinato. See Ostinato. 
Birhythmic. The word implie s  two simultaneous rhytiuns, This can 
be accomplished either by note values ( three against two i s  most common) , 
or by double meter signatures, such as 6/8 and 3/4. 
Bitona.lit;r. The simultaneous use of two different keys or tonal 
centers, either related or unrelated. 
f!.!!2n. The continuous repetition of a melody in various parts at 
any interval . Sometimes this imitation may break off for cadence pur-
poses,  or it may be accompanied by free voices, 
£!:!!ll!.. A phrase or melody, usually in unison or octaves and on 
repeated tones,  whose rhythms are dictated solely by the text . 
Chromatic system. Oitr present method of notating the twelve dif. 
ferent tones within the octave according to the system or equal tempera-
ment. 
Consonance . Consonance i s  a relative term, depending upon the 
listener' s background. Sonorities that were formerly treated a s  disso-
nances may now be treated as consonances,  
Consonance i s :  
unity 
1Marion Bauer, Twerttieth Century Music {New York :  G. P, Putna111' s 
Sons , 1933) ,  p. 213. 
resolution 
finality 
restfu.l 
answer 
attraction 
satisfying 2 
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Contemporary idiom. A s  used in this study , it refers to that seg-
ment of modern music that utilizes either conventional , unconventional, 
or a combination of conventional and unconventional technique s of compo-
sition. Melodies may either use traditional device s ,  often in unusual 
relationships to each other, or unconventional devices such a s  modal 
resources ,  segment transpo sition, nev scale re source s, a twelve tone row, 
broken modern chords, or any of other numerou s devi ces. 
Harmonies may be conventional (if they are conventional , it i s  
usually in structure , not i n  pregression) , o r  may be built o n  superlll-
posed thirds and nontertial sonorities. SUch coD1J11on contemporary de-
vices a s  atonality, birhythms, bitonality, dissonant counte rpoint, poly-
chords ,  polyrhythms, polyharmonie s ,  polymelodies, polytonality, and tone 
clusters may be used by themselves ,  in combinations, or, perhaps, not at 
all. 
See also CHAPTER IV1 METHODS OF ANALYSIS for further details. 
Counterpoint. Literally , "note against note". The inter-weaving 
of two or more melodic line5 !!Uch a s  in canon or fugue. When, in the 
cour11e of a composition, the rhythmic accents of one or more parts occur 
on a different beat, it i s  referred to as a counterpoint of accents . 
2 � • •  p, 109. 
Diatonic. The use of melody or harmony within a given scale. 
This is in direct opposition to the chro11111tic system. 
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Diminution. The opposite of augmentation; that i s ,  the imitation 
or repetition of a theme or motive in notes of SIJIJlller time values. 
Di ssonance. Dissonance , like consonance , is a relative term, de-
pending upon the listener' s  background. Sonorities that were formerly 
termed dissonances are now heard by many as consonance s. Dissonant 
tones are those that, to the listener, produce a feeling of instability, 
with a consequent need for resolution. 
Dissonance i s :  
multiplicity 
unresolved 
incomplete 
restless 
question 
repulsion 
unsatisfying 3 
Dissonant counterpoint. 11 . . . the result of linear or hori zontal 
writing in an atonal or polytonal system and is neo-classic in so far as 
4 it is an ill itation of classic forms of canon, illlitation, and fugue . " 
Dominant-tonic relationship. The traditional relationship between 
the first and fifth tones of a scale (or the I and V chords) and the re-
sultant feeling of finality. 
Dorian �· Based on a scale having the half steps between 2-3 
and 6-7. 
Du.odecuple scale. Synor(l7lll0us with the chromatic system in which 
JIE.!£! • •  p. 109. 
4Ibid. ' p. 242. 
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mu sic is built on all twelve tones of the chrolll8.tic scale. 
Enharmonic .  An "enharmonic spelling" involve s two tones with dif­
ferent name s but the same pitches ,  such a s  c- sharp and d-fiat, An •en­
hlll'lllOnic change" i s  one affected i n  the harmonic relations of a tone or 
chord by treating it a s  identical in pitch with a tone or chord of dif­
ferent notation; thus ,  i n  traditiona.l harmonic procedure , a chord with a 
b-flat will resolve differently if spelled with an a-sharp. 
Fugato. A f'llgato i s  a passage or movement con�isting of fugal 
i.Jn:itations, but not worked out completely a s  a regula r f.ugue. 
Fugu.e , A form in which each voice or part states the subject 
(main theme ) ,  then continues in counterpoint against the subsequent sub­
ject entries i n  other voices, This counterpoint is often called a 
cour1tersubject. This exposition i s  followed by entries of the subject 
and countersubject in various related tonalities, alternating with epi ­
sodes employi ng counte rpoint freely derived from both the subject and 
eountersubject. The final subject entry is u sually in the toni c ,  and 
sometime s empl oys a stretto , or ove rlapping of subject entrance s, 
Interpretative analysis. A complete and searching study of all 
the elements used in the writing of a mu.sical composition, giving the 
information necessary to the successful interpretation of that compo­
sition, 
4nversion. Inversion, as used in this study, refers to the repe­
tition of a n  original theme i n  contrary motion, a scending i ntervals be­
coming descending and descending intervals becoming ascending. This may 
be either exact or approximate, 
Ionian !!22!.· Based on a scale having the halt' steps between 
scale steps )-4 and 7-8 • 
• r.a.-.te ...... ra.__l �· A catalogue of' the eighty-four possible modal 
scale patterns; each of' the seve n mode s starting on any one of' the twelve 
tones or keys of' our chromatic system. 
Linear dissonant counterpoint. The re sult o! linear writing i n  
a n  atonal or polytonal system. It i s  neo-classic in so tar a s  it i s  an 
illlitation of classic forms of canon, imitation , and fugue, 
Locrian �· Based on a scale having the halt' steps between 
scale steps 1-2 and 4-5. 
L.ydian !!22!,. Based on a scale having the half steps between 
scale steps 4-5 and 7-8. 
Major-minor wstem. That system or two modes used almost exclu­
sively that has become tradi tional during the Baroque, Cla ssic and Ro­
manti c periods. Each key signature designates a major key and a rela-
tive minor key. 
Mixolldian !!!2.4!• Based on a scale having the halt' steps between 
scale 5teps 3-4 and 6.7. 
Modal system, That melodic and hamonic system built on one or 
all of' the ancient or Ecclesiastical Mode s, For further details see 
� methods. 
Modulation. Modulation implies passing from one key or mode to 
another, effecting a change of tonality, usually through the use of dia. 
tonic ,  chromatic or enharmonic formulae. 
Mu.lti-rhtlhms ,  Succession o f  different rhythmic patterns indi-
cated by rapid changes of time signature in quick succession. 
Nontertial sonorities. Chords constrncted with intervals other 
than thirds, such as seconds, fourths , fifths,  and sevenths .  5 
Ordinal Index. Each mode i s  assigned a certain tone , or note , as 
the first tone of its scale, and, without the use of any flats or sharps , 
complies to the rnle for the placement of half steps. Thu s ,  the Dorian 
scale always starts on D, the Phrygian on E ,  the Lydian of F,  the Mixo-
6 
and the Ionian on C, lydian on G ,  the Aeolian on A,  the Locrian on B, 
Ostinato, An ostinato is a theme , either melodic or harmonic 
(usually the forme r) which i s  repeated ince ssantly with a varying acc0111-
pao:i.11ent in the other voices ,  This accompaniment i s  usually contrapu.ntal 
to U1e ostinato. 
Pandiatonicism. Pandiatonicism is a :return to diatonic methods 
of composition without the lilllitations of the traditional diatonic eys-
tem a s  a revolt against chromaticism. The cmnpo'.'.'!ents of the word actu-
ally mean "all-diatonic". "Traditional cadences and stro.1g tonal pro­
gressions a:re noticeablY lacking in typical pandlntord c passages,"  7 
f!n �· Part forms are either one-part (a single melody, 
repeated with each stanza ) ,  tw-part (binary} , which uses two related 
melodies, the first modulating from the tonic to a related key, and the 
second returning to the tonic ,  or three-part ( ternary) , Ternary includes 
Iowa : 
Music, 
5Leon Dallin, Techniques £! Twentieth Century Composition (Dubuque , 
William C, Brown Company, 1957) , pp. 78-87. 
6 
John Vincent , The Diatonic Modes !!'.! Modern Mu.sic ( New York : Mills 
Inc, , 1951) , p.""ib. 
7 
Dallin , .l!E• £1:Ji;. , p.  131. 
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essentially three sections, labeled A B A. A is usually a period, B 
lllllY be anything from a mere bridge between the two A sections to a 
phrase , period, or development section, and the second A i s  a return to 
the first A. This return !lllly be literal , modified, abridged, or extended, 
Three-part form often includes a short coda for the conclusion, 
� point. A continuous or repeated tone o r  tones sustained 
against accompanying voices. 
Pentatonic scale, A scale in which each tone can serve as the 
tonic, depending upon stress and cadence. The five black keys of our 
modern piano produce one example of a pentatonic scale. 
Period, The period is ordinarily the foundation upon "Which themes 
are built. It is a complete cycle of th011ght , composed of one , two, and 
occasionally, more phrases, It corresponds to the sentence as used in 
literature and writing. In traditional musi c,  the period almost always 
consisted of two phrases, 
Phtygian !!12.!!!!.• Based on a scale having the half steps between 
scale steps 1-2 and .5-6. 
Polyohords. Polychords are built by combining two or more chords, 
usually from unrelated keys. They often sound like ninth , eleventh , or 
thirteenth chords unless they are well spaced. 
Polyharmon,y. Polyharmony is the "simuJ.taneous use of complete 
chords from different keys. Thi s differs from polytonali ty in the fact 
that the latter may be a combining of single melodies of differing tonal-
ities rather than triads 
8 
. 
. 
. 
If 
Bauer, .22.• �· · p. 199. 
8 
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Poly]nelodic, The weaving together of several melodies ,  either 
dissonantly or consonantly. 
Pol;yrhYtl!ms. Several different rhythms heard simultaneously. 
Polytonality. The simultaneous use of two or more different 
tonalities, This term is often used interchangeably, though mistakenly, 
llith bitonality by ina.ny writers. The latter term can be used only for 
two tonalities in combination. 
Range. The distance between the highest and lowest tones within 
a certain voice , or voices, 
llatrograde, i.ben a theme , or a portion of a theme , is repeated 
backward, it i s  termed retrograde , 
Retrograde inversion. The repetition of a theme , or portion of 
a theme , backward and in contrary motion to the original ( ascending in­
tervals of the original becoming descending and descending intervals of 
the original becoming ascending) , 
� !2J::!!!. The rondo form consisted of the alternation of one 
thematic element, u5Ually called the rondo theme, with subsidiary thema­
tic elements. An example through the use of letters representing sections 
of this type of form could be A B A C A D A E A, 
� resource s. The countless numbers of combinations of the 
twelve tone chromatic system that can be used, See Additional scale 
resources, 
Segment transpositions, The contemporary practice of isolating 
a portion of the theme and placing it temporarily in a different regis­
ter, usually an octave away from where it wo1lld nomal!y be, 
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Selected 1,W of choral music. Those conipositions that are cho­
sen for analysi s in this study from all the compositions available from 
publishers and retailers of choral l!IUsic. 
Seguence. The repetition of a melodic niotive, a melodic seg111ent, 
or a group of sonorities, the repetitions starting on any pitch but con-
tinuing essentially in the sanie manner as the original, Thi s may also 
be done by inversion, retrograde , dil!linution, or augmentation, 
Sllperimposed third chords. Chords built by the same methods a s  
a conventional triad. Tones are added at an interval of a third until 
the desired sonority is reached , 
Suspension. A non-harmonic device caused by holding back a tone , 
or tones, of a chord while the other tones progress. In traditional 
music there was a prescribed manner of preparation and resolution, but 
this is not necessarily observed in contemporary works. 
SXncopation. Through the use of ties, accent inarke, a sym111etric 
rhythms, 111Ulti-rilythms, or polyrhyth!ns the established pattern of rhyth-
lnic stress may be deliberately upset. Thi s creates a feeling of unusual 
or unexpected accent called syncopation. 
Tessitura. The area within which the inajor portion of the tones 
of a given part lie. 
Theme and variation fora. The use of a theme in binary or ter-
- -
-
nary forms and its hannonies in various variations. 
Through-composed �· A fo:nn in  which the text is usually the 
unifying factor, Sometimes there is little repetition of any musical 
element , each verse or phrase of the text dictating a new musical thought, 
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Tonality, Tonality is the presence of a central tone or tones to 
which all other tones are subordinate . l\ebster' s Dictionax:y defines to-
nality as "the principle of key i n  music ,  or the character 'ilhich a com-
position has by virtue of the relationship of all its tones and chords 
to the keynote of the whole . "  9 
1'.9.!!!! center. A tonal center i s  that tone referred to above under 
Tonality to wich all other tones are , temporarily at least, subordinate . 
� cluster. A tone cluster is three o r  more consecutive scale 
steiis sounded simultaneously, 
.!2!:£.£• The tonal center referred to above under tonality, or a 
chord built on that tone. The traditional dominant-tonic relationship 
referred to under that title will also explain further details about the 
tonic. 
Transposition. The writing of an entire theme and its harmonies ,  
the theme only, the hanno!lj' only, or a!lj' portion thereof in a new key , 
o r  on tones different than they were originally. 
Twelve � te chnique (or !fil!) . This i s  a special , systemati zed 
method of contemporary composition. The twelve tones of the chromatic 
scale are u sed in such a way that no one of them becomes any more impor-
tant than any of the others . A sequence of twelve note s i s  arbitrarily 
selected by the compo ser; he then must not repeat any of the tone s ( ex­
cept immediately) until all twelve are used, 
9 
Merriam-Webster ,  Webster ' s  � Colle�ate Dictionary 
( Springfield: G. and C, Merrian Company, 195 , p. 894. 
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Variation � • •  The variation forms consist of the continuous 
repetition of one or more thematic elements while the others are varied. 
Those variation fonns used in choral musi c are chaconnes and passacaglias ,  
and theme and variations. 
Wlole-tone scale . A scale bui lt entirely in whole steps. It has 
only six different tone s, the seventh being an octave repeat of the first 
tone, It has no perfect fourth or fifth intervals, leading tone, and no 
definite tonic feeling. 
CHAPTER IV 
METHODS OF ANALYSIS 
It i s  essential at this point, before the actual analyses are 
begun, to explain to the reader what elements of the music are to be 
analyzed, and what analytical methods will be utilized to achieve this 
analyzation, 
are : 
The elements to be analyzed fall into two major categories ;  they 
l. Phenomena peculiar to music in general , such as : { l )  form , 
( 2 )  melody, (J)  rhythm, and (4)  harmony, 
2. Phenomena peculiar to choral music only, such a s :  {l)  text, 
(2 )  vocal range s, {J)  vocal tessitura, and (4) general inter-
pretative requisites. 
In each case the methods of analysis "111 be explained in conjunc-
tion with the elements to which they apply. Special stress will be giv-
en to any methods that seem to receive more emphasis in contemporary 
music than they did in compo sitional procedures of past epochs.  On the 
whole, however, methods of analysis will be found to be fundamentally 
the same as methods u sed to analyze conventional mu sic ,  for, in the words 
of Leon Dallln :  
Th e  introduction of any new system of analysi s has been 
consciously avoided, Contemporary materials are related to con­
ventional practices and are explained, as far as possible , in 
conventional terminology. l 
lLeon Dallin , Technigues of Twentieth Century Composition (Dubuque, 
Iowa : William C. Brown Company, j]'57) ,  p ,  vi .  (This chapter is based 
essentially on Mr. Dallin' s  work, ) 
I .  PHENOMENA PECULIAR TO 
MUSIC IN GENERAL 
Contemporary music , in matters of form, does not vary greatly 
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from the past, and the analysis of form is fundamentally the sanie a s  it 
would be for conventional compositions. "Compositions which bear no re-
2 semblance to a tradition.al form are rare. •  For this reason, the reader 
will need to know and unde rstand traditional foras of composition, He 
will find variations and combinations of these forms in contemporary 
choral music, but seldom, if ever, will the reader find a totally new 
form, Form is the manipulation of the factors of repetition ( giving 
unity) and contral!t ( giving variety ) .  Some of these patternl! have been 
found e specially useful and satisfying throughout the history of mu si c  
and therefore , have become standard, 
E!i::1 forms. Part forms are either one-part ( a  single melody, re­
peated with each stanza ) ,  two-part (bins.ry ) , 'llhich uses two related melo-
dies ,  the first modulating from the tonic to a related key, and the se-
cond returning to the toni c ,  or three-part ( terns.ry). Terns.ry includes 
essentially three sections,  labeled A B A. A is usually a period, B may 
be anything from a mere bridge between the two A sections to a phrase , 
period, or development section, and the second A is a return to the first 
A. Thi s return may be literal,  modified, abridged , or extended. Three-
2 Ibid • •  p. 201 
part form often includes a short coda for the conclusion. 
Nothing unusual is used in the method of analyzing this form. 
Occasionally, the composer will vary thi s type of form by extension, 
as in A B A B A B A A, or he may include several melodies within each 
section. 
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� �· "The rondo principle consists of the alternation of 
one thematic element, usually called the rondo theme , with subsidiary 
thematic elements. 11 3 An example through the use of letters represent­
ing sections of this type of form could be A B A C A D A E A, Almost 
a!\Y combination is possible (and is used) in both traditional and con­
temporar/ music, The main difference noted in the analysis of this form 
in contemporary works is the inclusion of complex transitional materials 
bet��en these major sections. 
Contrapuntal !2!:!!!.;!. Contrapuntal forms in vocal music are the 
canon and the fugue , or a smaller version of the fugue called the fug­
ato or fughetta. 
The canon is a continuous repetition of a melody in various parts 
at any interval. Sometimes this imitation may break off for cadence 
purposes,  or it may be accompanied by free voices, It i s  in this latter 
respect that contemporary composers find room for variation, 
The fugue is fundamentally a longer and more involved fonn. Each 
voice states the subject (main theme ) ,  then contirrues in counterpoint 
against the subsequent subject entries in other voices, This counter-
3 Ibid. , p. 205. 
point i s  often called a countersubject, Contemporary compo sers gain 
variety by bringing in the subject in llll.b�equent voices at unexpected 
intervals during this exposition. 
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Exposition i s  followed by entries of the subject and counter­
subject in various related tonalities, alternating with episodes employ­
ing counterpoint freely derived from both the subject and counte rsubject. 
The final subject entry is usually in the tonic, and sometime s employs a 
stretto , or overlapping of subject entrances. 
Variation �· 11The variation principle consi sts of the contin­
uous repetition of one or more the!lla.tic elements wile the others are 
varied, 11 4 Those variation foms used in choral music are ;  
1 .  Chaconnes and passacaglias , which use a bass line or harmonic 
progre ssion as a fixed element against which variations occur. 
2. Theme and variations, which use a theme in binary or ternary 
forms and its harmonie s in various variations. 
The biggest innovation made by contemporary composers in the se 
forms i s  the use of free variation. This provides a countless number of 
combinations and variations. 
Th rough-composed �· The text is normally the unifying factor 
i n  through-composed vocal music, Sometimes there i s  little repetition of 
any mu sical element, each verse or phrase of the text dictating a new 
musical thought. Usually, ho-wever, some repetition is 11111de , though not 
in any typi cal structure or sequence . Contemporary composers find this 
4Ibid. , p. 211. 
form e specially suitable for vocal !l!llsi c ,  Often, smaller form s ,  such as 
canons and fugato s ,  are used within larger, through-composed forms. 
Melody 
There are many different devices by which melodie s may be construct­
ed in contemporary music. In each ease the method of analysis used i s  
recognizing and noting the device s used, 
Conventional methods. Conventional methods o.f melodic construc­
tion include es sentially : (1) use of diatoni cism, (;>) use of limited 
chromaticism, (3)  use of period form and its incomplete and complete 
cadence s, (4) use of climaxes either near the middle or end of the phrase , 
(5) use of short motive s ,  often in sequence s ,  a nd  (6) the repetition of 
rhythmic figures or motive s. 
Contemporary composers utilize these conventional devi ce s ,  o ften 
altering them to fit their own pu rposes. Chromat1ci 8lll is no longer limit­
ed, the period fonn i s  o ften extended or abbreviated, the cadence s are 
often disguised or avoided, and the climaxes are shifted to various parts 
of the phrase, Specific contemporary usages are SU!\1!1larized under the 
following headings. 
� methods. The ancient modes have had a rebirth in contem­
porary music .  The composers of today find them very satisfactory a s  one 
means of avoiding the conventional maj or-minor feeling. These modes are 
collll!1only known a s :  
1. Dorian (half steps bet"Ween scale steps 2-3 and 6-7 ) .  
2, Phrygian (half steps between scale steps 1-2 and 5-6 ) .  
3 ,  Lydian (half steps between scale steps 4-5 and 7-8 ) ,  
4. Mixolydian (half steps between scale steps 3-4 and 6.7 ) .  
5. Aeolian ( half steps between scale steps 2.3 and 5-6 ) .  
6, Locrian ( half steps between scale steps 1-2 and 4-5 ) .  
7, Ionian (half steps between scale steps 3-4 and 7-8 ) .  5 
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These modes are used as scale resources in essentially two differ-
ent ways. The first of these ways is based on the "Ordinal Index", This 
means, simply, that each mode i s  assigned a certain tone , or note , as the 
firft tone of its scale , and, without the use of any flats or sharps, 
complies to the rule for the placement of half steps. Thus , the Dorian 
scale always starts o n  D, the Phrygian on E, the Lydian on F, the Mixo­
lydian on G, the Aeolian on A, the Locrian on B, and the Ionian on c. 6 
The second way of using the modes as scale resources is based on 
"Lateral Index". In order to go from one mode to another in the "Ordinal 
Index" the composer must resort to a modulation to a new tonal center. 
"The converse of this operation i s  to retain the tonic while substituting 
another of the scales for the original , This is interchange £! � above 
t ni .. 7 ! -2-.£. • • •  . This makes possible a total of eighty.four modal scale 
patterns; each of the seven modes starting on any one of the twelve tones 
or keys of our chromatic system, 
5John Vincent , The Diatonic Modes In Modern Music (New York : Mills 
Music, Inc. , 1951 ) ,  p. "lb. - -
6
� .  p. 19. 
7� .  p. 18. 
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Extensive ranges. A wide melodic range is of'ten required by many 
contemporary compo sers. This is achieved through conventional leaps, 
through unconventional leaps continuing in the same dire ction instead 
o! reversing conventionally , through octave transposition of melodic seg­
ment s ,  and through alternate tones in different octaves .  
Additional scale resources. There are countless numbers of combi-
nations of the twelve tone chromati c system that can be used a s  scale re­
sources ,  Contemporary composers may use al'\Y of these they deem necessary. 
Some of the outstanding ones are : 
l, Pentatonic scale (the five black keys of our modern piano pro­
duce one example of a pentatonic scale ) ,  in which each tone 
can serve as the tonic, depending upon stress and cadence. 
2. Five-note scales invented by various combinations o! the half 
steps within the scale s. 
3. Whole-tone scale ( six whole step s) ,  which cause s a vague 
tonality. 
4 .  Synthetic scale s, one of which i s  the mirroring o! scale de­
grees (inversion by exact interval of several scale steps or 
degree s ) , made by combining major and minor tetrachords. 
�nded tonality. Melodies may also be found freely constructed 
from the tones of the duodecuple scale (all twelve chromatic tones in the 
octave ) .  It i s  by this means that atonality, based o n  the twelve tone 
technique , and free tonality are achieved. 8 
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Contemporar;y harmonic �· Contemporary harmonies often serve 
as the basis for contemporary melodie s, This usually takes the form of : 
(1) melodies formed from broken chord outline s of superilllposed third 
chords , or (2) melodies built from chords formed as nonte rtial sonorities, 
Transpo sition !!J!! sequence. Transposition and sequential treat­
ment of a theme may take the form of a simple octave transposition and 
exact repetition, a tranSPosition at small intervals of a small segment 
of the theme , or a sequence using a motive at diffe rent degree s of trans­
position i n  each part. In this last type , any number of similar sequences 
may be soundi ng at the same time , 
S;ystemati c modifications. Many contemporary composers, especial­
ly those writing i n  the twelve tone technique , like to utilize system­
atic modifications of melodic contour, These deVi ces of modification are : 
(1) original transposed, (2) inversion, (3) retrograde , and (4) retrograde 
inversion. More detailed explanations of these terms may be found in 
the chapter, DEFINITION OF TERMS. 
Q:!J1!:.!: modifications , Othe r, and less restrictive , modifications 
are used in contemporary composition. They consist of combining any or 
all of the above modifications , or merely repeating certain unifying 
tone>s or rhythms, then introducing new materials, 
Direct imitation, In converse to the above free methods of mod­
ification s ,  direct imitation has much more unity and coherence, It may, 
howeve r, be at any interval , at any distance metrically, or in either 
exact or approximate imitation. othe r direct imitation devices often 
include only fragmentary portions of the theme , 
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Twelve � technique . This technique is a systema tized method 
of contemporary composition; all the twelve tones of the chromatic scale 
are equally important. A sequence of twelve notes is arbitrarily salec-
ted by the composer; he then must not repeat any of the tones (except 
immediately) until all twelve hsve been used. Some of the principles 
for the twelve tone system are : 
Rhythm 
1. Avoid sugge s tions of tonality. 
2. Obtain variety in interval relationships. 
3. For unity, repeat chsracteristic interval relationships in 
inversion, retrograde , and re trograde inversion. 
4. Use enharmonic spellings freely. 
5. The theme must be fol'llled from row material, and must have 
distinctive contour and rhythm. 
6. Notes may be used in any octave and repeated freely a s  long 
as thej.r position in the row is not di3turbed. 
7. The series may be transposed to any degree of the chromatic 
scale , and octave transpositions may be made within the theme . 
8. In less strict usage , small fragments and patterns that may 
be thought of a-'! repeated notes may be repeated before con-
tinuing with the regular row. 
Contemporary compo sers utilize both conventional end unconvention-
al rhythmic pra ctices. Aga in , the 111E1thod of analyzing these rhythms is 
9 
.Th!!!· , PP• 180-194. 
recognizing and noting them. 
Conventional rh,ythms, Traditional practices rhythmically and 
metrically are essentially : 
1. Use of constant , steady meters. 
2. Limited use of syncopation. 
3. Use of rhythmic patterns. 
4.  Regular accent patterns which can be notated s o  as to have 
accents fall on the first beat of each measure . 
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Shifted accents. By the use of accent symbol s ,  by heavy writing 
and/or scoring, nor:nally unaccented portions of a regttlar, establi shed 
rhythm can be given unusual stress. This has been <lone for years in 
tracti tional mu si c ,  the difference in the contemporary idiom being the 
use of more i rregular patterns , a greater use of syncopation, notation 
by the use of flags across a bar line instead of ties or phrase mark s ,  
and accents that shift continuously in relation t o  the regular pul se. 
Asymmetric divi sions. Asymmetric di.vi sion means simply a lack of 
conventional symmetric division. Thi s often takes the form of a measure 
of 5/8 built of three Plus two , (accented beat, weak beat, weak beat , 
accented beat, weak beat ) ,  or a measure of 8/8 built of three plu s three 
plu s two . Any combination i s  possible. 
Consi stent asymmetric divi sion take s place when each measure has 
the same formula of divi sion. Inconsistency takes place when various 
measures utilize different combinations, such as a song in 5/8 being 
first three plus two , then two plu s three. This i s  also often accomp­
lished by the time signature (6/8 and 3/4 shown together and used inter-
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changeably) ,  by the placing of accent Nrks, or by natural text accents. 
Multi-rh;Ythms. The use or meters changing in rapid succession i s  
one o r  the most col!llllon o f  contemporary metric practices. Although con­
ventional composers changed meter signature s occasionally, it was usually 
at a natural division point in the 111U sic, Contemporary composers will 
often change meter si gnatures every- several measures, or even every 
measure, In vocal music this i s  done either to delineate rhythmic patterns 
or because the rhythmic accents o r  the text demand it , 
Twelve !2!!!, te chnique. The twlve tone technique utilizes all 
the above mentioned devi ce s ;  it uses no new rhythmi c devices o! its own, 
Isorhythm (repeating a rhythmic pattern with a different melodic contour) 
i s  used orten, just a s  it NY also be within all other rhythmic forms. 
Since the twelve tone technique is essentially a mlodic device , rhythm 
stands out when it is used to vaey the form or the original row or one 
of its variations. 
§ystematic modification 2! rhythm. Auglllentation and diminu.ti on 
& N  the tlilO systematic m.odi!ioations or rhythm , and are used lavishly 
by composers or the present time, As is the case with other rhythmic 
devices,  this is not new to the contemporary period. The determining 
!actor or modernism. i s  the frequency and variety or use or these devices. 
Ha.mow 
One or the most striking innovations made by contemporary compo s­
ers i s  in their use or seemingly dis sonant and unusual harmonie s .  How­
ever, not all contemporary composers write in a truly dissonant mediwn ; 
often it is the unusual harmonic progressions of traditional chords that 
sets the contemporary idiom apart, Even those harmonies that may sound 
traly dis sonant to an unitiated ear have a logical explanation, 
The development of harmonic resources has followed a course 
of exploiting ever higher and higher reaches of the overtone aeries, 
In thi s ,  contemporary compo sers are merely continuing a proeess 
whi ch started with magadi zing and orgal'IU.lll and led successively to 
triads, sevenths, ninth, eleventh , thi rteenth chords, and beyond , lO 
Superimposed thirds. Chords of superimposed thi rds are bailt by 
the same methods as a conventional triad, Tones are added at an i nter-
val of a third until the desired sonority i s  reached. These may be built 
in many ways , such a s :  
1.  Alteration chromatically of a traditional seventh chord. 
2 ,  Unconventional spelling of a conventi onal chord. 
J . Adding a ninth, either major or minor, built on either dom-
inant seventh, major seventh, or augmented arid dimini shed 
chords with or without the seventh. 
4. Adding elevenths to any of the above combinati ons, either 
diatonic or augmented. 
5, Adding thirteenths to any of the above combi nations, either 
on a diatonic or augmented eleventh. 
An interesting and useful phenomenon of the thirteenth chord is 
that it consists of a complete cycle of thirds. Thus ,  any member of it 
may be the root .  Consequently, the bass tone i s  most often heard a s  the 
root. It may also be arranged in seconds and fourth s and made to sound 
10 
� • •  p . 58. 
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as a nontertial sonority, 
There i s  yet one more resource left to composers utilizing super­
impo5ed third chords ; that i s ,  constructing chords beyond the thirteenth. 
In order to do this ,  double inflections of one or more tones must be 
used ( a  double inflection i s  the use of a natnral tm:e and elsewhere 
in the chord, the use of the same note with a sharp or fiat ) , 
Chords gf addition !!!!! omission, Chords having tones not normal­
ly thought of as parts of the chord are called chords of addition, Exam­
pleic o.f this are : ( 1 )  added sixth chords ( a  triad c'ln s the tone above 
the fifth of the triad ) ,  ( 2) added second chords ( really a ninth chord 
without a fifth or seventh ) ,  (3 )  added augmented fourth chords (really 
an augmented eleventh chord without the third and s0metimes other com­
ponE•nts ) ,  and (4) infle ction of a note already in the chord, such a s  
both a m�,jor and a minor third i n  the same chord, 
Chords of omission i nclude chords that are usually complex with 
some of their e s sential tones missing. Thi s can be any tone , but usually 
depends upon added tones and double inflections, 
Pol.ychords, Polychords ,  as the name implie s ,  are built by combi n­
ing two or more cho rds , usually from unrelated keys. They often sound 
like ninth, eleventh , or thirteenth chords unle s s  they are well spaced. 
Some of the best uses of polychords are : 
1. Chords at an augmented fourth relationship . 
2.  Chords at a major third relationship. 
3,  Chords at a dimini shed fourth relationship. 
4, Chords in contrary motion. 
5. Chords at a minor second relationship. 11 
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Nonte rtial sonorities, As stated in the DEFINITION OF TERMS, so-
norities built on intervals other than thirds are called nontertial so-
nor:l.ties. These sonorities are used by contemporary compo sers in any 
of the following ways : 
1. Built in consecutive second s ,  fourths ,  fifth s ,  and sevenths. 
2. Built in tone clusters, 
J. Built in any combination or perfect, augmented, or dilninished 
second s ,  fourths , fifths , or seventh s. 
4. Built nontertially and moving in contrarJ CTotion, 
� quality, Modal chords and harmonies do not differ from con-
ventional chords of the maj or-mi nor system in their 'r.anner of construction, 
"It is in the relationship of the se sounds and in thei� function that 
12 the nodal in.:'luence is apparent , "  One of the out.standing tendencies 
of n odal harmonic progression is the avoidance of the traditional domi-
nant-tonic relationship, e specially when the mode has a minor domi nant, 
or ;men the dominant feeling is on a tone other than the fifth scale step. 
The inte rchangeability of modes and a resultant free relation of 
quality between chords is one of the devices most used by contemporary 
composers. They accomplish harmonic var:l.ety with this by :  
1. Changing to another mode with various other ma jor, minor, aug-
mented , or diminished qualities on any scale degree. 
11Il!.l:&· ·  pp. 74-78. 
12 Il!.l:&· · p. 89. 
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2. Constantly changing modes, achieving a very vague tonality. 
). Using chords not related to each other within one specified 
mode . 
4. Interposing chords out o! the mode between chords that 
are in the mode . 
5.  Cadencing with several chords, no tw o f  which have the same 
root interval relationships .  
!!2£i relationships. Root movement in traditional music was main­
ly in fourths and fifths .  Contemporary music uses a ny  movement o f  root 
relations, especially in seconds and thirds. Thi s can produce a fresh 
sound, even in the use of conventional chord stl"Uctures. 
Parallelism. This device is e specially common among today' s com­
posers, and in direct opposition to traditional principles of composition. 
Some of the most col1Dllon uses are : 
1. Doubling a melody with triads all i n  the same position, 
2 .  Using an independent melody against an accompaniment of 
parallel triad s ,  often all of a major quality. 
). Using parallel seventh or ninth chords, 
4. Use of parallel triad s against chords of addition o r  omi ssion, 
often creating the feeling of polytonality. 
Twlve 1£!l! technique. Since this technique is essentially a me­
lodic and contrapuntal device, the harmonies can consist of any combina­
tion of tones and melodic lines; howver, tone clusters, unisons, octave 
doublings, and conventional chords are usually avoided. Sharp dis sonances 
are often spaced to sound like nontertial sonorities. 
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� relationshiJ? 2£ tonality. Another common device of modern 
compo sers is the use of freq11ent, or even constant, change of tonal cen­
ter. Many examples of thi s are to be found in the analyses ,  Also to be 
found are abrupt shifts i n  tonality without a true modulation. This i s  
referred to as shifting tonality. 
J2!!!1 modality, This method of composition i s  very similar to in­
terchangeability of major and minor mod.as on the same tonal center. Thi s 
exists in the alternate use of components of two mode s .  This i s  the 
cause of constant oscillation i n  many compositions between a major and a 
minor thi rd, or a melody in one mode and its accompanilllent in another. 
Pol.ytonality. See DEFI NITION OF TERMS. 
Pandiatonicism. See DEFINITION OF TERMS. 
Cadence s ,  Some of the 1J10st unusual sound s in contemporary music 
are created by the variation of cadence foI'II!ll ae, These may either be 
based on conventional or unconventional relationships, They are : 
1,  Modified dominants ( a  traditional V chord to I chord relation­
ship , but having a minor V chord, or unrelated chords between 
the domi nant and tonic chords, or an open fifth for the V 
chord. 
2, Modified tonics (use of chords of addition, omissions, Sllper­
imposed third chords ,  and nontertial sonorities) .  
) ,  Linear cadences (avoiding traditional dominant-tonic relation­
ship by the motion of individual voices) .  
4, Noncadential endings (no traditional relationship, no melodic 
or rhythmic retardations, the use of final discords, and often 
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only a dynamic marking or fermata for the eadential effect ) .  
5 .  Complete avoidance o f  the dominant V chord a t  the cadence 
point, 
Nonharmonic materials. These materials are those that, for many 
years , have been an integral part of all mu sic: they are passing tone s ,  
neighboring tone s ,  suspensions, retardations, anticipations , free antic­
ipati ons, appogiatura s ,  changing tones, and pedal points. Usually, con­
temporary eomposers vary the se materials by the use of unprepared leaps ,  
chromatic movement , contrary motion , doubling a nd  tripling the material s ,  
pedal points, even complete passing chords ,  and by avoidance of tradi­
tional types of resolu tions. 
Motivation £! harmony, Traditional accompaniment resources are 
often used in contemporary music. Such devices as the Alberti Bas s ,  
strict ac companiment figures ,  and ostinato s often occur in one key or 
rhythm against the melody in another key or rhythm. Unconventional re­
source s, such a s  :rhythmic or metrical figure s, also serve as the basis 
on which un11sual chord structures are built. 
II, PHENOMENA PECULIAR TO 
CHORAL MUSIC ONLY 
The structure of vocal musi c i s  determined either totally, or in 
part, by the dictates of the text , Very few composers, either in the 
past or present, have disregarded entirely the text and inserted vocal 
music i n  a preconceived form. Rather, most compo sers endeavor to deter-
mine melody, rhythnt, harmony, and form in accordance with the natural 
mood and accents of the text. "When the form springs from the text, 
which i s  u sual in contemporary vocal writing, it perhaps i s  even more 
true than in instrumental music that it creates its own fonu." l3 
Conventional treatment ,2!, �· Thi s occurs when the composer 
u se s  regular rhythmic accents in traditional forms. Heters usually re­
main constant throughout a song. 
Contemporary treatment ,2!, �· The same conventional methods 
are utilized i n  many contemporary compositions, but several innovations 
may be found in many modern selections ,  They are : 
1 . .Allowing the mood of the words to deterr.rl.ne the mood of any 
one, or all , of the musical elements of the composition to a 
greater extent than in previous periods. 
2 .  Utilizing contemporary melodic device� snch " �  nnprepared 
J e a:'s ,  segment transpo sitions, and unum2l sonority outlines 
to enphasize tbe text. 
J. Utilizini:; irregular accentual patterns to accent e specially 
important words. 
Voiiels !!J!! consonants. Text i s  composed of two basic ingredi­
ents - vowels and consonants ,  Contemporary composers often utilize 
those elements in rather unu sual fashion, Consonants may serve as the 
basts for pe rcussive effects and other essentially non-musical sounds , 
Vowels are used, usually, in conventional manner such a s  melismata, but 
13Dallin, £!.£• fil· , p .  214. 
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these devices are often carried much further than before , Some compo sers 
have written entire numbers on vowels in an experiment of tone color. 
Y2.£& Ranges 
Due to the nature of the human voi ce , whose capabilities have al­
ways been approximately the same , ranges in contemporary musi c are not 
greatly different than those of any other time , Pitche s both as hi gh 
and as low as any in contemporary compositions may be found in composi­
tions of other periods , especially the Romantic ,  It i s  i n  the unusual 
meth<'.lds of ap0roaching these extremes that conteI'lpom r:r choral mu sic 
differs fro:n that of the past, Unprepared leaps and melodic segment 
transposltion cause sometimes startling vocal effects, 
In each analysis to follow, the ranges of each voice part are 
given at the end of the selection analyzed, Although range , in itself, 
is not ne cessarily the detemining factor of whether a vocal compo sition 
i s  eaoy or difflcult, very extreme range s may take a composition out of 
the reach of amateur singers. For this reason the ranges are given, 
Notation 2! Range s .  
The method of notati ng the8e ranges i s  one that has been in use 
among musicians for many years. Each note is given its note name either 
in large case letters , small case letters, or small case letters plus nu­
merals. Thu s ,  low C for the bass part ( the note on the second leger line 
below the bass clef) i s  designated as a large case C. All the notes be­
tween this C and the c an octave higher ( written in this manner as a 
small case c )  are large case letters. The note s between the small case 
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c and the next octave utilize Slllall case letters. 
At this point the note collllllonly referred to as "middle C" i s  
reached. Under the system of pitch designation used in this study, this 
note is termed c1 , and the note s in its octave use the numeral 
1 
respec-
tively. The next c (on the third space up of the treble clef) and its 
cor1� sponding octave notes use the numeral 
2 2 2 2 
; that is c , e , b , and 
higJ, c for the soprano (on the second leger line above the treble clef) 
i s  <lesignated as c
3
, Since none of the selections in thi s study go above 
this c3 o r  below the bass C ,  no provision for other pitches i s  necessary 
here . 
� Te ssitura 
Within the category of vocal te ssi tura are encountered the factors 
which customarily make a compo sition easy or dii'f\.cult to perform, It 
is j_,1 thi � category that some contemporary compo sers flri tc mu si c  that i 8  
VeIJ dif:'.'icult to si1stain adequately, being conceived by coLventional 
14 staulards as e s sentially instrumental musi c, other contemporary com-
posers may su stain a high tessitura of a p11rely vocal melody to achieve 
a desired effe ct, However ,  on the whole , the tessitura of each voice 
part in contemporary compositions i s  not greatly different from composi-
tior12 of other period s ,  as will be seen in the following analyses. 
EverJ age has had its traditionalists •ho complained that the 
�omposers of their generation were torturing their singers with un. 
singable airs • • •  Vocal !!111sic which is exhaustively demanding , 
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which strains the nonnal range of the voice ,  and which does not con­
sider the textural quality of the voice , is unsuitable music for the 
voice ,  whether it was written in the Romantic era or in the present 
era • • •  The present, depends first , on whether they suit the range 
of the voice and instruments ;  and secondly, whether they enable the 
vocali st and instrumentalist to bring out all the possible musical 
value that the voice agd instrument are capable of producing accord­
ing to their nature. 1) 
Conversational tessitura. The area of each voice referred to in 
this study as the middle register takes in pitches that are within an 
easy, conversational range . To fit the reco111111endations given by Archi-
bald Davison in thi s respect, the registers should , for the greatest 
part, occupy the following ranges for each voice , for, "Music written 
in such a limited vocal area may continue indefinitely without producing 
physical fatigue . "  16 
1.  Soprano : r1 to dz, 
2 ,  Alto : c1to l g . 
) . Tenor:  g to d1• 
4, Bas::: : B-nat to g. 
Orthodox tessitura. Most compositions, both contemporary and 
traditional , u se more range than will be found in the conversati.onal tes-
situra. This is  often necessary to allow ample melodic and interpreta-
tive expansion. Yet , it need not subject the vocalists to any strain. 
In such a case , the tessitura i s  still referred to as being in a middle 
l5 Julius Portnoy , The Philosopher !!!!! !:l!!fil. (New York : The Human­
ities Press , 1954) , p. 246--;-
16 Archibald Davison, The Technique of Choral Composition 
( Cambridge : Harvard Unlversity Press,  1945). p ,  17. 
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register. It is only when the majority of the tones remain near the top 
or bottom of the following ranges that they are in the high or low reg-
isters, respectively : 
1 2 1. Soprano : e to g , 
2,  Alto : b-flat to b1• 
1 
J. Tenor: f to g • 
4. Bas s :  G to c1• 
17 
Extreme tessitura. Occasionally, in compositions of all periods , 
it is necessary for purposes of dramatic effect or textual requisites ,  
to place any or  all of  the voices in  either an extremely high or  low 
compass and to keep them there for an extended period of time . This is  
referred to as high or  low regi sters, respectively, These extremes are 
usually encountered near the top or bottom of the following ranges ,  
though they may occasionally exceed even these : 
1 2 1. Soprano : c to a 
2.  Alto : f-sharp to d1, 
J. Tenor:  e to a
1• 
4. 1 18 Bass : E-flat to d • 
Choral Devices 
Among the following contemporary selections analyzed will be 
found certain compositional devices that can be interpreted most effect-
ively if seen and understood. Most of these devices have been used in 
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traditional music ,  
� groupings . The following groupings of the voice parts may 
be the foundation upon which other compositional methods are based : 
1 .  All voi ces i n  a middle , or conversational , register. 
2, All voices in the orthodox registers , utilizing only occasion-
al high or low registers . 
3, All voices in the extreme registers , either high or low. 
!�. All voices in the low register, 
5, Tenors and basses i n  a low register and �opranos a nd  altos i n  
a high register, 
6 ,  Tenors and basse s in a high register a.nd soprano � and altos 
in a low- register. 
7 ,  Al to s and tenors close together in the r1iddle , the sopranos 
e. 
separated a large distance from the altos ,  and the basses 
separated a large distance from the tenors, 
lq 
One voice separated from all the others, , 
Consecutive thirds fill!! sixths ,  In spi.te of the fact that consec-
utive thirds and sixths tend to remind the singer and li stener of past 
practice s ,  co ntemporary compo sers use the se devi ces lavishly. They do, 
however, usually utilize them differently, often i.n bitonal or polytonal 
ways, One of the most common of these pro<Cedures in contemporary cho-
ral music is the "fan" method ; that i s ,  opening or closing the parts in 
contrary thirds and/or sixths. 
19 �· · pp. 21-29. 
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Parallel sweep. This ter11  i s  self-explanatory, It is a.n upsurge 
( or downsurge ) in all parts, or contrapuntal surges by succes sive voice s ,  
Pivotal tones, Pivotal tones are usually single tone s held 
through a complex framework by one or more voices, They furnish a s sur­
ance of pitch to the re st of the parts and are thereby very gratifying 
in �any instance s, 
"�" effe ct, Thi s effect has been practiced by composers of 
traditional as well as contemporary music, It consi sts of building a 
chord .�th voice s entering on consecu tive beats , or half-beats. It i s  
i n  the building of contemporary chords in ei thor usual or unusual rhyth.'l!s 
that contemporary composers depart from practices of the past. 
Chant , Contemporary composers use authentic chant melodie s ,  or 
char1 t-like melodies usually in unisons and octtwe s ,  but occasionally 
harn . .  mi zed, No ,�atter what hanno ni c  a nd melodic d<:>vi ce s are used, the 
rhytlims of ch@nt are still determined solely by the textual accent s ,  
Through the use of the man;y mu sical and vocal device s mentioned 
in thi s chapte r, the modern composer has an apparently endless catalogue 
of compo sitional resource s. The interpretation of these devi ce s in 
choral mu si c depends mainly upon the recognition and understanding of 
these devi ces as they appear in the following analyse s ,  It i s  for thi s 
rea son they have been so fully explained i n  this chapter, for : "The 111o st 
ama zing thing that every singer sooner or later reali ze s about his voice 
is that it is the slave 2£. his !!!J.!!!. For the voice will do whatever 
the mind is capable of conceiving. " 20 
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20rvan Kortkamp , 1QQ Thin
T
s .!!. Choi r Member Should !!!!l.:!! { Nevada , 
Iowa : Publi shed - Kortkamp, 1949 , p. 9, 
CHAPTER V 
SACRED A CAPPELLA MUSIC 
Analyzed within this chapter are four representative works of con-
temporary composers. Starting with the easiest to understand and execu te , 
the analysis moves through progre ssively more difficult compo sitions. 
The works chosen are , as far as i s  pos sible , those of composers 
of proven value and worth. No composer is represented within these 
four chapters more than once , due to the necessity of pre senting as 
great a variety of choral compositions as i s  possible within the frame-
work of the study. 
I . "THE PAPER REEDS BY THE BROOKS" FROM 
.!!:!§ PEACEABLE KINGDOM BY 
RANDALL THOMPSON 
Thi s compo sition i s  chosen a s  the first to be analyzed because of 
its simplicity and relative lack of unusual device s. However ,  thi s does 
not indicate that it is in any idiom other than the contemporary; its 
complete melodic and harmonic use of the Aeolian mode coupled with its 
unprepared and unresolved di s sonances on numerous beats ( both primary 
1 
and secondary )  places it in the contemporary category • 
.E£!ll. Formally , two sections comprise thi s compo sition, the sec-
ond being a variation of the first. The Aeolian mode stays on E for both 
1 
John Vincent , The Diatonic � i!l Modern � ( New York : Mills 
Music ,  Inc . , 1951 ) ,  pp7"l9- 38. 
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sections, the cadence at the end of Section I being on a B-major triad, 
and the final cadence ending on the tones E and B ,  thus establishing the 
conventional dominant-tonic relationship between the two sections. 
Section 1 (Measures :J.::1d) 
Melody, The diatonic, modal melody l.s in the tenor voice and in 
itself has two sections, or motives ,  Motive l i s  a two measure idea 
centerine; around the fifth degree of the scale, Then, with the two 
approximate repetitions of Motive 1 ,  the central tone Moves to the sev-
enth degree of the scale. Motive 2 ,  startine on the last beat of meas-
ure 6 ,  is a three-note , step-wise idea (G,  F-shar;i, E) that gradually 
descends by startinr; on consecutl.vely lower 5,,al" rlrec:1"Ces with each 
repe:tltfon. 
Rli.;::truE_. Rhythmically, both this section and Section II employ the 
simplest of patterns, maintaining fal.rly regular accoYJt pattern. This 
pattern i .s  det.erl'lined by the regularity of the textual rhythms. 
Harmony, Harmonically, considerable ic.terest is created by the 
use of modal hannonies, such as the major triad on the low seventh de-
2 gree of the Aeolian scale. The style is mainly chordal and this lends 
even greater importance to the use of these harmonies as they become the 
main point of interest, This chordal style is varied to be come slightly 
contrapuntal a s  the bass move s in contrary motion against the other three 
voices ,  causing numerous seventh chords and eleventh chords with fifth, 
2Leon Dallin,  Techniques of Twentieth Century Compo sition (Dubuque, 
Iowa : William C, Brown Company, 1957) ,  pp. 89_96. 
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seventh , and ninth omitted. Because of these omissions and the contrary 
motion mentioned above , it is more likely that the composer conceived 
the se phenomena as contrapuntal dissonances between bass and the other 
voices than as superimposed third chords. 
Section ll (Measures 13-31) 
Section II introduces a contrapuntal concept combined with a har­
monic concept similar to that used in Section I.  The alto, tenor, and 
bass parts are fundamentally harmonic with the melody ln the alto moving 
in co ntrary motion to the tenor and bass parts. The "'',:;r:ano then enters 
with the melody one measure later, creating a c.pread of the chords and 
com.tant mvument, but no added dissonance to the cho rds already em­
ployed, 
Har.now. Mea sures 20-23 change u the con trary ruotlon in the lower 
thrf)o parts to parallel triads (the same as the three upper voices in 
measures 6-9 ) ,  but the soprano retains its contrapuntal position in re­
lation to the other voi ces. Finally, at measure 2.5 , all voices become 
harmonic in an extension based on the three-note , step-wise motive of 
measures 7-12 (Motive 2) , creating harmonie s of minor seventh chords 
(minor triad with a low seventh ) in measures 25-27 , and harmonies of 
triads in measures 28-Jl . 
The words of this composit'l.on are from Isaiah XII: 7, and are 
very easy in all respects: easy to understand, pronounce, rhythmically 
regular, and easy to sing. They are part of a larger work which fore-
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tells the day when all strife will be gone from the earth and this par-
ticular section of the work stays in that peaceful mood, 
!2.!:!l ranges .!!!!! tessituras. 
Because of the relatively easy tessitura and range in each voice , 
a s  shown below, and because of the simplicity of this composition, i t  is 
a very good rounber with llhlch to introduce the contemporary idiom to 
high school students. 
Soprano : Tessitura - middle register 
2 Range - b to £-sharp • 
Alto : Tessitura - low register 
1 Range - £-sharp to b • 
Tenor: Tessitura - high register (Section I ) .  
middle register ( Section II ) .  
Range - c to i. 
Ba ss : Tessitura - middle register 
Range - E to d1• 
(For a detailed explanation of the range and tessitura terms used 
above , see Vocal Range s and !2.!:!l Te ssitura in CHAPTER IV, 
II. .!£; Q!!l11 BY 
WILLIA.I! SCHUMAN 
.!':2!!!· This compo sition of Schuman i s  through-composed with some 
repetition of the opening idea and divided at the conclu sion of the song 
into six short sections. The tonal center i s  D, being stressed continu-
ally a s  the sections cadence respectively in D major, G minor, D major, 
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G major, G ( chant ) ,  and D major, 
Section 1 (Measures 1-4) 
Melody, Melodically, this section is extremoly simple , consisting 
of two aocendine, co nsecutive, perfect fourths followed by two descending 
seconds ,  
Rhythm, The rhythm ls also simple ,  being deter�llined by the text 
accents;  the important accents of "Te Ileum Laud.amus, Te Ileum" receive - - -
regular accents in the voice parts. 
Harm.ony, Harmonically , this section is triadi c ,  with the root 
move'.llents being in .se conds - unust1al by conventioThil standards. Still , 
the hn rrriony is logi cal and not difficult as it mo'/!H' t:1rough the chords 
or C �aj or to �-flat major to C minor to D major. 
(Hear,ures 2-16) 
Contrapuntal texture , Section II utiliztis the .!"orru •Jf a fuga to. 
The r.;;potltion is exact in all four voices for the "tc-:te:.1ent of the sub-
jec t ,  but the c<;untersubject varies slightly to acco . iwdate the harmonic 
impli cations, The outstanding feature of the mel ody it; its strong step-
Wise· progre ssion ln the minor mode and occa sional octave skips. Here 
again, the rhyt!LJ1 follows the dictates of the text, creating regular 
accents. An occasional figure of syncopation in the inner voices give s 
additional interest. The harmonic texture or this section is determined 
by the cont?"apuntal lines of the variou � voi ce s ,  cre:tting, on the whole , 
s<oH.;.r:! t\es of unisons , thirds, sixths , and major triads on the accented 
beats , 
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Section YI (Measure s 17-21 ) 
Contrapuntal texture . The composer again finds contrapuntal tex­
ture the best medium, this time for the text , "fibi Cherubim et Seraphim 
inces,!!!bili !£Ce pro£!!.mant" i n  Section III. In thi s case , it take s the 
form of a short canon at the fifth , which breaks ofl" in the llliddle of 
measure 19 to cadence. 
Melody. As was the case with the fugato , the cano n il'llplies the 
lllinor mode , moving step-wi se through the interval of a fifth in each 
voice until the break-off for cadence in mea::ui-e 19, where repeated tones 
are en.oloved. By combining the voices, it is po ssible to see the full 
outline of the scale of the Phrygian mode on D. 
R'r-rthm. Like the fugato , the canon holds no counterpoint of 
accf:nts :rhythmi cally , but follows in all voice::; the r�iS'J.lar accents of 
the text � ;rlth one exception; at mca�uro 20 Schtunan thro>fs the accent 
from the first syllable to the second in the word "voce", thu s creating 
again a slight syncopation for added interest. 
Ha.rmon.y. Harmonic i nterest becomes more intrl!:,uing in this sec­
tion with a greater variety of sonorities created by the canonic voice 
leading. The accents in measure 18 contain a sonor'J.ty of a third and of 
a minor seventh chord with the fifth omitted , in measure 19 , a full minor 
seventh chord and an open fifth, and in measure 20, two nontertial sonor­
ities built in fourths. Measure 21 contains a ma jor triad with fifth 
omitted and the sixth added. 
Section !Y (Mea sures 22-27) 
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Section IV i s ,  in many respe ct s ,  the most unusual se ction of this 
composition. Although the melody again implies the Phrygian mode and 
moves e ssentially step�wi se , the rhythmic accents change with each word 
of "�ctus ,  �ctus, �ctu s ,  Qg_minus �us .§!ba.oth , "  being first a 
group of three beats, then two , then three , and again three , then two, 
and, finally, three. The harmonies, all triadi c, are likewi se interest­
ing as their root movement in seconds moves through C minor in mea sure 
22 to D major in 23 to E-flat major in 24 to F major in 25 and 26 to G 
major in 2? . 
Section Y.. (Measure ;?.§.) 
�· Measure 28 i s  a free chant of unison :i.n all voi ce s on 
rep.::aled tone s ,  the rhythm being determined totally b:l the text accents 
of "Pleni sunt .Ja!li et !!rra maje§l!tis gloriae 1!!,ae". 
Section .YI (Measures � )  
Section VI i s  basically a repeat and extensi on o f  Section I. 
Melodically, rhythmically, and harmonically, measures 29 and 30 are 
exact repetitions of measures 1 and 2. However, i t  then ascends through 
an extension of five measures to the final D major triad, placed high in 
all voi ces for cadence effect. 
Textual accents are quite regular in this composition. The 
Latin text is very singable and is in praise of the Lord, the music 
lending itself to this mood in a very dramatic manner. 
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� Ranges !.!!!! Teseituras 
Teohnioally, this oonposition i s  not taxing, either masioally or 
vooally. The voice range and tes situra in each pa.rt i s  well within the 
limits o! high school voices, a.s will be demonstrated by the following 
Soprano : Tessitura - middle register. 
Range - d1to a2• 
Alto : Tessitura - middle register. 
Range - b-!lat to a2• 
Tenor: Tessi tura - middle register (occasional high register) .  
Range - d to g1• 
Bas s :  Tessitura - middle register (occasional high register) , 
Range - F to e-!lat 1 •  
III. "ALLELUIA" FROM BRAZILIAN �. BY 
JEAN BERGER 
!2!!!!• Very seldom does a composer coordinate the elements of 
211Usic as effectively as does Berger in this song, In this ca se , he has 
achieved the feeling cf the next phrase being inevitable, much as though 
it were a folk song, Thi s is due mainly to the forrn of the nuntber, 
which is basically theme and variation, each section being a varied re-
peat of previous sections. He achieves this with the use of two double 
ostinato figures, one in fifths bet"Ween the bass and baritone , and the 
other in sixths between the alto and tenor, While these ostinato figures 
continue , Motive 1 and Motive 2 enter in the soprano part, usually occur-
ring in the same relative relationship to the ostinatos. 
!2!:!!! center !!:!!! cadence s. In the matter of tonal center and 
cadences, the work under consideration is unique , yet gives the feel-
ing of being conventional . The key feeling i s  F-sharp major, never 
varying from this throughout the song . However, the soale upon which 
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the entire composition is ba sed is neither major, minor, nor one of the 
cQllllllonly used modes. Rather, it is a combination of modes, having half 
steps bet-n 4-5 and 6-7 , thus creating the feeling of being maj or i n  
the lo:,ier half of the scale and minor i n  the upper half. The six sec­
tionz of the song (determined by the repeats of the ostinatos and motives)  
cadence on the following chords : (1) A-sharp ndPor, ( ") A-sharp Jlrl.nor, 
(J) A-sharp minor (11 ) A-sharp minor, (5)  F-sharp major, a nd (6)  an F­
sharp ninth chord. 
Sect12!! 1 (Measures �) 
The C-sharp of Ostinato 1 (baritone part) starts the compo sition 
in measures 1 and 2. It is joined in measure J by the F- sharp in the 
bas!l, and finally by Ostinato 2 i n  the alto and tenor approximately mid­
way in measure 4. These four voices then continue alone to the end of 
Section I ,  establishing the basic pattern for the rest of the composition. 
Rhythm g! ostinatos. Rhythmi cally , Ostinato 1 ,  with its rhythmic 
accents falling before the second beat of each measure , and Ostinato 2 ,  
with its steady pattern of dividing the beat i nto four parts a nd  its 
rhythmic accents falling after the second beat of the measure , create an 
extremely interesting counterpoint of accents. Ver;r seldom do the words 
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of Osti llllto 1 coincide rhythmi cally with the text of Ostinato 2. Because 
of thi s ,  the "ALLELUIA" has a very strongly syncopated, Latin-Ameri can 
flavor, 
Melody � harmony 2!. !!!! ostinatos. Ostinato 1 cannot be con­
sidered melodic ,  yet the parallel fifths do a s cend by step in measures 
B-10, skip up a fourth i n  11, and then descend by two consecu tive fourths 
i n  12 and lJ. The ostinato returns to the point of departure for the 
collllllencement of Section II . 
Ostinato 2 i s  definitely melodic in concept , �oving essentially 
step-wise in parallel sixths ,  The harmoni e s  thus created between the 
two o stiaatoii consist of a triad on the first boat of each measure and 
an c;cca sional ninth or eleventh chord on the second beat of some measures, 
In each section, as the root movement mentioned above takes place, the 
harmonic progression moves with them, also in parallel Motion. 
Section 1J. (Measure s 12-24) 
S-0ctlon II is an exact repeat of Section ::: in both ostinatos, 
However, on tz1c last beat of the fourth measure o': Section I I  (measure 
16) lbtivc l enters , and on the first beat of the rJ.::th measure of 
Seci'. Jn II (mea sure 21 ) Motive 2 enters, 
Melody , hanuory � rhythm £.!. motive s .  Motive l and Mot ive � 
are '' "'"mtlally step-wise and diatonic, Howevl'!r ,  Motive 1 is rather 
slow and lyric while Motive 2 is rhythmically rapid and crisp, Moreo'fel", 
the harmonies created by Motive 1 against the o stinato figures are triads 
and dominant-type seventh chords (!118.jor triad and a lllinor seventh) ,  those 
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created by ¥...otive 2 against the ostinato figures are triads , -9.l'ld ninth 
chords at climactic moments. 
Section III ( Measure s 24-J.11 ) 
i.hereas the other sections of this work are invariably twelve 
measures in length (with the exception of the last section, which has an 
added measure to create the effect of a pause) , Section III i s  only ten 
measures in length. This i s  because the entrance o.:: ;·:.,tive 1 i s  on the 
last beat of the second measure. of the section (measure 26) rather than 
on the last beat of the fourth measure. It i s  nlso because of the in­
sertion of :.:Otive 2 into the tenor part in the sevent.h measure of the 
section (measure 31 ) .  At the same time (measures 31-JI>) , Ostinato 1 and 
Ostl.nato 2 exchange texts and rhythr:is for added interest and variation, 
SecUn: 1Y (Measures 31l--46) 
Section IV introduces new variations rhythmically, harmonically-, 
and melodically. Although Ostinato 1 returns to an exact repetition of 
Sections I and II, Ostinato 2 ut.ilizes a slight rhythmic variation; that 
i s ,  spreading a triplet figure over the first beat of alternate measures 
in the first half of the section. It also adds an extra alto part , 
creating parallel triads between alto and tenor, thus enriching the 
basic harmony. Motive 1 is again introduced on the last beat of the 
second measure of the section (measure 35) and is no t varied. However, 
Motive 2 is augmented to six measures length and is sung in parallel 
thirds, thus creating the illusion of transposition upward by a major 
third. 
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Section y (Measure s 46-58) 
Basically, this section is again a repeat of the previous sections . 
The variati ons occurring here take place in Motive 1, which i s  returned 
to its original spot in the section (last beat of the fourth measure is 
its entrance ) and repeated in toto immediately. In this section both 
- -
ostinatos perform the triplet figures at the same time i n  several of the 
measures, and at different times in other measures. 
Section Y!. (Measures 58-71) 
Section VI is a repetition of Section V. However, Motive l is 
halted midway through its repeat for the final cadence effect, and the 
ostinatos are arrested in measure 70 to create the pause and final chord. 
This final chord ( an F-sharp ninth chord) , because of its spacing and 
emphasi s ,  becomes the most unusual chord of the entire composition. 
This composition may be sung either in Portugese or English. In 
either case , the text is very repetitious and adds greatly to the feel-
ing of syncopation because of the irregular syllabic accents. The Eng-
lish translation fits this rhythmic pattern quite close!y. This repi­
tition fits the text well musically , for the song is a hymn of praise 
to God and the Mother of God, with each section adding another thought 
to the central idea of the text. 
Ya5!! Range s !,!lS. Tessitura 
Soprano : Tessitura - high register 
1 2 Range - a to a • 
Alto : Tessitura - llliddle register. 
Range - e1 to d-sharp2 , 
Tenor: Tes situra - llliddle register (1st half of each section) . 
high register (2nd half of each section ) ,  
l Range - g-sharp to g-sharp • 
Bass : Tessitura - low register 
Range - F-sharp to a-sharp, 
IV. CANTATE � LA .!..:£! (CANTATA QE �) BY 
DARIUS MILHAUD 
!2!:!!· The following analysis deals with a composition that 
has found comparatively wide acceptance throughout the ll!llsical 'WOrld, 
It follows a through-composed fol'll!, relying upon the text for the se-
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quence of musical ideas. However, it repeats certain phrases and ideas ,  
thou.gh no t  i n  any discernibly regular sequence. Because of this irregu-
larity, the sections will be diVided according to voicing rather than 
according to musical ideas , although the two sometimes coincide , 
Section 1 (Measures 1-9, Men' s Voices) 
Section I is a unison proclamation for men's voices with rhythms 
that are easily comprehended and have regular accents. The melody is di-
vided into two complementary phrases, both of which are mainly diatonic, 
Measures 1-5 are step-wi se in movement, and measures 6-9 have leaps of 
thirds and fifths. Although the tonal cente r suggested is that of C major, 
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the character of the melody is modal and indicative of chant, coming to 
rest on an E-flat , which is unrelated to the key, 
Section .ll (Measures 10-58, women' s  Voices) 
Three distinct musical ideas are introduced in Section II, The 
first (measures 10-21) is a descending duet in thirds in the two sopra­
no parts ,  imitated two measures later by the altos, A regular rhythmic 
pulse i s  maintained by the contrapuntal line s ,  which also supply harmo­
nie � on accented beats consisting of thirds, triads , added sixth chords , 
and occasional seventh chords and tone clusters .  
MeaSllres 22-)4 encompass a melody that changes the feeling of 
tonal center from F ( of the previous melody) to E-fiat. It is accompa­
nied by triads in the alto on long tones tied over the bar lines to 
avoid a too obvious rhythmic feeling, 
The third melody of this section (measures 35-45) changes the 
tonal center back to F immediately, and is harmonized e ssentially with 
parallel triads having the same rhythm as the melody. Then, the compos­
er, in measures 46-58, repeats measures 10-21 with a slight extension. 
Section ill (Measures 59-94, � Voices )  
Two more melodies are now introduced, measures 59-84 being a 
tenor solo which starts high, de scends to become fairly static,  then 
repeats thi s pattern twi ce. Each of these repeats starts one scale de­
gree higher before the solo ends on a high interplay between E, D, G, 
and F, This solo is accompanied by triads on long tone s.  
Measures 85-94 encompass a three part male voicing in parallel 
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triads whieh eadenees on sonorous minor chords. Throughout Section III 
the accompanying triads are again tied over the bar lines to avoid ob­
vious rhythmic accents. 
Section U (Measures 95-10'.3, W:>men' s Voices) 
This short section is comprised of several major seventh chords 
(major triad v.l.th a major seventh) follo-wed by chords of the added 
sixth. 
Section y (Measures 104-111 , Men' s Voice s )  
This i s  a repeat o f  Section I with certain tones lowered a half 
step to give the feeling of C minor. 
Section YJ;. (Mea sure s 112-1'.32, � Voices) 
Five musical ideas are introduced in Section VI, some consi sti ng 
of short motive s ;  one i s  repeated from a previous section. Measures 
112-116 utilize chord outlines for the melody and measures 117-120 use 
an inte rplay between A and C-sharp, The motive in nea sure s 121-124 con­
sists of a descending triad outline , first on B major, then on A major, 
Mea�ures 125-128 are a chant on C-sharp and E, then m1 C and E, and 
meae'Ul"es 129-132 are a partial repeat of measures 11-21 , 
Rhythmi cally and harn.onically, triads of two and three measures 
in length complement the short tone s of the melody, The only exception 
to this i s  measures 125-128, which i s  in unison among all parts. 
Section .Y!J; (Measure s l)J-162 , � !!'.!!! � Voices) 
An alto solo starts this section and leads to a contracted repeat 
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of measures 95-103 in measures 139-144. Two alto solo lines then descend 
in unison before ascending in parallel thirds. This is accompanied by 
sixths and a triad in the male voice s before they lead into the soprano 
solo by the use of similar parallel sixths. Another alto solo estab­
lishes a new tonal center before ending the section in duet with the 
soprano, 
Section Yll1 (Measures 163-18?, � Voi ces ) 
Section VIII col!llllences with a repeat of ,11ea�u1··�s 112-124 trans­
posed a half step down , with some slight rhytl'��ic a;d .nelodic variation, 
Meam?-c s 177-187 provide a unison chant on a diatonic descending scale 
in « mrn tonal center. Thi s repeats first a half step higher, then in 
the 0rlginal , and ben a minor third higher before cadencing With a 
tracli ti 0nal dominant-tonic rela tionship. 
Section g (!·ioa sm""B a 188-203 , 22.ll !!:!£! � Voices) 
A soprano solo, diatonic in a new key, uses the motive B-flat, 
G, and C agaL�st a background of triadi c and dominant-type seventh 
chords. Measures 193-203 utilize an alto solo that re pea ts the soprano 
motive one step lower before moving to a mo tive of parallel sixths in 
the (ia ss voi ce . This bass motive progre sses from a suggestion of F 
minor as the tonality to G ma jor, whi ch, i n  turn , lea·is to the next 
sect.ion starting in C major. 
Section ! (?ieasures 204-240 , Mixed Voice s ) 
Measures 204-211 are reminiscent of portions of measure s 10-21 
inasmuch a s  they create the effect of descending in thirds. In like 
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manner, measures 212-220 are remini scent of measures 22-34. At this 
point a finale , based .;n 11ea nire s 10-21 and doubling the duet form be­
tween soprano and tenor against the imitation doubled i n  alto and ba s s ,  
i s  reached and carried through until measure 235. At this point triads 
in the women• s voices move in contrary motion againc,t triads i n  the male 
voi ces to reach the final clima ctic A major triad. 7h:·oughou t thi s sec­
tion the har;noni e s  are generally triadic with an occac:ional seventh or 
nint'1 chor·C. created by double suspensions in the wo:.:8 t:1 s voi ces. 
� .!!!!.\! Choral Devices 
This composition was originally written in the French language and 
its tr'.l::· lation int·.J Engli sh has caused some �·roblcc•i:< vocally. Vowel s 
that le:·1d a cm·t:.JL1 color and ease in French arc L·n: :c;lated. in English 
as E c: ci:ccol.:r c:.l.l'..:'er'.:,1t vowel sounds on the no tes concerned. Other diffi­
cul. tics etcn fro.11 the large number of words c3 ntalncd •,ri thir: the text 
and t;1e ofteil u 11'°�cce ssful translation in regard to the textual accents. 
Tho text is mainly a protest against man' s lne;ititudes and short­
coml. ngs with occasi onal promi se s of better things if God' s laws are 
followed, The mu �ic matches these changes of mood by means of the 
compo siti onal devi ce s noted in the analysi s. 
A prerequisi.te for the successful interpretatioc1 of this compo si­
tion would be the ability to master a great varie ty of melodic ideas 
and � noYol type of harmonic prog ression. Tho "fan" method of voice 
entrle3 , pa1·allel sixth s ,  and parallel thirdr; are frequently employed 
in this selection and the harmonies are largely consonant , bu t the tonal 
center i s  very seldom static for any period of time , giving a feeling 
of constant wandering and of the need to move forward. 
� Range s and Tessi tura 
Soprano : Tessitura - middle register. 
l 2 Range - d  to a .  
Alto : Tessi tura - low register. 
Range - g to c2 • 
Tenor : Tessitura - llliddle and high registers. 
1 Hange - d to a-flat • 
l3a;;r : Terc;it•1ra - low and middle register,,;, 
1 
Range - E-flat to c • 
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CHAPTER VI 
SECULAR A CA.PPELLA MUSIC 
As in the preVious chapter, CHAPTER VI introduces the compositions 
of four leading composers of the present time arranged in the order of 
their difficulty. Some ambiguity exists With regard to the relative co111-
plexity of the songs of Bartok and Krenek , the latter' s  work being un­
doubtedly the most difficult of all songs within this study to perform 
becauee of the COl!lparative lack of tonality inherent in the twelve tone 
row he utilizes.l However, it i s  very easy to analyze and understand 
once the row and its variations are recognized. Because of this difficul-
ty in perfozmance, the Krenek composition is assigned the last place i n  
the chapter. 
I .  "EN HIVER (IN WINTER)''. FROM 
§!! CHANSONS , BY 
PAUL HINDEMITH 
!2.!!!· This composition is the fifth in a cycle of six songs. 
Strophic form is used by the composer in this song ; the second stanza is 
melodically a repetition of the first and i s  varied harmonically. Each 
stanza i s  set to a short period of seven 111easures, made up of two con-
trasting phrases. In each case, the first phrase is three measures and 
the second four measures. 
lAa.ron Copland, \mat To Listen For In Music (New York : McGraw-Hill 
Book Company, Inc. , 1957)."""p:-244. 
-
Tonalitz !!!! cadences .  The tonal center or this compo sition 
seems to move about considerably, but Phrase l always cadence s on a B­
nat majo r  triad and Phrase 2 always cadences on an E-fiat major triad. 
This definitely e stabli shes the key or E-fiat major by this conventional 
dominant-tonic relationship. 
Stanza l (Measures 1-7) 
Phrase !• The first three measures, or Phrase 1 ,  starts with 
several large skips, then works step..wise to the high note at the end of 
the phrase. Hindemith utilizes a major-minor interplay on the third de­
gree of the scale , which , in this case, if G and G-tlat .  Rhythmically, 
there i s  nothi ng unusual, all voices having the same rhythms. The 
block harmonies, although they are mainly added si:ath chords, ninth 
chords, and major seventh chords, stress major triads at the major points 
of interest and e111phasis within the phrase, 
Phrase �· Phrase 2 uses two textures. Measures 4 and .5 use an 
imitative idea, the meloey being built on the circle of fifth s ,  the 
alto paralleling it freely in consecutive fourths, and the tenor and 
bass in parallel fourths imitating the soprano one beat later. This 
imitation creates a canon at the second between the tenor and the so­
prano and a canon at the third between the bass and the soprano . The 
accented notes in all voices fall on each beat or the mea sure so that 
the rhythms are readily singable. However, the contrapuntal voices 
create nontertial sonorities or fourths "Which give a feeling of har­
monic dissonance. 
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In measures 6 and 7 block harmonies are used. ltlile the melod;v 
outlines a a.nat major triad, the accompa:eying voices work their way 
through two added sixth chords to another nonterti.al sonority in fourths ,  
then to a minor seventh chord and another added sixth chord to the final 
triad of E-nat major. 
stanza .!! (Measures 8-l'.l) 
Phrase !· The first phrase of Stanza II differs from its counter­
part in Stanza I in only one aspect - the hamonizs.tion of the melodic 
line. Whereas the midway point of the phrase as originally stated gave 
a temporary feeling of G-fiat major as the tonal center, that feeling is 
now D major. Also , the chords used to achieve this effect are of a high­
er degree of dissonance; although tour major triads are u sed, those so­
norities that were previously added sixth chords and major seventh chords 
now become ninth chords. 
Phrase �· Phrase 2 i s  also a melodic imitation of its counter­
part in Verse I,  with the exception of one G-fiat that is omttted from 
the chord outline in the next to the last measure. However, the en.ct 
repetition is not carried on in either rhythl!l or harmony , although a 
great similarity exists. 
The canonic section in measures 4 and 5 of Stanza I is altered 
here in such a way that the three lower voices .form a tree imitation of 
the soprano melod;v. By doing this they create parallel added sixth 
chords in measure 10 and parallel triads in measure ll. The cotnbination 
of the tour parts , because of the coru1tantly moving counterpoint, creates 
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unusual bamonic interest. An ex.ample i s  an E-nat major triad becoming 
an A-fiat major triad with an added nat sixth, or that same A-flat added 
sixth chord becoming a !)..fiat minor seventh chord. This ,  in turn, becomes 
a 0-f'J.at added sixth chord going to a G-nat major triad. All this i s  
accomplished within measure 10 and the first beat of' measure 11. 
Measure s 12 and 13 return to the block harmonies used before , the 
first sonority of' measure 12 being an extraordinary use of' a thirteenth 
chord - minus the fifth, seTimth , and ninth. Thi s  i s  actually more a part 
of' the theme in measure ll than in measure 12 since it is brought on by 
the parallel triads of that Masure against the soprano melody. The 
last three chords are , in comparison, very simple and very satisfying ; 
they are an E-nat minor triad, a B-nat minor triad, and the final E-nat 
minor triad. This is a fine elClllllple of' a cadence 'Whose harmonic progres­
sion results from the contrapuntal movement of' the parts. 
This composition was originall;r written in French; however, the 
English translation in this case is very close to the true meaning of' the 
original, and important words usually fall on the same notes a s  they do 
in the French. The onl;r lamentable difference i s  the change of vowel 
sounds on important notes, but this i s  usually true of' aey translation. 
Perhaps some directors might even prefer the English vowels to the French. 
The same melody and rhythm carry out both the idea of winter and 
death and the idea of' spring and life in this composition. The reversal 
of mood with the second stanza i s  accomplished through the use of harmon­
ic variation and e speciall;r the use of dynamic markings. 
Vooal Range !sS Tessitura 
Soprano: Tessitura - middle register. 
Range - ol to g-fiat2, 
Alto : Tessitura - middle register. 
Range - b-fiat to o2. 
Tenor: Tessitura - middle register, 
Range - r to r-natl . 
Bass: Tessitura - middle register. 
Range - E-nat to c1• 
II. FREEDOM, TOLERATION BY 
ROY HARRIS 
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�· The composition of this seleotion is an outstanding example 
of how l!llloh can be accomplished musically within a very simple framework. 
This example is in theme and variation form, being divided into three 
sections; Section I is the statement of the theme , or melody, Section II 
is a oontrapuntal treatment of the theme, and Section III is a harmonic 
treatment of the theme with a short ooda attached that is composed in the 
same manner as Section III. 
Section 1 (Measures l-22) 
Phrases ! !sS �.. Section I ,  the origin.al melody, has four com­
ponent phrases in the form of a double period. Phrase l (measures 2-6 , 
the first measure being merely an ·anaorusis) ascends step-wise to measure 
5 were it initiates downward leaps of a sixth and octave, Phrase 2 
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(111&asures 7-12) is composed to a great extent of characteristic skips of 
a third. 
Both of these phrases are in unison, are quite legato, have some 
syncopation on the words "sing" and "earth", and are diatonic (with the 
exception of a major-minor interplay on the third of the scale ; that is,  
B am B-flat) . 
Phrases J. !.!!!! !!;. Phrase 11 (meaaures 13-15) is a non-legato, as­
cending line in unison with no syncopation. There is no major-minor 
interplay here , but an F-sharp is used quite prominently, giving the def­
inite feeling of G major, The final phrase (measures 16-22) i s  again 
legato and ascending. 
The rhythms become very mobile ,  although there is no syncopation, 
and unison is again employed until the final word "all" , which i s  harmo­
nized on an E major triad leading to an A major triad. A then becomes 
the tonal center for the beginning of the next section, 
Section ll (Measures U::,i2) 
Phrase !· canonic repetitions are the contrapuntal devices used 
in this first variation of the theme, The first half of Phrase l ,  "The 
open air I sing , "  is started by the soprano and tenor in unison, and is 
imitated two beats later by the alto and bass, also in unison, in canon 
at the fifth. This two-part canon is then carried on in a different 
combination as the first half of the phrase is repeated; this time the 
soprano and alto parts state the theme in parallel fifths and are an.. 
swred two beats later by the tenors and basses who use the same par-
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allel fifths on the same pitches as the women's  voices. 
The last half of Phrase 1, "Freedom, Toleration,"  is treated in 
much the same manner, although it is augmented and extended to more than 
twice its original length, Again the soprano and tenor in unison start 
the canonic treatment against the alto and bass in unison , this time ere-
ating canon at the third in the original key of G, However, due to the 
interplay on B and B-f'lat, the tonal center shifts in rapid succession 
to E-fiat , B ,  and back to G. 
In the meantime, the canonic voices become independent at measure 
31, creating four-part canon. Their entries first outline a G-minor 
triad, then a G-major seventh chord, next an open fifth on E and B ,  and 
finally another G.major seventh chord, this time minus the third. 
Throughout this first phrase a constant counterpoint of accents 
occu.rs, in this particu.lar case because entries in the various voices 
often do not take place in a :regul.ar pattern • 
.Phrase z_. Phrase 2 has no augmentation, but is  an exact repeti­
tion of the original statement w1 th the canonic treatment in the lower 
voices. Soprano and bass start the phrase in unison and the alto and 
tenor enter at the third below two beats later. The last half of the 
phrase is stated by the soprano and tenor in unison, the alto entering 
two be4ts later with a melodic variation of the theme at the unison, and 
' 
the bass entering four beats later than the soprano and tenor with a short 
segment of the theme. The harmonies thus created are mainly thirds, 
fifths, and triads. 
Phrase ,l. Extension again plays a major role in the treatment of 
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Phrase 3, this time on the final word, •occupation, " Soprano and tenor 
again start the theme in unison and are answred by the al to and bass in 
unison canon at the third. The bass then drops out to make its later en­
try more conspicuous as the alto, in imitation ot the soprano and tenor, 
starts a four-part canon at the third. The most outstanding feature of 
this part of Section II is not the sonorities of thirds and triads created 
by the counterpoint, but the progression of these hannonies. WI.thin the 
relatively short space of five measures the tonal center changes from A.­
flat to C ,  back to A-flat, to A, to D, and to G, 
Phrase !J:. Exact repetition of the original statement of the phrase 
comprises the material in Phrase 4. The soprano and bass sing the theme 
in octaves wile the alto and tenor create a free duet based on the mate­
rial of the phrase and anticipate the soprano and bass entries. On the 
final word, "all , "  the voices coincide on an E..minor triad with a low 
seventh , Wich leads to the next section in the original key, 
Section Ill {Measures 56-86) 
Phrases 1· �. � .. !!!!! !±· Section III is divided into two parts; 
measures 56-80 are an exact repetition of the original statement of the 
theme melodically, but a few of the note values are augmented rhythmically 
to create greater syncopation. This repetition i s  done in straightfor­
ward harmonic fashion, utilizing mainly major triads, open fifths ,  added 
sixth chords, and major seventh chords. The interplay on B and B-fiat 
again provides a great variety of temporary tonal centers. 
f22!. The second part of Section III is a short coda {measures 
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81-86) .  This restates the major portion of Phrase 4 in chordal style 
with ver;r straightforward, exceedingly strong rhythmic feeling. The 
voices start on a unison, then gradual1Y spread to !om hamonies gen-
erally built in major triads, including the .final chord. This final 
cadence is interesting because of the m&nner in which it leads away from 
the key of G, where it originally starts. The chords are a D-major tri-
ad, a D-major seventh chord, a B-minor seventh chord, an unexpected E-
!llajor triad, an F-major triad, back to the original Cl-ma jor triad (which 
becomes the IV chord of the new key) , a C-major triad, and, finally, the 
A-major triad, 
The text of this composition is very singable ; the music fits 
each textual sound particularly wll. It even strengthens the vigorous 
feeling of the text for "freedom, toleration and the open air." This is 
largely acc0111plished by the free use of triads and seventh chords. 
� Range !.!!!! Tessitura 
Soprano : Tessi tura - middle register. 
Range - d1 to ri:.2. 
Alto : Tessitura - middle register. 
Range - a to d2 • 
Tenor: Tessitura • middle register. 
l Range - d to g • 
Bass: Tessitura - middle register. 
1 Range - a to e • 
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III. "THE P.RISONER" , FROM FOUR HUNGARIAN FOLKSONGS 
-
BY BELA BARTOK 
�· Variation of a theme is the fo?'lll&l design of this compo­
sition of Bartok. The melody alone would be considered a one-part form 
since it is a simple period construction composed of' two contrasting 
phrases that repeats itself for all four verse s. However, due to the 
change of tonal center and the different harmonic and rhythmic treatment 
of' the accompacying voices in each stanza , it perhaps may better be con-
sidered a s  the theme and variation f'orm. A short coda follows Stanza 
IV. 
Stanza ! (Measures 1-9) 
Melody. Since each stanza utilizes the Slllll$ melod,y, the following 
description of it will suffice for the entire song. Phrase l ,  in a Dor-
ian mode on F ,  starts with a rather static interplay around C and B-fiat, 
then, in a descending figure, outlines a minor seventh chord built on 
the toni c .  Phrase 2 starts high and skips down before descending by 
step, 
Rhythm. The rhythms accompacying both these phrases are very 
intri cate. The melismas of the text causes an almost constant change 
in primary" accents and subsequent metric divisions. Multi-rhythms 
abound throughout the entire composition, 
Rhythmic figures such as five thirty-second notes on one beat, 
sixteenth note triplets on one beat, four thirty- second notes on one 
beat, and f'ive eighth notes spread over three beats further complicate 
lOJ 
the success.f.\11 exeC\ltion of this stanza. However, if the ti:me values 
are reduced to their smallest components, or even to steady eighth notes, 
all but one of these figures then ocC\lpies one count and is thereby di­
visible. 
Hamon:y, The primary mode or conq>os1t1onal conception is linear 
dissonant counterpoint throughout Stanza I. Most or the resulting bar­
monies are either noatertial sonorities or chords or superimposed 
thirds. 
The first half of Phrase 1 uses mainly clusters of seconds; the 
last half of this phrase starts w1 th a ninth chord and gradually closes 
the spread of voices as it goes through an added sixth chord to a domi­
nant seventh chord to a cluster of seconds and finally to a unison. The 
outstanding sonorities of Phrase 2 are eleventh chords, various types 
of seventh chords , and an occasional major triad. These harmonies are 
often caused by accented non-chordal tones in any or all parts that 
create the effect of double and triple appoggiaturas, 
Stanza .ll (Measures 10-18) 
.!!2!!!, !!!!! voicing. Stanza II provides considerable variety in 
this composition. Stania I was sung in a Dorian mode on F by a choir 
made up of four-part women' s voices plus a tenor part, the melody being 
in the top voice : Stanza II is sung by a three-part men's choir in a 
Dorian mode on C with the melody in the middle voice. 
Rhythm. Multi-rhythms continue their way in this verse as the 
meter signatures change in rapid succession; however, the intricate 
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rhythmic patterns of Stanza I are abandoned in favor of a much simpler 
rhythmic texture in Stanza II. 
Hamow. All the above changes contribute to the achievement of 
variety , but the harmonies a nd  their progression are the greatest depar­
ture from wbs.t has gone before. v.bile the baritone voice carries on the 
Melody, the tenors and basses,  in almost continuous parallel sixths ,  
create a line that i s  contrapuntal to the melody both rlzythmically and 
tonally , TM.s gives a strong feeling of' bitonallty ; it also creates 
a great variety of sonorities, such as open fifths and fourths ,  tone 
clusters of seconds, ninth chords, seventh chords, augmented triads , and 
major and Dlinor triads, 
Stanza ll! {Measures 19-28 ) 
Variety in Stanza III i s  achieved by the use of a seven-part Dlixed 
choir with the melody returned to the soprano voice and sung in yet an­
other mode - this time Dorian on G, The rlzythms involved are very simi­
lar to those of Stanza II , but unlike those of' Stanza II they are not 
contrapuntal to, or independent of, the melody, The hamonies are con­
ceived basically in a chordal fashion, but interest is heightened by 
the use of parallel triads in the tenor and bass parts against a figure 
in contrary motion in both alto parts ,  Chords created a re  mainly se­
venths, ninths, elevenths, added sixths ,  and an occasional major triad. 
Stanza I! {Measures 29-39) 
Stanza IV returns to the original Dorian mode on F and a four­
part texture of mixed voices, The melody is in the tenor voice for 
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Phrase 1 and in the soprano voice for Phrase 2. The rhythms are even 
simpler than those of the previous verses,  although meter signatures con-
tinue to change, The harmonies are a combination of some of the features 
from previous stanzas, although they become much more dissonant. The 
parallel triads among the bottom voices again suggest bitonality, bar-
monies comparable to those of previous verses are utilized, and measures 
36-39 go so far as to use chords with both major and minor thirds and 
chords with both natural and raised roots. 
�· Measures 40-43 are a repetition of Phrase 2 of Verse IV 
se:rving as the coda; 1 t i s  sung by four-part men 1 s voices w:i th the melody 
in the top tenor part. The rhythms are very simple and the harmonies are 
conceived chordally - mainly major triads, both major and minor seventh 
chords, and one sonority Pilllt in fourths. The final cadence progresses 
from an open fifth on F and C to an E-:f'lat major triad ( the major point 
ot interest - a major triad built on the low seventh degree of the scale) 
and back to the open fifth on F and C again. 
German and English are the tw choices the performer of this com-
position has. The English translation is quite true to the intent of 
the German text. The folk song melody is quite plaintive, in keeping 
with the sadness of the text, and Bartok' s  arrangement retains this mood. 
� Range !!!!! Tessitura 
Soprano : Tessitura - middle register ( Stanza III - high register) . 
Range - e-:f'lat1 to a2. 
Alto : Tessitura - middle register (Stanza IV - low register) . 
2 Range - g to c .  
Tenor : Tessitura - middle register. 
Range - d-flat to g1• 
Bass : Tessitura - middle register. 
Range - E-fiat to d1 . 
IV. "0 w:lULD I WERE" BY ERNST KRENEK , FROM MODERN CANONS 
EDITED EY HERMAN REICHENBACH 
Es?!!!· The following analysis i s  slightly different than the 
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others in this study: sinoe it deals with a composition in  canon form 
i n  strict twelve tone technique , the analysis will concern itself with 
individual voice lines rather than sections or verses .  
Soprano 
The tone row is  first stated in its original form by the soprano , 
and takes approximately tour measures for its completion on the E-sharp 
in measure 4 .  The soprano then continues with an exact interval inver-
sion of the row as originally stated ( a  skip down a Jll.ll.jor third beooming 
a skip up a major third) ; occasionally, one of the tones of the row is  
transposed an octave from where it  wuld normally be, probably both f'or 
harmonic reasons and for voioe color purposes . 
This inversion ends after the first note in measure 10 . The com-
bination of original row and its inversion makes up the complete melody, 
and from measure 10 to the end of' the composition the soprano repeats 
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this complete melody' approximately three and one-half' times (only one 
and one-half times . if' the repeat or measures 4-2) is not used ) .  
The alto voice enters four beats later than the soprano i n  canon 
at the fourth below. The row and its inversion i s  stated exactly as it 
was in the soprano , and, like the soprano, the alto repeats this melody' 
approximately three and one-half' times before the end of' the song. 
The tenor utilizes the original row a s  stated by the soprano 
voice; however, though it starts only one beat later than the soprano , 
it takes twice as long to complete itself because the use of augmentation 
doubles all the note values, The inversion is also in augmentation with 
the result being that the tenor repeats the melody only about one and 
one-half times. Also because of' this augmentation, the tenor line devel-
ops quite a high tessitura. 
The bass part i s  slightly different than the other three parts in 
that it starts with the inversion of the row and then inverts the inver-
ion, which results, of' course , in the original row. Because the bass 
entrance is a full three measu·res later than the soprano , it assumes 
an added importance. The row is repeated three times in this voice. 
Musical and Vocal Results ==-- -
RhYthm• Rhythmically, the sum of these four parts is relatively 
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easy to perform, having no syncopation nor counterpoint of accents. 
Harmony. The hamony created by these parts provides an ample 
amount of interest. Since this is linear dissonant counterpoint, the 
individual voice lines are of major importance , and the hal'lllOn)', ere-
ated by these lines is only incidental . Occasional consonances occur, 
such as the A mi!lOP triads in measures 2 and 22, but the rest of the 
sonorities are nontertial. Especially prominent are tone clusters 
"Which , because they are often spread out among the voice s ,  vaguely re-
semble chords of superimposed thirds , such as ninth, eleventh , a nd  thir-
teenth chords mil'llls maey of the inner notes, 
The text of thi s composition presents no special problems, being 
a constant repetition of the same words with each completion of the row 
and its inversion. 
Vocal Range !ll9. Tessitura 
Soprano : Tessitura - middle register. 
1 2 Range - e-sharp to g • 
Alto : Tessitura - Middle register. 
2 
Range - b-sharp to d • 
Tenor : Tessitura - high register. 
1 Ra.nge - c- sharp to g 
• 
Bass: Tessitura - Middle register. 
l Range - A to c-flat 
• 
CHAPTER VII 
SACRED ACCOMPANIED MUSIC 
CHAPTER VII preeents works of one very well known composer and of 
two relatively unknown composers, Benjamin Britten is one of the lead­
ing composers of the present era, and his composition offered here is 
slightly more difficult than the other two ; hence, it i s  assigned the 
last position in the chapter. 
The compositions of Hovhaness and Klein were chosen because they 
represent definite types of music in the contel!lporsry idiom that are 
different than a� others offered in this thesi s .  
I •  � !!Al! QQ!!! fil: � .! miQl!I 
BY JOHN KLEIN 
!2!:!!· Through the use of repetition of certain themes the com­
poser of this song manages to obtain a great deal of unity in what is 
e ssentially a through-composed form. The composition i s  in three sec­
tions, and the scheme of the themes and their repetitions within those 
large sections i s  A B  C A , D C A, E (F) . 
Section I (Measures l-'.30 ) 
Otgan introduction. An organ introduction of three measures sets 
the mood for the ensuing choral entry by establishing the martial char­
acter of the music. This is accomplished by a basso ostinato of two 
quarter notes (on the root and fifth of the tonic triad) , and by a trip-
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let figure gradually ascending in pitch and volume to the point of the 
choral entrance. 
� !• Theme A, introduced by a six-part mixed choir, takes 
the character of an extended fanfare in sets of triplets spread over two 
counts of the measure. This :figure of three is duplicated by the organ 
against the organ ostinato figure of two, the only rhttlmrl.c irregularity 
occurring in this entire composition. 
All the themes in this song, with the possible exception of F, are 
chordal in conception, the melodies only being incidental to the harmonic 
progressions. Theme A is no exception to this ;  contrary motion between 
the triads in the women' s voices and the triads in the male voices cre­
ates a major triad on the tonic three times w1 thin a measure (including 
the first beat) , and a major seventh chord three times within a measure 
(including the third beat) . 
A portion of Theme A is then repeated exactly in a new key. 
Whereas measures 1-6 were in a Mixolydian mode on F, measures 7-10 
switch without 118.rning to a similar Mi.xolydian mode on A. Be!ore going 
to Theme B,  measure 11 establishes the key o! C major, only to be replaced 
by a Ml.xolydian mode on E in measure 12, 
Theme ]l. Theme B now enters in a much calmer vein in the Ml.xo­
lydian mode on E already established. \otlile the organ establishes a 
long pedal tone and retains rhythmic interest and unity, the voices 
state the theme , harmonized mainly by major triads, Following this 
immediately at measure 17 is a modulation back to the Mi.xolydian mode 
on F and the entrance of Theme C. 
lll 
Theme Q. This Theme C is a sequence of long chords. First is a 
dominant seventh chord, then a major triad, an eleventh chord, a thir­
teenth chord, and a :major triad in that order ( sounding very much like 
dance music chords because of the progression and the type of thirteenth 
chords used) . This is done with a long crescendo 'Which builds the in­
tensity for a return of Theme A in the Mixolydian mode on A, 
Section .ll (Measures 31-48) 
Theme )2. Section II starts as a contrasting section ; Theme D 
enters in the M:ixolydian l!lode on E with ll!lljor triads of a broad rhythlllic 
nature against an organ accompaniment of duplication plus occasional 
rhythmic figures. 
!I.!.!!!!!! g,. At measure 39 Theme C returns in its original key 
(Mixolydian mode on F) ; this return is an exact repeUtion of its for­
mer entry. 
Theme !· At measure 46 the organ once more repeats Theme A in 
the �J.xolydian mode on A. This leads to major triads sung on long tones 
by the choral voices leading to Section III. 
Section ill (Mea511res 49-81) 
Theme s;. Here an eight-part choral interplay on the chords of C 
major, B mi.not, and A minor seventh set up an ostinato effect that is 
Theme E. This theme establishes the Aeolian mode on E, 'Which continues 
to the end of the aong. The choral interplay is duplicated exactly in 
the organ with the addition of an occasional triplet figure to retain 
unity and provide interest. 
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Theme (,[) . This three chord o stinato ot Theme E gradually softens 
to a hU111 as the baritone solo enters with a chant that is rhythmically 
contrapuntal to the ostina.to, and roJil.Y be thought ot as either a separate 
Theme F, or as a portion or Theme E, starting at measure 70 , parts ot 
the ostinato begin dropping out, starting with the bottom voices and 
working upward until, in the last three measure s, only one high soprano 
line is left to tade away gradually. 
No unusual vocal problems are preeent because or the text or this 
COlllposition. The wrds are i n  praise of God in a highly dramati c and 
exultant mood, throughout most ot the song. The music is consequently 
martial until the final Theme (F) , which demands a more subdued mood. 
Vocal � !!!! Tessitura 
Soprano : Tessi tura - middle register {Theme E - high register) , 
l 2 Range - g-sharp to g • 
Alto : Tes situra - middle register. 
l 2 
Range - d to c • 
Tenor :  Tessitura - middle register. 
1 
Range - g to !-sharp • 
Bass : Tessitura - middle register, 
l 
Range - A to e .  
Baritone solo : Tessitura - middle register. 
Range - d to g. 
II . Q EQ!! ! .§!!Q!ll'. .Q! SACRED .:!.Qr 
BY ALAN HOVHANESS 
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!2.!::!!l· In the matter of fonn, this composition, as is the case 
with the majority of choral compositions analyzed in this study , is 
through-composed. For the sake of clarity the writer has divided it 
into three sections, the first of which is rather lengthy, the last two 
sections being much shorter. Each section, especially in the organ part, 
is similar to the others, but not enough to call it a repetition of any 
other section. Throughout the composition there are incidences of bi-
tonality, polytonality, and multi-rhythms , although the rhythms of the 
notes themselves are extremely simple. 
Section 1 (Measures !:!!:§.) 
Organ prelude. Ten measures of organ music serve to open this 
composition. Within these ten measures the meter signatures change from 
2/2 to 3/2 to 5/4 to 3/2 to 5/4 to 2/2 to accomodate the changing pulse 
of the melody, which is played by the trumpet stop of the organ, This 
melody is in tw short phrases, both of which are step-wise around a 
central tone ; the first phrase centers around D and the second around B.  
Against this melody G major chords are tied together to fonn an 
unbroken background, creating a feeling of bitonality. Also , in measure 
2 ,  bitonality occurs as the organ plays an open fifth on B and P'-sharp 
against an F-ma.jor triad. 
Phrase 1· The choral voices enter in measure 11 ,  and for the 
next ten measures sing only major triads , most of which are quite dis-
;. . 
. . ···- < ' •  
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tant in relationship from any G tonal center. The organ J11erely rein. 
forces the voices ,  but this i s  sometillles at the octave , giving some va. 
riety. 
Measure 20 continues the first phrase or the choral 111Usic with 
numerous metric changes and a variety of major and minor triads. Since 
the harmonic conception is a simple harmonization of the melody in block 
chords throughout the entire co!llposition, the occasional seventh and 
ninth chords encountered in the voices a re  only incidental to the chang. 
ing voice lines. 
Phrase Z.· 
with measure 36. 
Phrase 2 starts on the last note of measure 2:( and ends 
It i s  conceived melodically, rhythmically, and harmo-
nically in the same manner a s  was Phrase 1. 
?hrase J.. Phrase 3, starting with measure 37, likewise utilizes 
this same rhythmic and hamonic concept; however, lihereas Phrases l and 
2 (from measures 20 to 36) were largely diatonic, Phrase 3 reverts to 
the concept of the free relationship of major triads .  This continues 
throughout measures 41-44, Wich are sung by the men alone , and through­
out mea sure s 44-48, lihich are sung by the women alone. 
Organ accompaniment. The organ, in measures 20-48, is used pri­
marily to reinforce the choral pitche s. Usually this is done by a 
single bass line that outline s  the root movement in seconds,  Occasion­
ally, however, as in measures 23 ,27 ,  31, 32, 36, 40, and 41 , it will 
introduce very definite bitonality. Some eumples of this are: (1) a 
B-major triad against an A-lninor triad , (2) an F-sbarp-major triad 
against a D-major seventh chord, or, as in measures 31 and 32, (J) a 
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D-minor triad against a tone cluster. 
Section .ll (Measures 49-70) 
Organ prelude. Another organ prelude is used to introduce Section 
II, Bitonallty again occurs chordally in measures 49 and .51. It also 
occurs in measures .5:3-63 by virtue of the organ playing a long E-major 
chord against the trumpet stop melody in a mode on B (half' steps between 
1-2, 4-.5 . and 7-8) , this time with added rhythmic difficulties. 
Phrase l· Measures 6:3 contains the choral entry for this section, 
a continuation textually of Phrase :3 of Section I .  Again the melody is 
step..wise , the chords unrelated to a specific key (E major to B !111.nor to 
G major to B-fiat major to A-fiat major to A minor) , the organ reinforc­
ing the vocal parts. However, two changes have been made. The choral 
parts in the rest of the song have been r�hlnieally all halt and whole 
notes; in measures 66-69 the soprano imitates the rliTthmic pattern of 
quarter and eighth notes of the tl'lllllpet stop melody. The other change 
is the introduction of bitonality in the organ for three continuous 
measures while the choir is singing. Metrically, however,  there are no 
changes of pulse and the meter signature does not change in Section II. 
Section ll1 (Mea$Ures 71-91) 
Organ prelude. After a bitonal chord in measure 71 (open fifth 
ot C and G against a G-sharp-minor triad) the organ returns to the trum­
pet stop melody of the two previous sections in measures 72-80. Against 
this the organ sustains an A-minor chord. Meter signatures change often 
within these measures. 
Phrase .J.. The final entrance of the choir in measure 81 is a 
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repeat of the text from Section II, and is entirely in whole notes with 
no meter signature changes, Rhythmically, this gives the feeling of an 
extremely strong final cadence, The melody is essentially static, but 
the chords are again unrelated to one tonal center. 
Organ accompaniment .  Although the organ merely reinforces the 
vocal parts for measures 81-87, it introduces ,  for the first time in this 
selection, a polytonal effect that exceeds bitonality, Against the final 
E-major chord of the choir the organ plays in measure 89 an open C-sharp 
and G-sharp together with an F-major seventh chord, and in measure 91 an 
open G-sharp and D-sharp together with a D-major ninth chord, 
Y2.£!! Range !!!!! Tessitura 
Soprano : Tessitura - middle register. 
Range - d1 to g
2
• 
Alto : Tessitura - middle register. 
1 Range - a to b • 
Tenor :  Tessitura - high register. 
1 Range - f-sharp to g • 
Bass: Tessitura - middle 
Range - F-sharp to 
register. 
1 c • 
III , � !Q §:ill!! � 
BY BENJAMIN BRITTEN 
!2!:!!• As is the case with the majority of songs analyzed in this 
study, this selection is divided into sections. In actuality, its through-
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composed form attains the feeling or a part form in stanzas, but, be­
cause or the insertion of the last section, use or the term, "through­
compo sed" , i s  more desirable, If this last section were not inserted, 
it would be the familiar A B A three-part form. 
Section l (Measures �) 
Organ prelude . The organ opens the song with a short, seven 
measure chant-like melody. This i s  notated in 2/2 meter and i s  synco­
pated by the use or tie s ,  triplet figure s ,  and accent marks. As the 
chorus enters in measure 8 with the first phrase , the meter signature. 
changes to 4/4, doubling the time values of the notes .  
Meloc!y. Melodically , Section I i s  very chant-like , each phrase 
except the. last ascending step-wi se to the llliddle of the phrase, then 
descending step-wise to the conclusion or the phrase, The last phrase 
ascends and remains there for a cadence effect. 
Rh.ythm. Rhythmically , this section i s  ver,r simple in the voice 
parts , only having some slight syncopation on the wrds "Prince" and 
"0, Lord. " However, the organ offers a very interesting rhythmic vari­
ety. In addition to its duplication of the voice parts, the organ sup­
plies a basso ostinato , also a chant-like motive , that requi res five 
and one-half beats for its completion. Because of this odd number of 
counts it enters on different beats of the measure throughout Section I ,  
creating a continually changing counterpoint of accents, and supplying 
harmonic variety. 
Harmony. This basso ostinato i s  one of the most important fea­
tures of Secti on I, for without it the vocal harmonies are quite plain, 
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and with it are very unusual. The voice lines create sonorities of 
unisons , seconds,  thirds , and occasional tone clusters, but, with the 
ostinato, all manner of sonorities ,  both consonant and dissonant , result. 
Among these are major and minor triads,  unisons, thirds , sixths,  tone 
clusters, major and minor seventh chords , ninth chords , eleventh chords , 
thirteenth chords, and some m>Rtertial sonorities. This section is  in 
the key of B.fl.llt major. 
Section ll (Measures 2?-65) 
canonic !2D!! !!!!! 1h! melody. A rather length,y contrapuntal sec­
tion now takes place in the fonn of a four-part canon on the words "In­
stead of th,y fathers, Sons are born to thee". The first half of this 
sentence is  on rapid notes ,  the second is  slightly more lyric.  In each 
case the motive turns around a central tone , then descends by a leap of 
a fifth. 
RlJ:rthm. This section is in 6/8 meter and moves rapid.l;y: the 
rh,ythms are highly syncopated, often spreading a figure of three quarter 
notes over a measure of six beats. The organ adds further to the rhyth­
mic complexity; in addition to its reinforcement of the first half of 
the canonic motive in each voice , 1 t plays a heavily accented chord on 
the primary beats of each measure, thus accentuating the feeling of three 
against two. 
Hannogr, Section II is extremely interesting ham.onically, demon­
strating how much variety may be obtained with a minimum of musical 
ideas, The canon, in an Aeolian mode on G, starts in the soprano on D ,  
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one measure later in the alto on A, another measure later in the tenor 
on C ,  and in the bas s  another measure later on G, The harmonies cre­
ated by these canonic voices in conjunction with the staccato notes of 
the organ in measures 27-J2 fonn three minor triads, a major triad, 
three major seventh chords ,  two dominant seventh chords , a ninth chord, 
a minor seventh chord, and a tone cluster. The majority of these sonori­
ties also include appoggiaturas,  further enriching the hamonic texture, .  
First canonic variation. Measures '.33-38 are an exact repetition 
or the previous measures with a slight melodic variation or the bass 
voice in measure 38, which leads to another repetition or the canon, 
this time transposed. It is now up a third in B.nat major, so the har­
monic texture is altered completely, These measures (39-44) and its 
exact repeat (45-50) now contain mainly minor seventh chord11, with an 
occasional ninth chord, tone cluster, and only one major triad. 
Second canonic variation. Measures 51-65 contain the final manip­
ulation of the canonic material. The positions of the organ and voices 
are reversed, the organ playing an enriched variation of the first half 
or the canonic theme , and the voices supplying the staccato notes in 
canon based on the original canonic motive, Harmonies created by this 
are somewhat simpler than those in the earlier versions , being predom­
inantly sonorities or thirds, seconds, open fifths, and major triads, 
Section fil (Measures 66-87) 
Section III starts as an exact transposition of Section I to the 
key of D major. The organ again states its unison chant and the choir 
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again enters {meaSlll"e 72) with its chant-like melody against the basso 
ostinato of the organ. However, at measure 78, the choir and organ start 
an "Alleluia" based on materials of Sections I and III , but altered 
enough to produce harmonies more reminiscent of Section II. 
Section !Y (Measures 88-109) 
Section IV is an undisguised chant. Against a chant in English 
on long major triads in the choir, a treble solo chants a Latin line, 
This chant lllOVes about considerably melodically, and is highly synco­
pated rhythmically. The choral parts are very stationary in pitch but 
are also irregular in rhythm. 
The organ also plays the choral triads,  but on sustained tones. 
However, in measure 104, as  the solo ends and the choir sings its final 
B-flat added sixth chord, the organ returns to its material from Section 
I.  The basso ostinato makes its final appearance , and the voi ce parts 
of the final phrase of Section I are used by the organ to ascend to a 
morendo cadence, 
With the exception of the final solo chant , there are no textual 
difficulties in  this composition, The words are very simple and, to­
gether with the music ,  create a mood of intense 'oo!Qrship. The Latin 
chant requires some extremely legato singing and is translated directly 
by the choral voices wi th their English text. 
Vocal Range .!!!!. Tessitura 
Soprano : Tessitura - middle register, 
Range - d1 to a2• 
Alto : Tessitura - 111iddle register, 
2 Range - a to d • 
Tenor : Tessitura - middle register. 
2 
Bange - c to g • 
Bass: Tessitura - middle register. 
Range - a to d1 • 
Treble solo: Tessitura - middle register (for soprano ) .  
l 2 Range . d  to r .  
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CHAPTER VIII 
SECULAR ACCOMPANIED MUSIC 
Of the four analytical chapters contained within thi s study, 
CHAPTER VIII probably contains the most difficult music. Although the 
Krenek selection of CHAPTER VI is difficult because of its use of the 
twelve tone technique , it is only one difficult number in an othe rwise 
moderate chapter. In contra st , every selection in CHAPTER VIII is dif­
ficult to analyze , and I!!!!! • .Q LIBERTAD i s ,  in many ways, as difficult 
to perform as i s  the twelve tone row selection. 
I .  "STOMP YOUR FOOT" FROM !!.!! TENDER � 
BY AARON COPLAND 
General interpretative requisites. "Stomp Your Foot" is a choral 
square dance with a consequent abundance of Vi tall ty rhythmically . How­
ever, with the exception of six measures late in the song, all the rhyth­
mic complexity occurs in the two piano parts ; consequently, this selec­
tion is relatively easy for the choral voices, at the same time being 
very inVigorating . 
!'2!:!· The form utilized herein i s  that of a ternary ( three-part) 
form, designated in letters as A B A ( this return to A carries consider­
able . variation) . Wl thin each of these large sections are also two or 
three periods 'Which will also be designated with capital letters ; that 
is, Period A ,  Period B, Period C. 
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Section ! (Measures 1:!!;2) 
Period !· Period A is used as an introdu ction in the key of D 
major, It is a double period that starts in a solo voice , with each 
phrase adding several voices to create a vigorous crescendo effect. 
Period A has a very unusual construction; although it i s  in uni­
son and has simple rhythms ,  the phrases are quite irregular. Phrase l 
is two measures long and has an outstanding characteri stic of starting 
with an octave leap downward, followed by a leap of a fourth down on the 
first beat of the second measure . Phrase 2 i!I also two measures long and 
it also starts with the S8Jll& octave leap downward , btlt the fourth down 
is altered to a third down, Phrase 3 is an exact repetition of Phrase 
1 ,  but then adds two measures of ascending, step-wise progression. Phrase 
4 is essentially two measures long, being an answer to the added measure s 
of Phrase J. This answer centers definitely around tbe D-major tonic 
tone , 
At this point Piano II enters with a heavily syncopated motive 
that cove rs two similar phrases before leading into tbe key of E major. 
Here it gains the assistance of Piano I in octave s in measure 16. The 
full chorus then enters in measure 17 with the complete Period A in this 
new key while the pianos supply harmonic and rhythmic interest with ideas 
drawn from the period, contrapuntal to each other and to the choir. 
Ha.monies are primarily unisons , thirds, and open fourths and fifths. 
Period .!l.• As the above period ends , the pianos start again the 
syncopated motive of measures 8-15 , against which the choir states Peri­
od B. In this way, even though the choir sings relatively simple har-
monies and rhytl:u!ls ,  the pianos constantly maintain the square dance 
rhythm.s in eighth notes, 
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Period B ,  starting on the last beat o! 111easure 29 ,  is made up of 
two contrasting phrases. The first is characterized by leaps or fourths 
and a sixth, and is harmonized with thirds and sixths; the seco!ld phrase 
moves allllost entirely by step, and is harmonized with major triads,  an 
open filth, and some ninth and eleventh chords minua lll&ny of' the inner 
notes .  
The period ends on 111eaaure J8 with a deceptive cadence on an F­
sharp..m.jor triad; this is the key in which the pianos end Section A 
with motives from Period A and the syncopated figure of meaS11res 8..15. 
Section � (Measures 47-111) 
Period !· The pianos start Section B with four mea511res of intro­
duction i n  the key of E-flat major. This is a typical accompaniment for 
many western-style songs - short, staccato chords directly on each beat, 
continuing throughout both statements of Period A (vith an added contra­
puntal motive when Period A repeats) .  
Period A starts i n  measure 51 with the !e!llB.le voices i n  two parts. 
It is composed of two similar phrases of four measures each, using almost 
entirely half note rhytl:u!ls , each phrase descending, then ascending, with 
only occasional seventh and ninth chords created by the voices against 
the piano parts. Measure 59 starts the exact repeat of Period A with 
the addition o! the aforementioned contrapuntal piano motive . 
Period �· Period B starts at measure 67 in the key of E major. 
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Period B i s  also composed of two aimilar four measure phrases ,  but the 
second phrase i s  extended three measures as the male voices join the fe­
male voices to cadence in C ujor. Rhythllls in this period are easy and 
straightforward, harmonies are parallel thirds , and the melody is an 
interplay on thirds . The piano parts are melodic ·  and rhythmi c dupli­
cations of the vocal parts with added triadic hamonies ,  
Period £. Period C ,  starting i n  mea'1!re 80 , i s  sung i n  the key 
of C major by the 1111.le voices on half note rhythms. It is extremely 
similar to Period A, the vocal rhythms , the piano parts , and the result­
ing harmonie s  being transposed f'rOlll Period A. Even its direct repeat in 
measure 88 utilizes the saine oontrapuntal piano motive as Period A, How­
ever, the melodic line i s  different , first leaping up a fifth , then de­
scending step-wise in both phrases of the period , and the vocal harmo­
nies alone are equally distributed between fifths and thirds. 
Period J!. Period B now returns at measure 96 in the male voices 
in a sudden change to the key of n..nat major. Everything else is the 
same as when the period was first stated, with the exception of the ex­
tension, which does not lead to a new key. Piano I now reverts to a 
combination of material from Period A of Section A and the syncopated 
motive following it, Piano II continues with material from its accom­
paniment of Period B of Section B. This combination of materials from 
both sections leads logically back to the return of Section A. 
Section ! (Measures ll2-168) 
Section A starts as an exact repetition of the first Section A ,  
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but some variations are made as the section progresses. The first ot 
these is the omis sion ot the introduction, Period A starts in measure 
113 exactly as it did in measure 17, except that it i s  now i n  D major, 
the piano i s  slightly more elaborate than before. Period B also stays 
in the key of D major, 
First variation, The first radical variation occurs at measure 
- --------
134 as the pianos return to their accompaniment of Period A (this time 
in E-fiat major) , and the voices start a short, two-part canon on the me-
lody of Period A that breaks into four-part hamoey in measure 143 and 
cadences suddenly in E major in mea sure 144. 
Second variation. At this point Piano I begins a rhythmical 
variation of Period A, Section A, against a parallel triad hamonization 
of Period A, Section B. Piano II utilizes the accompaniment .figure o.f 
Period A, Section B ,  Against this accompaniment the choir states the 
octave leap of Period A ,  Section A, in unison imitative figures that are 
highly syncopated and difficult rhythmically. The choir continues this 
contrapuntal action in a varying number of parts until Period A i s  com­
pleted in measure 161. 
Third variation. An extension of Period A, Section A, starts in 
measure 162 in five-part choral fashion that builds to a furious climax. 
The pianos draw short motives trom several ot the former periods to con-
tribute further to this strong cadence effect in the key of E major. 
Choral hannonies. Throughout these contrapuntal variations or 
Section A, the choral harmonies are unisons, thirds , fourths and fifths. 
In the extension of Period A, Section A the harmonies take on richer 
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texture than at an;r other time during the song; the ll!al.e voices are in 
parallel sixths that are in contrary motion to the parallel triads of 
the female voices. This creates sonorities of major triads on the first 
and. second beats of every measure, a very prominent major seventh chord 
on each third beat, and a minor seventh chord on every fourth beat. 
The text an:l music combine in this composition to create an ex-
tremely jubilant, holiday mood through the use of the square dance rhy-
thllls and f'olk-type melodies.  
!2£!! Range !BS. Tessitura 
Soprano : Tessi tura - middle register (occasional extreme registers) .  
2 Range - b to b .  
Alto : Tessitura - middle register (occasional extreme registers) .  
2 Range - a to f' • 
Tenor: Tessitura - middle register ( occasional extreme registers) . 
Range - A to a-fiat1 • 
Bass:  Tessitura - middle and high registers. 
l Range - A to e • 
II . 1]! BLUEBIRD, BY 
NORMAN DELLO JOIO 
!2!!!· Five stanzas and a short extension make up this theme and. 
variation fonn, Each stanza contains enough variation, either in the 
voices or piano, to take this selection from the simple , one-part fonn 
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category. The melody is written in the style of folksong , and the ac­
companiment is predominantly composed of ninth chords of the type used 
in dance music, but the combination of these is a modal framework with 
many enrichments and variations gives the song a fl'esh, urrusual sound. 
� introduction. The piano introduction starts with a motive 
of grace notes both above and below the main tone that achieves the ef­
fect of a bird call. Another motive is introduced immediately in meas­
ure 3 - a sequence of tone clusters spread widely and descending chroma­
tically through measure 8. Measures 9 and 10 return to the bird call 
motive with hal'lllonies of added sixth and major seventh chords, and meas­
ure 11 is a prelude of the following accompaniment. Rhythmically, this 
introduction is very simple . 
Stanza .! (Measures 12-25) 
Each stanza is composed of a double period; each period is seven 
measures long with phrases of three and one-half measures.  The melody 
is modal (Aeolian of F in Stanza I) and essentially step-wise , centering 
around the tonic and dominant tones. 
Stanza I is unison for female voices,  the rhythms are those nor­
mally found in 6/8 meter, and the main point of interest is the extraor­
dinary combination made by the lyric melody and the unusual pianistic 
harmonies. These harmonies are mainly widely spread ninth chords , minor 
seventh chords , occasional major seventh chords, and occasional major 
triads. The use of these harmonies in pianistic figurations and modal 
progressions takes the song out of the simple and ordinary , and places it 
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in a very interesting light. 
Interlude !· 09'erlapping the last measure of Stanza I and con.. 
tinuing to measure 31, the piano interlude returns to the materials of 
measures 3-11 with some omissions and harmonic variations. 
Stanza y (Measures 32-45) 
Stanza II , until the last half-phra se, has only two change s in the 
vocal parts. They are the use of men ' s  unison voices and the use of the 
Dorian mode on F (as the reader will notice, this pattern of Aeolian to 
Dorian to Aeolian with alternate stanzas continue s throughout the five 
stanr.as) .  
The piano accompaniment utilizes a combination of elements from 
Stanza I. Measures 32-34 are built on the ninth and seventh chord motive 
of measures 11-14, w:l.th the addition of ascending lines of parallel thirds 
(in measure J4, parallel seventh chords) . Measures 35-41 use the bird 
call motive and an enriched harmonic variation of measures 11-17. 
At measure 42 a definite change takes place. Both piano and voices 
change the tonal center to G; this leads to the second piano interlude. 
Interlude y. Starting at measure 45 and continuing through meas­
ure 48, this interlude is composed of major triads, tone clusters, and 
minor seventh chords against a rhythmically complex motive that is remi­
niscent of a bird call. Triplets, sixteenth, and thirty-second notes 
vie for dominance.  
Stanza fil (Measures 49-64) 
Piano accompaniment, The accompaniment of this stanza starts with 
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the steadily repeated sixteenth notes of Interlude II played against 
tones on the primary beats of each mea1111re. This forms sonorities of 
seconds , thirds, a tone cluster, an open fifth , a major seventh chord, 
a minor seventh chord , and a C-major triad. These chords are followed 
by the second bird call motive of Interlude II. 
Phrase !.· W'bile the piano provides this background the voices al­
ternate singing the first phra se in the Aeolian JnOde on G. Sopl'l!-no and 
tenor sing the first half of the phrase in uni son, then take a short ac­
COll!Pllnilllent figure on the fifth of the scale {drawn from the first bird 
call 1110tive) , while the alto and bass complete the phrase in unison. 
Phrase �· The second phra se i s  sung in chordal style , the melody 
being in the soprano. Rhythms are as before , but the four.part hal'lllo­
nies are major seventh chords, major triads, minor seventh chords ,  a thir­
teenth chord, a dominant seventh chord , a ninth fomed by an appoggia. 
tura , and an occa sional open fourth or fifth. The piano duplicates the 
voice parts plus continuing the repeated siXteenth note figure of Inter. 
lude II. 
Phrase J.. Phrase 3 utilizes the same devices, and obtains essen­
tially the same results as did Phrase 2. 
Phrase �· Phra se 4 offers two variations o£ the second bird call 
motive in the accompaniment ; the repeated sixteenth note motive is used 
in an alternate octave figuration in measure s 60-62, and measures 6J-64 
introduce the characteri stic interval s of thirds col!lbined as ninth chords. 
The vocal parts are unu sual only in measure 60 as a major seventh chord 
is used on the fifth degree of the scale, contrary to this diatonic mode . 
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Measure 62 is taken by basses and tenors with a unison melody, and in 
measure 63 the sopranos and altos introduce an open fifth based on the 
first bird call motive. 
Stanza .ll (Measures 65-7?) 
Phrase ,!. The Dorian mode on G is used tor Stanza IV. The melody 
i s  in the soprano , the bass harmonizes with it in essentially contrary 
motion, and the alto and tenor parts enter with quick open fourths that 
create sonorities of open fifths among all the voices. Thi s comprises 
the first half of Phrase l; it is accompanied by a variation of measures 
ll-14. 
The second half of Phrase 1 reverses this process by placing the 
melody and its contrary motion harmony line in the alto and tenor parts 
and giving the qllick notes to the soprano and bass parts, this time in 
open firths. The piano uses a variation of the secom bird call motive. 
Phrase ,g. Phrase 2,  starting in the last half of measure 69 and 
contirnrl.ng through the first half of measure 73, i s  in four.part chordal 
style. The rhythms are consequently the saine in all voices , 'Id.th the 
exception or measures 72-73 , at which time the altos am tenors return 
with the quick notes of Phrase 1, this time in thirds. The harmonies 
created by this style are the same as those of  Phrase 2,  Stanza III. 
Phrase l· Phrase 3 i s  very similar in all respects to Phrase 2 ,  
the largest exception being an unexpected D-major triad i n  measure 75. 
This leads to the final two measures of Phrase 3. which is an augmenta­
tion of the first bird call motive in the soprano, and a unison melody 
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among the alto , tenor, and bass parts. Phrase 4 is dropped completely 
from this verse and is replaced by Interlude III of the piano accompani­
ment. 
Interlude fil, This interlude starts on the final mea sure of 
Stanza TV (measure 77) and continues through measure 80 .  The right hand 
plays a rb;ythmically intricate , inverted version of the second bird call 
motive , and the left hand supplies chords on each important accent (mi­
nor triads in measures 77-78 and major triads in measures 79-80) . The 
combination of hands produces the following sonorities :  (1)  A-minor­
triad , (2)  D-minor ninth chord, (J)  A-minor triad, (4) F-major seventh 
chord, (5) D-major triad, (6) A-ninth chord without the third , (7) D­
major triad, (8) A-ninth chord, without the third. 
Stanza y (Measures 81-106) 
stanza V, following the pattern e stablished throughout this compo­
sition, returns to the Aeolian mode , this time on A. All of Phrase l 
and the first half of Phrase 2 (measures 81-87) use an idea similar to 
that in Stanza TV - the melody and a contrary motion part against quick 
moving notes in other parts, while the piano plays only an occasional 
chord. 
Phrase ;i,,. The first half of Phrase l starts with the soprano and 
alto supplying the melody and harmony parts,  and the tenor and bass parts 
moving in rapid , step-w.1.se parallel thirds. In the second half of the 
phrase the parts exchange these ideas - the men take the melody and con­
trary motion part , and the women take the rapid tones .  
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Phrase &· The first half of Phrase 2 returns to the same dis­
tribution of parts and motives as the beginning or Phrase l. The second 
halt or Phrase 2 is discussed below in conjunction with Phrase 3,  
Phrase l and 2 hamonies. The texture mentioned above creates 
- - -
four-part harmonies that are constantly shifting because, essentially , 
t'llO-part counterpoint is created, The great variety of sonorities are 
not just incidental , but do not talce on the importance they would in a 
purely chordal harmonization. They are mainly major triads , major ae-
venth chords, ninth chords, some eleventh and thirteenth chords , and 
occasional open fifths .  
Phrase .l· The last halt of Phrase 2 and all of Phrase 3 (last 
half of measure 87 through measure 93) utilize the pure chordal style 
of Phrase 3 in Stanzas III and IV. Only in measures 92-93 is there a 
brief return to the contrapuntal style mentioned above ; in this return 
the harmonies are quite complex, as before . However, there i s  a noti ce. 
able change of emphasis harmonically in the chordal section. Only oc-
casional sonorities of superimposed thirds of more than a triad occur; 
the main emphasis is on consecutive major triads. 
Phrase !J;. Measure 94 marks the beginning of Phrase 4, this time 
distributed uong imitative voices with melodic variation. All four 
parts close the phrase with widening and increasingly complex harmonies 
in measures 97-98 - an open fifth to a minor seventh chord to a ninth 
chord to a final eleventh chord. Throughout this phrase and other phrases 
of Stanza IV the piano has entered only occasionally with ninth chords 
and figures drawn from the main melody. 
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Extension of Phrase 4, Measures 100-106 are an extension repeat-
-
-
ing the text or Phrase 4 of this stanza. Measures 100-102 contain a 
seven-part choral statement that is much used in other compositions in 
this study, and that creates a very interesting progression of harmonies. 
The male voices sing, essentially, parallel triads of G major and C ma-
jor with one interspersed ninth chord on A, then cadence on an A-major 
triad ; the female voices move in contrary motion to the male voices with 
alternate B..Jllinor and E..minor triads, interspersing the A-ninth chord at 
the sa.me time as the male voices, am also cadencing on the A-major triad 
at the same time as the male voices. The combination of male and female 
voices provides an interplay bet-n a G-major seventh chord and a C-ma-
jor seventh chord, cadencing together on the A-major triad, 
Piano conclusion, As the above triad soums the piano enters with ----- ----------
the second bird call motive in measures 102-103 over stark , empty ninth 
and eleventh chords Committing most of the inner components of the chords) , 
The piano in measures 104-105 states a melodic segment from the main theme, 
am the choir enters in measures 105-106 with a tour-part augmented ver-
sion of the first bird call motive on the upper tones of the final A­
major ninth chord. The piano then supplies the remainder of this chord 
in measure 106. 
The folk-type melody, made plaintive by the use of modal quality, 
am the unusual harmonic structures and progressions complement the text 
in this story of a young man• s search for the way to love. Although there 
is some humor in this song , it is basically sad , 
Vocal Range !!!!! Tessitura 
Soprano ! Tessitura - middle register. 
l 2 Range - e-flat to a , 
Alto : Tessitura - middle and high registers, 
l 2 Range - d to e-nat • 
Tenor: Tessitura - middle and high registers. 
l Range - e-flat to £-sharp • 
Bass: Tessitura - high register. 
l 
Range - B-flat to e-flat • 
III . !\!!!!! • .Q LIBERTAD 
BY ROGER SESSIONS 
1).5 
�· This selection is among the most difficult in the contempo­
rary idiom with regard to both performance and analysis. It is through­
co111posed and unity is obtained by the use of short, fragmentary motives, 
In only one place is there any resemblance to a former section, that be­
ing the "Tempo I" at measure 4-9 when the opening choral motive returns 
for one measure. Because of the lack of verses or sections, this selec-
tion will not be divided in the same way as were the other compositions 
in this study. 
Motive !· After a measure suggesting the Aeolian mode on D {by 
the use of a scale of thirty-second notes) the two pianos strike a strong 
C..thirteenth chord as the four-part choir enters on the chord's  upper 
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components. In this measure the choir states Motive l with its step. 
wise movement in all parts, characteri stic quick rhythms on the word 
"Libertad", parallel fourths in soprano and alto in contrary motion to 
the parallel :fourths of tenor and ba ss, and sonorities of thirteenth 
chords, seventh chords, a!Ji eleventh chords. 
Choral Motive l and the :following measure of piano music give an 
il'Kiication, with their contrary motion a!Ji conflicting chromatics, o:t' 
the pol.ytonality that is to prevail throughout the relllainder of thi s 
composition. Motive l appears again in measu.re 4, this time with s0111e 
slight melodic and harmonic variati on, and using asce!Jiing parallel mo­
tion in all parts. 
Motive �· Motive 2 enters in measure 5; its characteristic form, 
as seen 1110re clearly and fully in later uses o:t' it, is a four-note figure 
with syncopation of the :first two notes and a leap o:t' a fourth or :t'i:t'th 
followed by step-wise motion in the same direction, 
The two pianos have an even more interesting use of the Motive 2 
during these and subsequent measures. In measure 5 they play sequences 
derived :from this motive in both diminution and inverted retrograde. 
Measure 6 continues this variation "While also introducing the original 
motive (the :first tone being transposed down an octave ) • Measure 7 uses 
the motive in diminution with other tones interspersed. It also uses 
the motive in a transposed form and in two-part imitation. Measure 8 
utilizes it in retrograde diminution against the conclusion of the imi­
tation of the transposed figure . 
Motive 1· While the pianos continue Motive 2 in part of its 
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transposed form, i n  an inverted form with interspersed tones, and in 
retrograde with interspersed tones , they also introduce Motive 3 in 
measures 9-ll. Motive 3 i s  a staccato eighth note figure that remains 
fairly stationary for several beats , then ascends by several leaps of 
fourths and fifth s. In the meantillle , in measure 9 ,  the voices have en.. 
tered with Theme A. 
Theme A· Theme A i s  essentially ly'ric, having step-wi se movement 
and a characteri stic group of two sixteenth notes on the last beat of 
each measure, This theme enters in the soprano and i s  joined by the 
alto in contrary motion at fourths and fifths a 1J1easure later. 
Measure ll uses fragments of Motive 2 in Piano II and a retro­
grade form of it in Piano I with interspersed notes. The female voices 
enter in measure 12 with Theme A: although it i s  varied i n  all respects, 
it retains the essential feeling of the original theme. At the same 
tjme the pianos continue with their manipulations of Motive s 2 and 3, 
Augmentation of intervals is the only change in Motive 3, but Motive 2 
still is presented in original , inverted, retrograde, and inverted re­
trograde forms, often with the interspersion of notes as noted previous­
ly, 
Theme ]! !!!:'! RQlytonali ty. Al though the feeling of polytonali ty 
has been felt before in this composition, it gains impetus with measure 
15. The manipulations of Motives 2 and 3 have been, and will continue 
to be ,  related to different simultaneous tonal centers. The choir adds 
to this by stating Theme B in its own form of bitonality. Theme B i s a 
rhythmic, step-wise theme with the female voices suggesting one tonal 
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center and the male voices another. These tonal centers are changed so 
frequently that they even approach atonality. 
Measure 19 ends this statement of Theme B and reverts to the ori­
ginal statement of Motive 2 in Piano I. It also uses sequences made of 
elements of Motive 2 in Piano II. 
A variation of Theme B occurs in m.easures 20-21, the voices this 
time outlining an A...minor triad and even coming to an F-unison pitch. 
The pianos provide the polytonality by using versions of Motive 2 in se­
veral silllultaneous keys. Thi s pianistic polytonality continues as the 
voices ,  in mea sures 22-27, proVide their own bitonality through a vari­
ation of Theme A. 
Sectional divi sion !!!!! rJ:gt.hmic motives • .  If thi s composition were 
diVided. into sections , llleasure 27 'WOUld be a logical. divi sion point. Al­
though the voices still sing the last note of' the preceding phrase , meas­
ure 27 starts what is essent�ally a three measure piano interlude , using 
distinctive rhythmic motives that have not appeared previously. However, 
these motives are not used enough throughout the remainder of the compo­
sition to warrant assigning them a rrumber. 
,!2!!!l, variation £! Theme li• At measure JO the choir enters with 
a variation of Theme B,  having for the first time a fully chordal design 
of harmonization :ror four full measure s. Polytonali ty is temporarily 
abandoned as the voices form sonorities of three minor seventh chords , a 
dominant seventh chord, two major seventh chords, two ninth chords , one 
nnn-tertiaJ. sonority of consecutive fourths and fifths ,  and two eleventh 
chords. The pianos even contribute to thi s new feeli ng of definite 
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tonality in a minor mode as they sometillles rein:f'orce the bass line , use 
the variations of Motive 2 in this mode , and use triads to rein:f'orce the 
modal concept. 
Motive !!;. The pianos again have an interlude, this time in meas­
ures )4..)9. The consecutive triads of the previous measures become con­
secutive seventh chords in Piano I and Piano II introduces a new motive. 
This Motive 4 is composed of an eighth note followed by two sixteenth 
notes, with the latter two notes usually being an interval of a third or 
fourth above the first eighth note, This i s  often altered, however, to 
aey group of intervals in any direction, the rhythmic figure being the 
distinctive feature of the motive , 
PoJ.xtonality. Polytona.J.ity, which returned with the piano inter­
lude , remains as the chorus enters in measure 40 with a CO!llbination of 
Motive 4 and Theme B, Measure 40 does have .A..flat as a tonal center , 
but in measure 41 the fem.ale voices suggest .A..flat, the male voices G. 
flat, Piano I D-flat , and Piano II &-flat. Measure 42 achieves a similar 
effect with the women suggesting G, the men suggesting first D-flat and 
then G, Piano I being too nebulou s to assign to any key, and Piano II 
suggesting G. 
Polytona.J.ity is abandoned again in measures 43-44, although the 
tonal center moves abtlut quite rapidly, The voice s, in unison, present 
sequences derived from Motive 4 and the pianos play in uni son with the 
voices, but in different rhythms, 
Measures 45-48 are another piano interlude, this time bitonal be­
tween the t1110 pianos. Piano II is based on Motives 2 and 4, particularly 
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the former , and Piano I uses consecutive t.birds doubled at the octave 
and runs based on Motive 2. 
"Tempo l." · As has been noted at the beginning of this analysi s, 
measure 49 is a return to "Tempo I". However, this is in a much more 
elaborate setting than before. Motive 1, in varied harmonic form, oc­
curs in the voices of measure 49, but from there to the conclusion of 
the selection the voices carry on with a ateadil;v ascending crescendo of 
a lyric line that come s to the vocal climax on the A-major triad of 
measures 56-57. 
Piano accompaniments. The pianos during the above measures have 
been concerned mainly with elaborations of Motive 2, Motive 3 ,  and Mo-
tive 4,  and with interspersed chords of ninths ,  elevenths ,  and thirteenths, 
often in two or more simultaneous keys, As the voices climax on their 
final triad, the pianos provide long runs ( related to previous piano mo­
tives) in parallel and contrary motion between the two piano parts. 
Summar.y 
As a summary, it must be noted that polytonality is used almo st 
continually throughout this composition, especiall;v in the piano parts. 
Multi-rhythms are the norm, not the exception in this composition. !<!e­
lodicall;v, the selection i s  very fragmentary; rhythmically, it is quite 
syncopated; harmonically, the sonorities created by the polytonality 
are of almost every conceivable combination. 
Text 
-
Thi s text of W!!lt 'I.bit.man i s  a cry to the people of liberty to 
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turn from the ways of the past, and to look to the future with new mo-
tives.  The free use of deVices of composition, S'lloh as irregular rhy-
thms, various imitative devices ,  and disregard of maey traditional rules, 
adds to this feeling of seeking for new ways, 
.Y.2.!!!! � !.!B Tessitura 
Soprano : Tessitura - high register. 
1 2 Range - d  to a ,  
Alto: Tessitura - middle register. 
Range - a to r2. 
Tenor: Tessitura - high register. 
1 Range - C to a • 
Bas s :  Tessitura - middle register .  
Range - A to e1 • 
CHAPTER IX 
SUMMARY OF THE STUDY 
I .  PURPOSE OF THE STUDY 
The purpose or this study was : (l) to detel"llline to what degree 
music in the contemporary idiom was used in the senior high schools of 
the state of' Wil.shington, (2)  to determine the attitudes of high school 
choral directors,  choral members ,  and listening public toward this music, 
and (J)  to analyze the phenomena peculiar to music in general and the 
phenomena peculiar to choral music only of selected examples in this 
idiom. 
!!!!!! !2!: � Stud¥ 
Basic asSU!!!ptions. The basic ass1.1111Ptions made in the first chap.. 
ter were that : (1) choral music in the contemporary idiom should be used 
in the senior high school, (2)  some compositions in the contemporary 
idiom are superior to others and should be noted and used as such , (J)  
it would be advantageous to have model analyses of' choral music in the 
contemporary idiom available. 
Establishing � El!!!!· Authorities were quoted on the need for a 
well-rounded musical education utilizing compositions of all periods and 
on the 1i0rth of the contemporary idiom. Research showed that there is a 
definite lack of scholarly work relating this idiom to the field of music 
education. Thi s, then, raises the question of the amount of contemporary 
music actually used by high school choral directors. 
II . FULFILLMENT OF THE 
FUR.POSE OF THE STUDY 
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The purpose of the study was fulfilled by the use of tw devices. 
They were : 
1.  The use o f  a questionnaire detemining : (1)  the amount of 
J11Usic in the contemporary idiom used by high school choral 
directors during the school year 19.57-19.58, and (2) the at­
titudes of the directors, choir members and li stening public, 
in the judgments of the directors questioned, toward the con­
temporary idiom. 
2. The analysis of selected representative choral nru.sic for 
mixed choir. 
Results 2! !:!l! Q!!.estionnaire 
Range 2! percentages. The questionnaire shoMed that the percen­
tage of practice of music i n  the contemporary idiom to the practice of 
music of all periods was quite low, and performance of music in the con­
temporary idiom to performa:noe of music of all periods 'li!i.s quite low, 
considering the historical periods from which choral mu.sic may be select­
ed. The range of percentages was from . 94 per cent to 10 .13 per cent, 
with the state-wide percentage of contemporary compositions performed, 
6.7.5 per cent ( compositions practiced include those performed) . 
First section 2! � questionnaire. The first section of the 
questionnaire was constructed and tabulated according to five major cate­
gories. They were : 
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1. Area of the state ( northwe st, northeast, southwe st, southeast, 
west subtotal , east subtotal , and state total ) .  
2. Teaching experience (0 to 1 year, 2 to 3 years, 4 to 9 years , 
and 10 years and above ) .  
J.  Education (bachelor' s degree holders only and master ' s  degree 
holders ) .  
4. Classification of schools by enrollment (Class A schools ,  
Class B schools ,  Class C schools ,  and Class D schools ) ,  
5, Percentage of choral program enrollment to school enrollment 
(0  to 10 per cent , 11 to 20 per cent, 21 to JO per cent, 31 
to 40 per cent , 41 to 50 per cent, and above 50 per cent) . 
Second section g! !!!! questionnaire. The second section of the 
que stionnaire was constructed and tabulated according to director' s judg. 
ments concerning the following : 
1. Reception of the contemporary idiom by the listening public .  
2. Reception of the contemporary idiom by the listening public 
in the future , 
J .  Ability of high school choral groups to perform music in the 
contemporary idiom. 
4, Enjoyment of high school choral groups in performing music in 
the contemporary idiom. 
5, Preparation of the directors to teach music in the contempo­
rary idiom. 
6,  Reasons why some directors avoid o r  overlook music in the 
contemporary idiom, 
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Signif"icant findings. Resu1ts of this questionnaire showed se­
veral significant findings. They were : 
1, Directors with master' s degrees used a much higher percentage 
of contemporary music than those w:!. thout master• s degrees. 
2. Class A schools used a much higher percentage of contemporary 
music than schools in other classifications. 
J .  Schools with from 0 to JO per cent of the total school enroll­
ment in the choral program used a much higher percentage of 
contemporary music than schools whose choral groups comprised 
above JO per cent of the total school enrollment. 
4. Directors believing the contemporary idiom was favorably re­
ceived by the li stening public and directors believing the 
contemporary idiom was not favorably received by the listen­
ing public -were approximately evenly divided. 
5, A large majority of directors believed the contemporary idiom 
will be favorably received in the future . 
6. A majority of directors believed their choral groups were in­
capable of performing music in the contemporary idiom due to 
in!lllfficient musical background and insufficient choral pro­
grams . 
7, A large segment of directors did not know if their groups en­
joyed the contemporary idiom because they have not used it. 
8, A large majority of directors believed they were adequately 
prepared to teach music in the contemporary idiom. 
9. The majority of directors believed that some directors avoid 
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or overlook mu.sic in the contemporary idiom because of lack 
of training, experience , difficulty of the idiom, di slike of 
the idiom, and fear or audience disapproval. 
Author' s conclu sion, As a result of these findings ( judgments of 
the directors questioned and the low percentage of use of the contemporary 
idiom) the writer concluded there was a need for a greater understanding 
of the contemporary idiom by a majority of the directors responding to 
the questionnaire . This led to the offering of the analyses as a par­
tial fulfillment of that need. 
Definition £! Terms 
At this point in the study an entire chapter defining the terms 
utilized in the study was pre sented . Thi s was necessary because of the 
many relatively uncollllllOn and/or complex terms found i n  connection with 
the contemporary idiom. 
Method £! Analzsis 
General !!:.!!.!! 2.! analysis. Du.e to the highly complex nature of 
the analyses ,  a chapter was inserted explaining compo sitional devices of 
the contemporary idiom and the analytical methods utilized in this study. 
Within each of the following chapters of analysis the selected composi­
tions were analyzed according to two general areas. They were : 
l .  Phenomena peculiar to music in general (form, melody , rhythm, 
and harmony) • 
2. Phenomena peculiar to choral music only (text, vocal ranges ,  
vocal tessituras, and choral devices) . 
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Arrangement 2£. chapters. Each chapter of analyzation, as far as 
was pos sible , started with the easiest composition in that category and 
proceeded to the most difficult in that category, The categorie s  were : 
(1) Sacred A Cappella Music, (2) Secular A Cappella Music, (3)  Sacred 
Accompanied Music, and (4) Secular Accompanied Music, 
Chapters were also arranged according to their overall difficulty; 
that i s ,  CHAPTER V contained , essentially, the easiest music, CHAPTER VI 
was slightly more difficult , CHAPTER VII was still more difficult ,  and 
CHAPTER VIII contained, es sentially, the most difficult group of selec-
tions. The writer endeavored to select compositions representative of 
leading compo sers and different contemporary choral style s, 
Sacred ! Cappella Music, The compo sitions analyzed within this 
chapter were : 
l .  "PAPER REEDS B Y  THE BROOKS" , FROM .mJil PEACEABLE KINGDOM BY 
RAND.ALL THOMPSON, 
2. TE DEUM BY WILLIAM SCHUMAN, 
- -
J .  "ALLELUIA" , FROM BRAZILIAN PSID! BY JEAN BERGER, 
4. CANTATE fil! !;! m! ( CANTATA OF PEACE) BY DARIUS MIIJIAUD. 
Secular A Cappella Music, The compositions analyzed within this 
chapter were : 
l. "EN HIVER" (IN WINTER) , FROM §!! CHANSONS BY PAUL HINDEMITH . 
2, FREEDOM, TOLERATION BY ROY HARRIS. 
J. "THE PRISONER" , FROM !.Q.!lli HUNGARIAN FOLKSONGS BY BELA BARTOK , 
4. "0, -..OULD I w.ERE" BY ERNST KRENEK , FROM MODERN CANONS , 
EDITED BY HERMAN REICHENBACH, 
;;a cred Accompanied Music . Compositions analyzed within this 
chapter were : 
1. GOD HAS � JI!: mil A fil!Q\IT BY JOHM KLEil'I. 
2. .Q, FOR A SHOUT .Q! SACRED ili/1 BY ALAN HOVHANESS. 
3. ™ .IQ  SA.INT � BY BEN.TOO,'/ BRITTEN, 
S&oular Accompanied !:!1!!!1£. Compositions analyzed within this 
cba pter vere :  
1. 11STiJ.ll> YOUR FOOT", FROM ,Tig; TENDER LAND B Y  AARON COPLAND. 
2. !!!ill BLUEBIRD BY NORMAN OOLLO JOIO • 
.3. .I!lfil!, .Q LIBKRTAD BY R�Ut SJ::SSIONS. 
Results of !tl.!. Analysis 
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Most of the compositions anelyzed in the study vere found to be 
s imilar in many respects to conventional music. Their form wa s ,  basical­
ly, the Titriation of simple traditional forms. Conventional devices, 
such a s  canon and fugue , and duet, trio, and quartet voice groupings were 
still used. However ,  the resulting musical language was much more terse , 
cutting out non-essentials. Tonal relationships became more diversified 
with a greater freedom in the use of tonal centers; polytonality and 
atonality were used much more frequently than before . In addition to 
co nvmitional devices, 1:10lody was formed by the utilization of fragmentary 
motives and unu9ual skipa; rhythms used a greater degree of irregularity, 
Harmonic relationships were a:i outgrowth of the trend toward the fre er 
relation,hipi prevalent throughout the his tory of music. 
Conclu ;iono'l 
The questionnaire section of this study established the ba sic fact 
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that the contemporary idiom is, to a great extent , neglected by our 
schools. The analyses showed that, with further study and greater UDder­
s tanding of the current trends in musical composition, the choral direc­
tors of the State of Wa shington will find choral numbers in the contem­
porary idiom are built mainly on compositiona l founda tions of the past. 
With the mus ical background required for the teaching of muaic from 
previous era s, high school choral directors are also basically equipped 
to teach the contemporary idiom. They need to extend their previous 
study, and it is hoped the analyses will serve as a guide in this direc­
tion. 
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APPENDIX A 
PROPOSED QUESTIONNAIRE TO SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL 
CHORAL DIRECTORS OF THE STATE OF 'WASHINGTON 
Please return completed foJ'!ll to : 
Frank L. Prather 
Division of Music 
Central iia.shington College of Education 
Ellensburg. Ws.sbington 
Instructions : 
Listed below are questions pertaining to you and to your 
choral organizations. Please examine them carefully before 
answering. 
PRELIMINARY INFORMATION 
Mr. Miss Mrs. 
Circle one Last n.11111e 
Address (Street and number) 
Name of senior high 
where you are employed 
Degrees held 
Total nUD1ber of years 
teaching choral music 
AA A B 
Circle the classification 
of your senior high school 
Total enrollment in choral groups 
i n  your senior high school 
First Middle 
City and State 
School district City 
From where 
Number of years 
at present school 
Actual enrollment of your 
senior high school 
Enrollment of most 
advanced choir in 
your senior high school 
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Instructions : 
Please complete the folloldng questionnaire to the best of your 
ability. It is absolutely essential to the fulfillment of the study. 
The contemporary idiom referred to here is that segment of mo­
dern music which utill�es new and unconventional methods of composition. 
Dissonance , consonance , tonality, melody, rh:ythm, harmony, and the 
other aspects of !ll1lsic are not treated in the conventional manner 
associated with previous centuries, Such devices as pol�nali ty 
( simultaneou s use of different tonalitie s ) ,  polyrhtt.hms Simultaneous 
use of different rhythms) , !ll1llti-r hms ( changes of time signature 
in rapid succe ssion) , atonality lack of a definite tonality) , and 
dissonant counte)'lloint (interweaving o f  melodies in an atonal or 
polytonal system may be used. It does � refer to music recently 
composed that i s  written in a classic, romantic ,  or post-romantic 
style . 
I .  
A .  Please state the total nwnber o f  com.positions (of all periods) 
which the most advanced miXed choir in your senior high 
performed last year. ( 1957-58) 
B.  Please state the total number of compositions (of all periods) 
whi ch the most advanced mixed choir in your senior high 
practiced last year. (1957-58) 
I I .  
A, Please list below the title , composer, and publi sher of 
any composition in the contemporarr idiom which your most 
advanced mixed group performed last year. ( 1957-58 ) 
Composer (Arranger) Publisher 
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B. Please list below the title, composer, and publisher of any 
composition in the cont!l!!pOrar;y idiom which your most advanced 
mixed group practiced last year, ( 1957-58 ) 
Title Composer ( Arranger) Publisher 
III, 
A. If you are in doubt as to whether any composition your 
1110st advanced choir pertormed last year ( 1957-58 ) 
is in the contemporary idiom, please list below the title, 
composer, and publisher of that composition. 
Compo ser ( Arranger) Publisher 
B. If you are in doubt as to whether any composition your 
most advanced choir practiced last year (1957-58) is 
in the contemporary idiom, please list below the title , 
compo ser, and publi sher of that composition. 
Composer ( Arranger) Publisher 
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IV. 
v. 
A. In your judgment , have you been adequately prepared to 
teach the contemporary idiom in choral music? 
B. If your answer is no , please comment. 
Yes No ( Check_o_n-e"")-
A. In your judgment , is music in the contemporary idiom 
favorably received by your listening audience? 
B. I f  your answer is no ,  please comment. 
Yes No (Check _o_ne....,),..-
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v. 
VI. 
C. In your judgment , will the contemporary idiom in music 
be favorably received by your listening audience in the 
future? 
D. If your answer i s  no, please collllllent. 
Yes No (Check -one__,),--
A. In your judgment , is your group capable of perfol'!lling 
the contemporary idiom in choral music? 
B. If your answer is no, please co111111ent. 
Yes No (Check -o-ne_,),.._ 
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vu. 
A. In your judgment , does your choir membership enjoy per­
forming music in the contemporary idiom? 
B .  If your answer is no , please comment. 
Yes No 
(Check -o-ne..,)--
VIII, In your judgment, are there other reasons why some directors 
overlook or avoid music in the contemporary idiom? 
1. 
2. 
J. 
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APPENDIX B 
IMIXED VOICF.S1 
Amc<icono. (Five A cappella Choruses.) Orditstra ad libitum 
t634 (L May faery 'Tongue; 2. 'The Staff Necromancer; 3 ,  God's Bottle•; 
4, Sublime Process of Law Enforcement; 5. Lovelt,lines) c-om,._ 
Ode8 of Horace. (Five Choruses.) 
(1) 0 Venus, regma Cnid1 Paphique (Piano or orchestra) 
(2) V1t<>s hmnulco me similis, Chloe (A cappella) 
()) Montlum custos nemorumque, Virgo (A cappdla) 
(5) 0 fons Bandusiae, splend1dior vitro (A cappella) 
Nd 
.�, 
.18 
.16 
,25 
Th• Pe .... ble l\iugdom. (A Sequence of Eight A cappella Choruses,} 
1730 The Peaceable Kingdom, (Orchestra ad hbirum) <'1.>mJ?l•• 1 .)0 
Ai.to pu!il;.,fmi wµ"t"!.l!J (!« ft,l/t<il''�· (l) Say ye to the nghteous 
(2) Woe unto them 
(3) The nolSe of a multitude 
(4) Howl ye (Double c"orus) 
(S) The pape; reeds by the brooks 
{6) But these are they th.it forsake the Lord (Double Chorus) 
(7) H.ive ye not known> (8) Ye shall have a song (Double Chorus) 
(WOMEN'S VOICES) 
49> Pucri Hebraeorum. (Antiphonal) A cappelki 
Ro•emary. (Four A cappe!la Choruses.) J• and 4·part 
10'3 (r .  Chemical AnalyS1s; 2. A Sad Song; 3, A Nonsense Song; 4. 'To 
Rosemary on the Methods by which she might become an Angel) 
(MEN'S VOICES) 
56o Tarantella. (Do you remember ari Inn, Miranda?) Piarn;J or OTchtstYa 
Odes of Horaee. 
5.19 (4) Quis multa gr:icilis (A rnppdfo) 
(SONGS) 
(with pi•nu &cco11>pa1Q;ia.s.nO 
My Maoter hath a garden, (Words anonymous) 
Velvet Shoes. (WOTds by Elinor Wylie) 
E. C. SCHIRMER MUSIC COMPANY 
221 Columbus Avenue Botton, Ma11, 
.70 
.70 
Distinctive contributions lo lhe 
P R O T E S T A N T  C H U R C H M US I C  C A L E N D A R  
From th£ Pr�JS ()/ 
E. C. SCHIRMER MUSIC COMPANY 
221 Columbus Avenue Boston 16, Massachusetts 
MIXED VOICES 
THE CONCORD A1'.'THEM BOOK ( Concord Series No. 13) 40 Anthems for 
Mixed Voices� compiled by Davison and Foote Clorh $2.50 
THE SECOND CONCORD ANTHEM BOOK ( Concord s.,.;., No. 1 200) 
40 Anthems for Mixed Voices, 'om piled by Davison and Foote Cloth $2.50 
THIRD CONCORD ANTHEM BOOK (Concord Series No. 1290) 30 Anthems for 
Mixed Voices, ron1piled by Victoria Glaser. Edited by Henry Clough-Leighter Cloth $2.50 
L!TliRGICAL RESPONSES (No. ?279) 26 Individual Responses for Mixed 
Voices, by Matthew Lundquist P•p<r $1.25 
THE GATEWAY (No. 1792) 20 Anthems for Soprano, Alm and Baritone, Edited 
by �tatthew Lundquist Paper Sl .50 
BACH CHORALS - Book I ( Concord Series No. 1 )  25 Chorals for Unison or 
Mixed Voices (Adult or Junior Choirs) (loch $ 1 .50 
Paper 1 .25 
fn1trumentdl Pdr/J for Qut1rtet of String, now oi.·ail"blt. (Violin I, ll, Violar dl'ld Viotun-
c£11o) A Violin 111 h11s "ho bt'tn iwcluded for 1He wh�n 4 Viol11 player is •ot availablt'. 
each p.art S.65 
BACH CHORALS - Book I I  ( Concord Series No. 615) 28 Chorals for Unisoll or 
Mixed Voices (Adult or Junior Choirs) Ooth $1.50 
Paper 1 .2."'i 
BACH CHORALS - Book Ill ( Concord Series No. 1 799) 25 Chorals for Unison 
or Mixed Voices (Adult or Junior Choirs) Cloch $1 .50 
Paper l .25 
WOMEN'S VOICES 
BACH CHORALS - Book IV ( Vassar Series No. 875) 27 Chorals for Women's 
Voices (Fou.r-part) aoch s1 .5o 
Paper 1.25 
BACH CHORALS - Book V (V auar Series No. 878) 26 Chorals for Women's 
Voices (Three-part) Cloch $1.50 
Paper l .25 
THE GREEN HILL Three·part Sacred Music for Women's Voices (No, 1838) 
38 Anthems for Soprano I & II and Alto Paper $ z.50 
JUNIOR CHOIR 
FAIR HAVEN Junior Choir and Duet Book (Commonwe"'1tb Serits No. 19)7) 
27 Anthems for Soprano and Alto Pap<r $1.50 
GREEN HILL Junior Choir and Duet Book (Commonwe"'1th Series No. 1 )46) 
35 Anthems for Soprano and Alto Paper $2.00 
CONCORD HYMNAL ( Conoord Series No. 10) for Day School, Sunday School 
and Home Board $ l .50 
SELECTED HYMNS 46 Standard Hymns for use in School and Home ( Words 
and melodies only) P•per .65 
THE LITTLE CHURCH Choir Book (No. 1984) 30 Anthems (Unison and Two· 
part) for Junior Choir, compiled by Matthew N. Lundquist $1.50 
ANTHOLOGY 
PROTESTANT CHURCH MUSIC I N  AMERICA by Archibald T. Davison s,1.00 
' 
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The paper reeds by the brooks 
Isaiah XIX: 1 
Adagio 
Rancl&ll Thompson• 
, • pp -
SOPRANO 
-
-
. 
.._ 
The pap - er reeds by the brooks1 by the mouth of the brooks, 
.. pp 
ALTO 
i ' • • 'if � 'if ::ii: � ii 'if • .. .  "!""-• 
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Adagio 
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Contrasting and Highly Significant Choral Works 
From the press of 
E. C. SCHIRMER MUSIC COMPANY 
221 Columbus Avenue Boston 16, Massachusetts 
Americana (No. 1634) 
A Sequence of Five Transcripts set to music for chorus of mixed voices by RANDALL THOMPSON. Orchestra ad 
Ii bi tum 1.00 
Chorus of Homage (Tafellied) G. & E. (No. 1 104) 
JOHANNES BllAHMS. For mixed voices with piano accompaniment. .35 
The City (No. 1654) 
A choral suite of five poe�s. set to music for six-part chorus of �ixed voices (a t11pp1lla) by H. Lu!>Y BAVMOARTNE�. 
1. The City's Crown (W1ii111m D. Foul/ct). 2. The Metropolis (TAomas C. Chubb). 3. In the City (lsra1I Z11np1il) 
4. Calm Soul of All Things (Matthtfll Arno/Ii). 5. The City (Franl: Mason North) .15 
The Damnation of Faust (Finale to Part I I) G. & E. (No. 565)  
HECTOR BER LIOZ. For men's voices wi th piano or orchestra) acompani m�nt. .60 
John Brown's Song (No. 1627) 
A Choral Poem from "John Brown's Body" by STEPHEN VurcENT BaNiT, set to music by Roan.T DELANEY, 
This setting, for mixed voices and orchesua or piano accompaniment, won the Pulitzer Prize in 1933. .90 
King David (Le Roi David) ARTHUR. HONEGGER.. 
A Symphonic Psalm in three pans after a drama by RENE Moux. For a chorus of mixed voices, narrator, and 
soprano, alto and tenor solo. 
Vocal acore (French or Enrlish) 6.00 
Chorus part (French or English) 1 .25 
Libretto, or Narrator'• part (French 11ntl English) .75 
Miniature orchestral score 5.00 
Orchestration available from the publiaher on a rental basis. Terms on application. 
Magnificat 
MARC-ANTOINE CHARPENTIER (1634-1704). For Three-part Chorus of Men's Voices: Tenors I and II  (or Bari. 
tones), and Basses, (or Soprano, dlto and Bass). Violins I and II and Violoncello. 
Die Meistersinger von Nurnberg - Act III (No. 1 194) 
Vocal Score and Parts 3.50 
Chorus Parts (L.) .75 
RrcHARD WAGllER. Concert version for solo voices (two sopranos, two altos, two tenors, two basses) and chorus 
of mixed voices, with piano or orchestral · accompaniment (German and English) 1 .50 
Nanie (G. & E.) (No. 1 ·.172) 
JoHANNES BRAHMS. A setting of the Schiller poem for mixed voices with piano or orchestra accompaniment. .35 
The Peaceable Kingdom (No. 1 730) 
A sequence of eight choruses for unaccompanied mixed voices by RANDALL THOMPSON. An orchestral accompani­
ment is available. The text is from the Prophecy of Isaiah: 1. Say ye to the righteous; 2. Woe unto them ; 3. The 
noise of a multitude; 4. Howl ye; 5. The paper reeds by the brooks; 6. For ye shall go out with joy; 7. Have ye 
not known?;  8. Ye shall have a song. (each chorus also published separately) 1.25 
Pie Jesu 
MARC-ANTOINE CHARPENTIER (1634-1704). For Three-part Chorus of Mixed Voices : Sopranos, Mezzo-Sopranos 
and Baritones. Violins I and II and Violoncello. Vocal Score and Parts 2.50 
Rosemary (No. 1 023) 
Chorus Parts (L.) .40 
Four A cappella Choruses for 3- and 4-part women's voices by RANDALL THOMPSQN: 1. Chemical Analysis; 2. A 
Sad Song; 3. A Nonsense Song; 4. To Rosemary on the Methods by which she might become an Angel. .60 
Song of Fate (Schicksalslied) G. & E. (No. 1 643) 
JOHANNES BRAHMS. For mixed voices with piano or orchestra accompaniment. .so 
Song of the Fates (Gesang der Parzen) G. & E. (No. 1 1 58) 
JOHANNES BRAHMS. Setting of the Goethe text for mixed voices with piano or orchestra accompaniment. .40 
The Testament of Freedom (No. 2 1 1 8) 
• A  setting of four passages from the writings of Thomas Jefferson by RANDALL THOMPSON. For men's voices with 
piano, orchestral or band accompaniment. f.2£ 
Nott: Complete repertory of the Cantatas of Johann Sebastian Bach with orchestral accompaniments available 
on a rental basis. 
( M IXED VOICES) 
'.203 1 Solomon and Balkis (The Butterfly that Stamped) Opera in one act. 
Libretto adapted from the "Just So Stories" by Rudyard Kipling. 
178'.l The Lark in the Morn (Somersetshire Fol�·song) Arranged (a cappella) 
1 786 Alleluia (Festival Chorus) a cappella 
'.l'.294 The Last Words of David (S.A.T.B. with Orchestra, or Organ or 
Piano) 
( MEN'S VOICES) 
'.l 1 1 8 The Testament of Freedom (A Setting of Four Passages from 
the Writings of Thomas Jefferson for Men's Voices with Piano, 
Orchestra or Band Accompaniment.) Compktt 
(1 . The God who gave us life. 2 .  We have counted the cost. 
3 .  We fight not for glory. 4. I shall not die without a hope) 
'.21 39 The Testament of Freedom (Two passages from above) 
(r .  The God who gave us life. 4. I shall not die witkout a hope) Compku 
'.2 1 54 The Last Words of David (T.T.B.B. with Orchestra, or Organ or 
Piano) 
(WOMEN'S VOICES) 
1985 Now I lay me down to sleep (Motet) S.S.A. (a cappella) 
E. C. SCHIRMER MUSIC Co. 
2 2 1  Columbus Avenue Boston, Mass. 
0 1121 t:CSMCO 
1.25 _ 
·S"O 
Octavo Nu111ber 
Choral Compositions 
8450 PROLOGUE . . • . • . . . . . . . .25 
[Full Ckoru.r of Jlli:red Voice.r and Orche.rtra or Piano) 
8481 *PRELUDE . . . . . . . . . . . . .25 
[Full Chnru.r of Women'.r Voice.r U"ith Soprano Solo) 
8929 *PRELUDE . . . . . . . . . • . .25 
[Full Ckoru.r of llli:red Voice.r with Soprano Solo) 
8927 HOLIDAY SONG . . . . . . . . • .20 
[Four-Part Choru.r of lllixed Voice.r and Piano) 
8948 HOLIDAY SONG . . . . . . . . . . .20 
[Three-Part Ckoru.r of Women' .r Voice.r and Piano] 
9865 HOLIDAY SONG. . • . . . . . • .20 
[Three-Part Ckoru.r of lllixed Voice.r and Piano) 
9866 HOLIDAY SONG . • . . . . . . .20 
[Four-Part Ckoru.r of lllen' .r Voic".r and Piano] 
8926 R.EQUIESCAT . . . . . . . . . . .20 
[Four-Part Choru.r of Jllixed Voice.r and Piano) 
8928 REQUIESCAT. . . . . . . . . . . .20 
[Four-Part Ckoru.r of Women' .r Voice.r and Piano) 
8930 *FOUR CANONIC CHORUSES. . . . . . . . . . . . . .25 
I. Epitaph, 2. Epit�ph for Joseph Conrad, 3. Night Stuff, 4. Come not 
[Full Choru.r of Jllixed Voice.r) 
9212 THE ORCHESTRA SONG . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .20 
[Traditional Au.rtrian Song arranged for any combination of changed or 
unchanged voice.r) 
..... 9453 *'(E DEUM (For the Coronation Scene of Shakespeare's "Henry VIII") . .20 -
[Fol!r-Parl Choru.r o} lllixed Voice.r] 
9597 *TRUTH SHALL DELIVER . . . 25 
[Three-Part Choru.r of, lllen' ,,· Voice.r] 
Li'hraiY -
, Central Washingt�n College 
uf Education 
.. ., . "L''"'" \\lashinirton ·"'E"°'l ·�v t>' 
(Prices apply to U. S. A.) 
G. SCHIRMER, INC., NEW YORK 
G. Schirmer, Octavo No. 9463 
For the Coronation Scene ' of Shakespeare's Henry VIII 
Te Deum 
For Four-Part Chorus of Mixed Voices 
a cappella 
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G.Schinner·s Choral Church OJusic 
MIXED VOICES 
1-'our parts, unless indicated by another numeral, such as (7]. Full indicates compulsory divisi pauages. , 
Numbers marked * may be sung a cappella. Capital letters in italics denote solo passages : S-soprano ; 
.JI-mezzo-soprano; A-alto; T-tenor ; B-baritone ; B.r-bass. Languages of text are shown b,r 
small letters : e-English ; £-French ; g-German ; i-ltalian; I-Latin. Where there is no other indi­
cation, text is English only. Names of arrangers printed in italics. Please order by Octavo Number. 
Octavo Numer Price 
9978 Edwards (Deis) 
99RO . .\dam (Deis) 
9982 ' Whitford 
9983 Francis 
9984 Charles 
9991 *Bach (F. Damrosch) 
9992 *Berger 
9994 Matthews 
10001 O'Hara (Deis) 
When Jesus Walked on Galilee 
0 Holy Night (Cantique de Noel) [3] . . Ckrislma.r 
Long ago, one chill December [Full] . . . Christmas 
Hallelujah! All men praise Him [Double Ckoru.r] 
Christmas Song [Full] . Ckri.rtma.r 
Death, I do not fear thee, from the Motet "Jesu, Priceless 
Treasure" [5] . • • . . . . . . . . . . • . 
Alleluia, from "Brazilian Psalm" [Full] p, e 
We Thank Thee, Lord [Sor TJ . . .Jloiker' .r Day or General 
Could I have held His nail-pierced hands [T d .d] 
.22 
Bizet (Deis) 
Diggle 
*Niles • 
10015 Mendelssohn 
10016 Mozart 
Agnus Dei (Lamb of God) 
Let all mortal flesh keep silence . 
Wondrous Love [T or B d M] · 
Lent, e.rp. Good Friday 
Cast thy burden upon the Lord, from "Elijah" 
Dies Irae, from "The Requiem". l . 
Lacrymosa, from "The Requiem". 1 
.20 
.20 
.22 
.20 
.20 L 
10017 Mozart 
10018 Adam (Buck,) 
10019 Mendelssohn (Deis) 
10020 Milligan \Deis) 
10021 O'Hara (Deis) 
I 0022 Palestrina ( De,is J 
10025 Guion (Deis) 
10027 Buck 
10028 Buck 
10029 Buck 
10033 · Neidlinger (Deis) 
0 Holy Night [Fu/�· S or T] . . Ckri.rlma.r 
If with all your hearts, from "Elijah" 
Hear my cry 
Count your blessings . . 
0 bone Jesu (0 blessed Jesus). I, e 
Prayer [3] . • , 
Festival Te Deum No. 7, in E� [S, .d, T, d BJ 
He shall come down like rain [S, A, T d BJ . 
Sing Alleluia Forth fT. S d Bs] 
The Silent Sea (3 ; S] . 
r: , 
r; � 10035 Tchaikovsky (Deis) 
10051 Talmadge 
A LeJ!end [3] . 
We love the place, 0 Goo 
.20 
.20 
.20 
.20 
.22 
.20 
.20 
.20 
.25 
.20 
.20 
.20 
.zo 
.20 
.22 
.20 
.20 
.20 
10055 *Weaver 
10056 *Matthews 
10060 Wilson 
10076 *Niles 
10083 Shelley (Deis) 
10089 Whitney 
10093 *Malotte (Bodle1.1 1 
� � 88 
co ... Y • I CI M T .  ,.,o . ..... Cl .  SCHUtM., • .  INC 
When Jesus lay by Mary's side [Full] . Ckri.rtma.r 
Eye hath not seen . 
Give Us Faith For Today [Full] • 
Greenfield [Bl . 
Now abideth Faith, Hope, and Love, No. 16 from the 
Cantata "The Soul Triumphant" . . 
My Soul Hath Longed . 
The Lord's Prayer [Full) . 
(Pricea apply to U. S. A.) 
.20 
.20 
.25 
G.Schirmer, Octavo No. 9992 
Jorge de Lima* 
Alleluia 
from Brazilian Psalm 
Psalmo Brasileiro 
For Full Chorus of Mixed Voices 
a cappella 
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2499 LUCA MARENZIO. The Shepherd's Pipes [5]. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 2  
8658 JOHN WILBYE. What needeth all this travail . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 1 8  
8677 MELCHIOR FRANCK. Jesu, dein' Seel' lass heilig'n mich (Jesu, by Thee I 
would be blessed) .  g, e. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 0  
8678 HEINRICH SCHUTZ. Cantate Domino (0 sing ye Uflto the Lord). l ,  e . . . . . . .  ._20 
8715 THOMAS WEELKES. Welcome, sweet pleasure [5] . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .20 
8716 THOMAS WEELKES. Your beauty, it allureth [5] . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .20 
8840 ANTONIO SCANDELLO. The Little White Hen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,20 
8879 CLAUDE LE JEUNE. Benediction avant le Repas (Dear God, 0 bless us) . f, e .20 
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star) . f, e . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 16 
8953 MICHAEL PRAETORIUS. The Mornin� Star [Women, 3] . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .20 
8954 MICHAEL PRAETORIUS. Lo how a Rose e'er blooming [ Women, 3] . . . . . . . . . .20 
8981 HEINRICH SCHUTZ. Veni, rogo, in cor meum (Come, I pray Thee, dwell 
within me) [ Women, 4]. l. e . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .22 
8982 JACOB ARCADELT. What bliss is yours, my eyes (0 felici occhi).  i, e . . . . . . . 15 
8983 ORLANDO GIBBONS. Deliver us. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 10 
9039 TOMA.S LUIS DE VICTORIA. Ave Maria. l . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .25 
9206 FRANCIS REGNART. Laissons, mon coeur (Come now, my heart). f ,  e . . . . .  . 1 2  
9207 FRANCIS REGNART. Pleu� ii a Dieu (0 would to God and al l  the saints above). 
f,  e. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 12 
9234 STEFF ANO BERNARDI. Laudate Dominum (Praise ye the Lord) [5] .  1, e . . . . . .  .20 
9235 STEFFANO BERNARDI. Benedixisti Domine (Thou gavest Thy blessing) [5]. 
l ,  e . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . t 2  
9316 ORLANDE D E  LASSUS. Sauter, danser (U t o  leap an<l dance) . f, e . . . . . . . . . . .  .12 
9702 GIOVANNI PIERLUIGI DA PALESTRINA. Tollite jugum meum (Take my 
\•nke). I. e . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .22 
'J826 MICHAEL PRAETORIUS. Lo, how a Rose e'er blooming [3] . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .20 
9846 THOMAS WEELKES. The nightingale, the organ of delight [ltomen, JJ . . . .  . 16 
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ALL PEOPLE THAT ON EARTH DO DWELL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Ro binson 
ALMIGHTY, THE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Schubert-Ringwald 
AT SUNSET lAlso for SSA and TTBBJ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Schubert-Ringwald 
AVE MARIA lAlso for SSAJ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .': . . . . .  Schubert-Ringwald 
BEATITUDES, THE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Simeone 
COME TO ME, ALL YE THAT LABOUR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Roff 
EARTH IS THE LORD'S, THE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  M cCormick 
EVENING HYMN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Lockwood 
GOD OF OUR FATHERS lAlso TTBBJ . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Warren- Gearhart 
H E  SHALL COME DOWN LIKE RAIN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . M cCormick 
HIS COMING IN GLORY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Bach-Simeone 
HOLY CITY, THE lAlso for SSA and TTBBJ . . . . . . .  Adams- Ringwald 
IT IS A GOOD THING TO GIVE THANKS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  M cCormick 
JESUS, JOY OF MY ENDEAVOR (Also for SSA and TTBBJ . . . . . .  Bach-Scott 
J ESUS IS RIS'N FROM THE DEAD lEasterJ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Ringwald 
LACRYMOSA (Also for SA, SSAA, and TTBBJ . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Mozart-Hoggard 
LET ALL THE NATIONS PRAISE THE LORD . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Leisrin g-Hoggard 
LEAD KINDLY LIGHT (Also for TTBBJ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Newman-Scott 
LORD GOD OF ABRAHAM . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Mendelssohn-Willhoite 
LOVE IS COM E AGAIN lEasterJ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Grove 
MAKE A JOYFUL NOISE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Simeone 
MORNING SONG . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Brahms-Cunkle 
0 LORD, THE MEASURE OF OUR PRAYERS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Lockwood 
OPEN THE GATES OF THE TEMPLE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Knapp-Ch urchill 
PATRIOT HYMN: 1 775 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Law-Ringwald 
PRAYER FOR OUR COUNTRY lAlso for SSAJ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Cunkle 
RING, BELLS OF JOY lNew YearJ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Klein 
SING UNTO THE LORD A NEW SONG . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Lockwood 
SOE WEE MAY S"ING . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Lockwood 
WHEN CH RIST ROSE lEasterJ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Hyde 
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ALAN HOVHANESS-0 for a Shout of Sacred Joy Mixed Voices and Organ 
0 For A Shout Of Sacred Joy 
Text from an American colonial hymn 
Duration: 4 minutes 
for Mixed Voices and Organ 
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62H In Sorrow Now I Cry to Thee (SA TB) 
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12. ARCADELT 
28. AVSHALOMOV 
6. BACH, J. S. 
42. BEETHOVEN 
13. BERLIOZ 
9. BRAHMS 
23. BRAHMS 
47. BRUCKNER 
4. BYRD 
5. COWELL 
25. FRANCK 
43. GABRIELi 
15. GIBBONS 
GOODMAN 
32. 
33. 
34. 
3. HASSLER 
26. HASSLER 
20. LE JEUNE 
3 1 .  MAHLER 
45. MONTEVERDI 
1. MOZART 
46. NOLA 
2 1 .  OVALLE 
16 .  PALESTRINA 
24. RIEGGER 
40. SANJUAN 
17. SCHOENBERG 
1 8 .  SCHOENBERG 
19. SCHOENBERG 
4 1 .  SCHUBERT 
1 1 .  SCHUMAN, W .  
2. SCHUMANN, R. 
SCHUMANN, R. 
36. 
37. 
38. 
39 
22. SEN FL 
10. SMIT 
35. STARER 
27. STRAVINSKY 
7. VERDI 
8. VERDI 
29. VILLA-LOBOS 
30 VILLA-LOBOS 
1 4. WI LB YE 
Two Madrigals by Michelangelo-SATB, ci cappella .. 
How Long, Oh Lord-Ccinfofci for Alto Salo, SATB cind Orchestra 
Alto Solo, SATB and Piono (Chorol Port) .... 
Orchestra Score ond Parh on renlol, lee on opplicotion 
Cantata No. 1 1 8-SATB and Wind /nstrumenls 
SATB cind Organ or Piono (Choral Part) .. 
Wind Parts, complete set .. 
Elegy--SATB and String Quartet (String OrcheslroJ 
SATB cind Organ or Harmonium (Choral Port) 
Veni, Creator Spiritus-SSA, o cappello . .. . 
Six Folk Songs (First Series)-SAT8, o cappe/la ..... . 
Four Folk Songs {Second Series)-SATB, a cappello .. 
Ave Maria-SA TB, a cappella . 
I Thought That Love Had Been a Boy-·SSATS, o coppe/Ja ... . 
The Uly's lament-SSA ond Piano .. 
If God Be for Us-SATB, o coppello. 
Love Has Now Become a Stronger-SSA or (and) TTS, a cappella 
I Tremble Not at Noise of War-SSATB, a cappella .. . 
Four Motets-SA TB, o cappe//a 
1 .  Ego sum ponis vivus 2. Panis ongelicus . . 
3. Caligoverunt oculi mei 
4. Tenebroe factae sunt 
Fair Maid, Thy lovelineu-SATB, a cappella .. .. 
Christ Is Arisen (Folk Melody, 12th century)-SATB, a coppe//o . . .  
Within Our Arbor Green in Moy-SATB, a coppello .. . . 
Bell Chorus from Symphony No. 3-SSAA, Alto Solo, Piano and Bells . . . 
As from the Earth o Flower Grows-SSA or (andJ TTB, a cappella 
Farmer's Wife Lost Her Cat-SATB, a coppel/o .. . .. 
Are All the Ladies Deaf . . .  ?-SSA or (and) TTB, a cappella 
ShaAgo-SSAA or TTBB, o cappe/la .. 
Mina lste Canfeuor-SATB, a coppellc .. . 
Who Can Revoke-SATB and Piano .. 
Lullaby-SSAA, a cappella 
Two Comely Maidens-SATS, a coppello .. 
Now May Has Come with Glodneu-SATB, a coppe/lo . . .  
To Her I Shall Be Faithful-SATB, a cappe/lo .. .  
Song o f  the Spirits over the Waters-TT88cnd l o w  strings 
TTBB and Piano IChorol Pert) 
String Parts on renlal, fee on application 
Pioneers-SSAATTBB, a coppello . .. .  
a )  Rattlin', Roarin' Willie, b )  The Dream-SATB, a cappella, . . .  
Four Choral Pieces, O p .  59 lcompletel-SATB, a cappe/lo 
1 .  North and South 
2. At the Lake of Constance 
3. Hunter's Song 
4. Good Night 
A Sparkling Fountain Flowing-SAATTB, a cappello . . . .  
Carol-SSA, a coppe//o . . 
Five Proverbs on Love-SATB, a cappe/la 
Four Russian Peasant Song1-SSAA or TT88, a coppello . .  
A v e  Morio-SATB, a cappella .. 
Praises to the Virgin Mary-SSAA, a cappel/o .. 
The Seamstresses-SSAA, a cappella . .  
Our Heavenly Father (lord', Prayer)-SATB, a coppel/a ...... 
Fly Not So Swift-SATS, a cappella .. 
the arthur jordan choral perennials 
2001 
2002 
2003 
2004 
2005 
2006 
2007 
2008 
2009 
2010 
201 1 
201 2 
2013 
Three Traditional Christmas Carols, arr. Zipper-SSA, a cappel/a .. .. 
Three Traditional Chrilfmos Corals, arr. Zipper-SATB, a cappe/la . 
0 Thou Joyful Doy {0 Sancliuima). orr. Zipper-SSATTS, a coppello . .  
four Palestinian folk Songs, arr. Binder-SATS a n d  Piano 
1. Kocha; Koch! 
2. Ayn Charod 
3 Bo-ah M'nucho 
4. Lailoh feleh 
Frog Went A-Courtin', arr. Siegmeister-SATB, a coppe/lo . . . .  
Three Children's Songs by Josef Strimer 
1. Lullaby for the Christ Child-SA and Piano .. 
2. I Wish I Were a Turtle Dove-SSA and Piano .. 
3. Donce Tune-SA and Piano . .. . 
Schubert-Hark, Hark, the lark, arr. Cheyetle-SSA and Piano 
Children's Games, arr. Siegmeister-SATB, a cappella 
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